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 Key takeaways


 •  Recent guidelines issued by the Chinese government on the individual 
     commercial pension market has opened up China’s fund-of-funds market, with 
     target-date funds expected to be one of the more popular products


 •  Initial estimates put the target-date funds market size to range between 112 
     billion yuan to 1.88 trillion yuan


 •  The fund-of-funds market is likely to grow even more as China’s population ages, 
     household incomes rise, and with continued policy reforms


China recently saw the introduction of the first pension-target funds, marking a key 
milestone in the growth of the Mainland’s individual commercial pension market and 
its asset-management industry. This inaugural batch of 14 funds are all funds of 
funds (FOF) that pursue either target-date or target-risk strategies – in accordance 
with guidelines from the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC).


Invesco collaborated with a team of students from the Cambridge Judge Business 
School’s Master of Finance program and conducted a study on what these 
developments could mean for China’s fund-of-funds market. The team believes that 
target-date funds will be one of the more popular pension products in China, given 
their unique allocation structure and strategy they pursue. Based on the study, 
these funds will likely reach a size of up to 1.88 trillion yuan. 
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But these figures are only early estimates – we see upside potential for the broader 
market for individual commercial pension schemes as Chinese households transition 
from savings to investments as a means to preserve and grow wealth. At the same 
time, we also anticipate that the individual commercial pension market will receive 
more policy support from Beijing so that it can act as a reliable and robust system 
to meet the retirement needs of China’s ageing population. As at end 2017, China’s 
elderly dependency ratio was at 15.9%, almost a full percentage point higher than 
2016’s ratio of 15%1. We think there is great potential for stakeholders to take 
advantage of the growth in China’s individual commercial pension market.


Growing the third segment with target-date funds
Chinese policymakers recently introduced schemes to grow the individual commercial 
pension market. The market, which is made up of retirement insurance plans and 
retirement investment products, is seen as the third segment of the pension system 
(Figure 1). This comes as the first two segments – a government-run segment and an 
enterprise-annuity one – are facing increasing strain.


Figure 1: China’s pension system


China's pension system


First segment


Government-run basic
pension schemes


Urban basic pension 


Rural basic pension


Second segment


Annuity schemes


Enterprise annuity


Occupation annuity


Third segment


Individual commercial 
pension schemes


Commercial pension 
insurance (Tax-
deferred insurance)


Pension-target funds 
(currently limited to fund 
of funds)


Target-date funds


Target-risk funds


Among the introduced schemes for the third segment 
were CSRC’s guidelines on what structures pension-
target funds, also known as retirement investment 
funds, should take (Table 1). The funds should be 
constructed as FOFs, or other approved forms, and 
should only pursue target-date, target-risk, or other 
strategies approved by the CSRC.


CSRC’s preference for FOFs should not come as a 
surprise. Pension investments tend to place more 
emphasis on risk control than on the pursuit of returns. 
In addition, they generally have higher expected 
returns at a given level of risk exposure. As a 
combination of funds, FOFs can offer investors a more 
diversified portfolio.


Among the different types of funds of funds, we 
believe that target-date funds will be popular in China. 
Such funds follow glide path structures that rebalance 
their allocations to become less concerned with 
growth and more focused on income as the funds 
approach their target dates. Their glide path allocation 
structures mean that even those without in-depth 
financial knowledge will find them easy to understand. 
This makes them attractive for retirement planning.


Table 1: Recent 
developments in China’s 
individual commercial 
pension segment


June 2017: State Council 
provides guidelines on 
introducing commercial 
pension insurance products.


March 2018: CSRC 
introduces guidelines on 
pension-target funds.


May 2018: Tax-deferred 
insurance pilot project 
launched in selected cities.


August 2018: CSRC 
approves the launch of 
pension-target funds in the 
form of fund of funds.


1. National Bureau of Statistics of China, retrieved on Oct. 17, 2018. Elderly dependency ratio is defi ned 
    as the number of elderly dependents aged 65 and above divided by the number of working-age 
    persons from 15 to 64 years old.
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China’s target-date funds market
How big will the target-date funds market in China become? On this point, it is useful 
to take reference from the US experience. Its pension market is now mature, and 
target-date funds proved to be widely used. Over the past 10 years, US target-date 
mutual funds received net inflows of US$521 billion2. They ended the year 2017 with 
US$1.1 trillion of assets, some US$229 billion, or 25.8% higher from a year ago3. 


The team estimates the potential size of China’s target-date funds market by 
referencing publicly-available data4 to determine the range of number of individuals 
who would invest into target-date funds, and how much each of them would 
contribute per month. This gives us a current market-size estimation of between 112 
billion to 1.88 trillion yuan (see Figure 2) for the full year, based on 2017 data.


Figure 2: Estimating the potential market size of target-date funds in China


Sensitivity 
Analysis


Additional contribution per person per month (RMB)


400 600 800 1000 1200


23.31 112 Bn 168 224 280 336


32.66 157 235 314 392 470


65.32 314 470 627 784 941 


97.98 470 705 941 1,176 1,411 


130.64 627 941 1,254 1,568 1,881 


Of course, the upper bound of 1.88 trillion yuan is by no means definitive. In the US, 
private-pension plans, including target-date funds, held some US$25.13 trillion of 
assets between them in 2016, representing 134.9% of the country’s GDP (Figures 3 
and 4). With only US$159.36 billion in assets representing 1.5% of GDP, the market 
for China’s private-pension plans has a lot of room to grow5.  At the same time, 
disposable income per capita in China are rising at a rate faster than GDP growth, 
registering a compounded annual growth rate of 7.24% from 2013 to 20176.  As 
Chinese households grow richer, they are likely to shift from savings to investments 
as a means to preserve or increase wealth. As such, assets in pension funds are 
expected to grow rapidly.


Figure 3: Pension funds' assets (Segment 2 + Segment 3)
(Trillion US dollars, 1980 – 2015)
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Source: OECD.


2. 2018 Investment Company Fact Book, Investment Company Institute.
3. 2018 Investment Company Fact Book, Investment Company Institute. 
4. Annual Report on the State of Human Resource and Social Security Development in China 2017,  
    Ministry of Human Resource and Social Security, China.  
5. Pensions at a Glance 2017 – OECD and G20 Indicators, OECD.
6. National Bureau of Statistics of China.
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Figure 4: Total pension funds' assets (Segment 2 + Segment 3) as a perentage 
of GDP (Total % of GDP, 1980 – 2015)
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The way forward
Despite these favorable trends, the road ahead for China’s target-date funds market is 
not yet set in stone. Currently, there are restrictions on underlying fund size, the use 
of derivatives, and access to foreign markets. At the same time, target-date funds still 
do not enjoy tax incentives similar to the tax-deferment plan that Beijing has previously 
rolled out for pension insurance schemes. We look forward to more policy clarity on 
tax incentives for target-date funds.


Nevertheless, what Beijing has done so far keeps us optimistic of the target-date 
funds market’s potential. Pension reform has been in the spotlight for many years, 
and the government’s recent guidelines for the individual commercial pension 
segment underscore its desire to develop the segment further, which bodes well for 
the target-date funds market, and the wider pension-target funds market. We think 
Beijing could also extend tax-deferment policies (which are now in a pilot phase for 
individual commercial insurance plans in selected cities) to pension-target funds to 
ensure parity within the development of the individual commercial pension segment. 
At the same time, deepening reforms in the asset-management industry are also key 
to developing the target-date funds market. We believe that, in due time, there will be 
more and more financial products that will help in developing the target-date funds 
market further.


China’s target-date funds market, FOF market and its individual commercial pension 
segment are still in their initial stages of development. However, despite the above-
mentioned limitations, recent moves made by Beijing have shown the government’s 
desire to develop the markets in order to meet retirement needs in the country. 
Already, domestic asset managers have expressed keen interest in introducing 
target-date and target-risk funds that meet the Chinese government’s requirements, 
while international asset managers are positioning themselves for the eventual 
development of the individual commercial pension segment. Stakeholders looking to 
tap into the market potential and opportunities have reasons to be optimistic about 
future opportunities.
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Important information
This document has been prepared only for those persons to whom Invesco has provided it for informational purposes only. This document is 
not an offering of a financial product and is not intended for and should not be distributed to retail clients who are resident in jurisdiction 
where its distribution is not authorized or is unlawful. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this document to any 
person without the consent of Invesco is prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are "forward-looking statements", which are based on 
certain assumptions of future events. Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and Invesco does 
not assume any duty to update any forwardlooking statement. Actual events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance 
that forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will
materialize or that actual market conditions and/or performance results will not be materially different or worse than those presented.


The information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any investor’s investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs. Before acting on the information the investor should consider its appropriateness having regard to their investment 
objectives, financial situation and needs.


You should note that this information:


•  may contain references to amounts which are not in local currencies;
•  may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with the laws or practices of your country of residence;
•  may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency denominated investments; and 
•  does not address local tax issues.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves 
risk. Please review all financial material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market conditions and are 
subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals.


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this marketing 
material may come are required to inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not constitute an offer 
or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an 
offer or solicitation.
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Source: Invesco. All data as of August 31, 2018


The acquisitions further enhance the depth, breadth and scale of Invesco’s 


global ETF business


~16% increase in market share 


Invesco Increasing Global ETF Market Share


Invesco
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Invesco
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Source
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Source
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Guggenheim ETF
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3.8 % 
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Global ETF Top 10 players


Rank Firm No. of 


Products


ETF AUM 


($B)


Industry Market 


Share


1 iShares 802 1,859 36.7%


2 Vanguard 170 990 19.5%


3 State Street 250 677 13.3%


4 Invesco 371 224 4.4%


5 Nomura 85 143 2.8%


6 Schwab 22 125 2.5%


7 Xtrackers 235 102 2.0%


8 Lyxor 228 76 1.5%


9 First Trust 149 74 1.5%


10 Nikko AM 28 65 1.3%
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Strengthening Invesco’s Position







One of the world’s leading ETF providers, with a track record of innovation and growth


$52.6 


$77.5 


$29.4 


$2.5 


QQQs


Traditional ETFs


European ETF
business


Canadian ETF
business


With $211 billion in global assets and $117 billion in US assets, Invesco ranks as the fourth-


largest ETF provider in the US and globally


Invesco’s ETF leadership profile
▪ 400 domestic and international ETFs, representing equity, fixed income and 


alternative asset classes


▪ More than 51 funds >$500 million


▪ Smart beta pioneer since 2003, now with the broadest smart beta lineup in the 


industry


▪ Greatest number of smart beta ETFs with more than a 5-year track record


▪ Industry leader in first-to-market ETF innovation


▪ Strong global brand – Invesco – further focuses  marketing spend/efforts


With a broad smart beta lineup and Solutions expertise that draws on our comprehensive range of capabilities, 


we are well prepared to meet client needs, grow the business and build scale/relevance


Source: Invesco. As of August 31, 2018
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Regional Invesco ETF Assets      







Overview of Invesco ETFs


Growing product line driven by investor demand


Source: Invesco ETFs as of April 6, 2018. The Smart Beta category includes ETFs that have an alternative and selection index based methodology that seeks to outperform a benchmark or 


reduce portfolio risk, or both in active or passive vehicles. Industry remainder represents all ETF products that meet this criteria, excluding Invesco ETFs Smart Beta products.


The Invesco ETFs smart beta product line is industry-leading in breadth and depth


▪ Breadth: The broadest smart beta line-up with 100 ETFs. 


▪ Depth: The most number of smart beta ETFs with track record > 5 years.
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Fixed Income ETF Market Share (U.S.)


As of September 28, 2018


Fund Company AUM Market Share # Products


iShares 306,506 48.2% 101


Vanguard 156,019 24.5% 18


State Street 59,045 9.3% 39


Invesco 37,874 5.9% 62


PIMCO 16,947 2.7% 14


Schwab 16,810 2.6% 4


VanEck 12,077 1.9% 21


First Trust 11,122 1.7% 15


Northern Trust FlexShares 3,077 0.5% 8


JP Morgan 2,815 0.4% 4


Floating Rate
28%


Preferred
18%


EM Debt
11%


Municipals
8%


Ultra Short 
Duration


5%


BulletShares
26%


Corporate
4%


Invesco Fixed Income ETF AUM
AUM = $37.B


Source: IVZ Global Product & ETF Research as of September 28, 2018
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Invesco Commodity ETF Market Share ex Precious Metals (U.S.)


As of September 28,2018


Fund Company # 


Products


AUM Market Share


Invesco 18 8,190 57%


United States Commodities 


Funds
11 2,922 20%


iShares 4 2,240 16%


First Trust 1 222 2%


Teucrium Trading LLC 5 173 1%


ETF Securities 3 161 1%


WisdomTree 6 160 1%


GreenHaven 2 159 1%


GraniteShares 2 55 0%


Direxion Shares 1 54 0%


ProShares 3 21 0%


Blue Sky ETFs 1 7 0%


ETF Managers Group 1 3 0%


Grand Total 58 14,369 100%


Broad-Based 
Commodity


48%


Currency
26%


Agriculture
11%


Energy
10%


Base Metals
5%


Invesco Commodity ETF 
AUM = $8.2 B


Source: IVZ Global Product & ETF Research as of September 28, 2018


Sector breakdown is ex PDBC
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Commodity ETF Market Share Precious Metals (Global)


As of September 28, 2018


Fund Company # Products AUM Market Share


State Street 3 28,579 51.1%


iShares 3 19,438 34.8%


Invesco 8 4,775 8.5%


ETF Securities 6 2,677 4.8%


GraniteShares 2 283 0.5%


Merk 1 131 0.2%


Exchange-Traded Concepts 1 51 0.1%


AdvisorShares 2 0 0.0%


Gold
82.8%


Platinum
0.9%


Basket
6.7%


Silver
9.3%


Palladium
0.3%


Invesco Precious Metals ETF 
AUM = $4.8 B


Source: IVZ Global Product & ETF Research as of September 28, 2018


Commodity type breakdown is for total global market
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Defined maturity ETFs


1 Diversification does not guarantee a profit or eliminate the risk of loss.


2 Shares are not individually redeemable and owners of the shares may acquire those shares from the fund and tender those shares for redemption to the fund in creation unit aggregations only, 


typically consisting of 10,000, 50,000, 75,000, 80,000, 100,000, 150,000 or 200,000 shares.


3 ETFs disclose their full portfolio holdings daily.


4 Since ordinary brokerage commissions apply for each buy and sell transaction, frequent trading activity may increase the cost of ETFs. 


5 The funds do not seek to return any predetermined amount at maturity, and the amount an investor receives may be worth more or less than their original investment.


Combine the benefits of Bonds with the 


advantages of ETFs


Structure of a defined maturity ETF


▪ Consists of a portfolio of bonds with the same effective annual maturity date


▪ Potential for monthly income and a final distribution payment at maturity


▪ Pays investors NAV per share upon termination5


Due to this unique composition, each defined maturity fund inherently delivers lower 


costs4, ease of use and flexibility.
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Source: Bloomberg L.P. Data as of August 31, 2018.


Growth of Defined Maturity ETF Assets under Management
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Global Defined Maturity Fixed-Income ETF Assets*
*Invesco’s current market share = 63%







What is smart beta and factor investing?







A deeper dive into ETFs


What is smart beta and factor investing


Employing features of both worlds


Smart Beta is an alternative and selection index based methodology that may outperform a benchmark or mitigate portfolio risk, or both in active or passive vehicles. Diversification does not guarantee a profit or eliminate 


the risk of loss. Smart beta funds may underperform cap-weighted benchmarks and increase portfolio risk. *There is no assurance that an investment strategy will outperform or achieve its investment 


objectives. 1 Liquidity: Shares are not individually redeemable and owners of the shares may acquire those shares from the Fund and tender those shares for redemption to the Fund in Creation Unit aggregations only, 


typically consisting of 10,000, 50,000, 75,000, 100,000 or 200,000 shares. 2 Low Cost: Since ordinary brokerage commissions apply for each buy and sell transaction, frequent activity may increase the cost of ETFs. 3 


Transparency: ETFs disclose their holdings daily. 


Smart Beta Features:


▪ May outperform a benchmark*


▪ Seeks to track an index with rules based 


methodology


▪ Provides broad market exposure


▪ Ability to potentially reduce risk through 


diversification beyond a single security


▪ Liquidity1


▪ Lower costs2


▪ Transparency3


Passive 


Cap-weighted Smart Beta Active
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A deeper dive into ETFs


What is smart beta and factor investing


Introduction to indexing: Historical role of indexes


▪ The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DIJA)


– Conceived in 1896 by Charles Dow


– Originally consisted of 12 companies that Dow considered to be the backbone of the industrial 


economy


▪ S&P 500® Index


– Developed in 1923 by Standard & Poor’s


– Originally was a cap-weighted index of 233 US-based companies


▪ These indexes were based on the best knowledge and technology of their day.


▪ However, advances in technology over the last 80 years have greatly improved both our 


understanding of financial markets and our ability to create indexes that track them.


An investor cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance is not indicative of future result.
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A deeper dive into ETFs


What is smart beta and factor investing


▪ Markets are cap-weighted


– To own a portfolio that mirrors the market, we must cap 


weight


▪ Rooted in theory


– Based on Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH)1


– In equilibrium, the cap-weighted market portfolio can 


be optimal (assume all investors have the same time,


liquidity and risk tolerance)


▪ Historically they outperformed most active managers


– Active managers collectively produce market returns, 


less cost2


– Mistaken for “proof” that no one can reliably beat index 


funds


– Success of S&P 500 set example for others to follow


▪ Positive attributes


– Liquidity3


– Capacity


– Low cost2


1 An investment theory that believes it is impossible to outperform the market because stock market efficiency causes existing share prices to always incorporate and reflect all relevant information.


2 Since ordinary brokerage commissions apply for each buy and sell transaction, frequent trading activity may increase the cost of ETFs. 


3 Shares are not individually redeemable and owners of the shares may acquire those shares from the Fund and tender those shares for redemption to the Fund in Creation Unit aggregations only, typically consisting of 10,000, 50,000, 75,000, 


100,000 or 200,000 shares.


Key drivers to the acceptance of market-cap weighted indexing
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A deeper dive into ETFs


What is smart beta and factor investing


But what if markets are NOT efficient?


▪ Some stocks will be overvalued and some undervalued


– Market will seek out true value over time


▪ The cap-weighted approach may lead to drag on performance


– Overweights the overpriced shares


– Underweights the underpriced shares 
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A deeper dive into ETFs


What is smart beta and factor investing


Index construction
- ETFs can be constructed to be market-cap weighted, alternatively weighted or actively managed.


- Typically passively managed seeks to track characteristics and performance of  a target benchmark index.


Closer Look at Cap-Weighted Indexes
Top heavy concentration with ~50% of weight in top 50 names


Source: FactSet Research Systems, Inc. as of 12/1/91 – 12/31/17. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. 
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A deeper dive into ETFs


What is smart beta and factor investing


“The common thread among [Smart Beta ETFs] is that they seek to either improve their return 


profile or alter their risk profile relative to more traditional market benchmarks.” 1


-Ben Johnson, Director of Passive Funds Research, Morningstar


1 “The Strategic Factor of Smart Beta” Morningstar Magazine, April/May 2014


Smart Beta is an alternative and selection index based methodology that may outperform a benchmark or mitigate portfolio risk, or both in active or passive vehicles. Smart beta funds may underperform cap-


weighted benchmarks and increase portfolio risk.


Also known as:


▪ Alternative beta


▪ Alternative indexing


▪ Strategic beta 


▪ Advanced beta


Based on predetermined 


rules,


systematically rebalanced


Common definitions for smart beta ETFs


Not market 


cap weighted
Can track a 


variety of factors
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A deeper dive into ETFs


What is smart beta and factor investing


Smart beta ETFs strategies have gained broad adoption, and are growing faster than 


the overall ETF market 


Source: Invesco, as of December 31, 2017


Smart beta funds may underperform cap-weighted benchmarks and increase portfolio risk. 


▪ On a 3 year and 10 year CAGR basis, smart beta is growing faster than the overall ETF industry
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A deeper dive into ETFs


What is smart beta and factor investing


While potentially serving different purposes, both are useful tools for portfolio construction.


Single factor


• Can be used strategically to balance factor 


exposures within a portfolio


• Can be used to tilt portfolio in a way that is 


aligned with investor specific objectives


• Stand alone factors exposures unable to 


capitalize on factor cross-effects and may 


see extended periods of underperformance


• Customizable


• May require more “hands-on” approach to 


manage


Multi-factor


• Can be used strategically to provide well-


balanced factor exposures on a stand-alone 


basis


• Factor combinations are built to potentially 


provide optimal exposures across targeted 


factors


• Factor weighting typically fixed


• Factor timing may be embedded


• More complex / less transparent
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How and why institutions use smart beta ETFs


Smart beta ETFs moving to the forefront


50%


percent of institutions are using 


smart beta ETFs—up from 


2013.
13%


7%


0% 5% 10% 15%


Average institutional allocation to smart beta
ETFs


50%


24%


0% 20% 40% 60%


Percent of institutions currently using smart beta
ETFs


2013 2017


Source: The Evolution of Smart Beta ETFs, September 2017, Market Strategies International
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ETF usage by asset class


Smart beta versus market cap weighting


20%


20%


25%


29%


93%


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


Other alternatives


Non-US fixed income


US fixed income


Non-US public equities


US public equities


Smart beta ETFs usage by asset class


13%


37%


60%


37%


96%


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


Other alternatives


Non-US fixed income


US fixed income


Non-US public equities


US public equities


Market cap ETF usage by asset class


The biggest disparity between market-cap weighted ETF 


usage and smart beta ETFs usage in the institutional 


market exists within the fixed income asset class.1


Fixed income ETFs received $127 billion in net flows in 


2017.2


Fixed income ETFs represented 42% of overall ETF 


inflows in 2017, despite representing only 22% of the 


AUM.1


The rapid growth of fixed income ETFs, coupled with 


growing smart beta adoption, could make smart beta fixed 


income ETFs the next area of major growth for the 


category.


1 Source: The Evolution of Smart Beta ETFs, September 2017, Market Strategies International


2 Source: Bloomberg L.P., as of Dec. 31, 2017
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Primary objectives when using ETFs vs. smart beta ETFs


Using smart beta ETFs


81%


43%


41%


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


Reducing expenses/fees


Managing performance


Reducing portfolio volatility


Using ETFs


Source: The Evolution of Smart Beta ETFs, September 2017, Market Strategies International


A large number of institutional investors see smart beta ETFs as the best combination of low cost and potential 


market outperformance 


62%


64%


66%


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


Reducing expenses/fees


Managing performance


Reducing portfolio volatility


Using smart beta ETFs
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Strong growth forecasted for ETFs


70%


27%


3%


Increase


Remain the same


Decrease


Expected change in ETFs usage (within the next year) 70%


of institutions plan on increasing 


their use of ETFs within the next 


year.


Source: The Evolution of Smart Beta ETFs, September 2017, Market Strategies International
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Strong growth forecasted for smart beta ETFs


Expected change in usage of various ETFs categories (within the next three years) 70%


of institutions expect to 


increase their use of 


smart beta ETFs over 


the next three years.


19
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49


30
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11


7


10


3


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


Leveraged/Inverse


Active


Market Cap


Smart Beta


Increase


Stay the Same


Decrease


Source: The Evolution of Smart Beta ETFs, September 2017, Market Strategies International
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Conclusions


▪ Six in 10 (60%) institutional decision-makers (IDMs) plan to increase their use of smart beta ETFs 


over the next 12 months, a significant increase over the last three years.


▪ Large surge in use of enhanced fixed income smart beta ETFs.


▪ Larger institutions (>$500M AUM) continue to be greater advocates of smart beta ETFs. 


▪ Low volatility, high dividend and fundamental weight ETFs continue to be the most widely used 


smart beta strategies both today and over the next three years.


Source: The Evolution of Smart Beta ETFs, September 2017, Market Strategies International
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This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client


Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only. This document


is not an offering and is not intended for and should not be distributed to, or relied upon, by


members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this


document to any unauthorized person is prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are "forward-


looking statements," which are based on certain assumptions of future events. Forward-looking


statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and Invesco does not assume


any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual events may differ from those assumed.


There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will


materialize or that actual market conditions and/or performance results will not be materially


different or worse than those presented.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy


cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all financial material carefully


before investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market conditions and are


subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco


investment professionals.


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law.


Persons into whose possession this marketing material may come are required to inform


themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not constitute an offer


or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to any


person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation.
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People’s Republic of China
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Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only. This document


or any information contained herein will not constitute an offer to sell any funds or securities


within the PRC. This document has not been, and will not be, approved by, verified by or


registered with any relevant governmental authorities in the PRC and thus may not be supplied


to the public in the PRC or used in connection with any offer for the subscription or sale of any


funds or securities in the PRC. Those who received this document are responsible for obtaining


all relevant governmental approvals, verifications, licenses or registrations from all relevant PRC


governmental authorities and complying with all relevant PRC regulations.
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Global outlook and key macro themes for 2019
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Base Case







Economic growth outlook
Global growth to continue …


Source: International Monetary Fund, as of April 30, 2018. 


3


• Strong economic 


environment, with most 


countries growing.


• But some economies are 


growing at a faster pace 


than others.
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Economic growth outlook


Source: International Monetary Fund, as of April 30, 2018. 


• The current global 


economic situation is in 


significant contrast to the 


economic situation just 


two years ago.
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• Some countries are late in 


their expansionary cycle, 


such as the US.  Other 


countries are earlier in 


their expansionary cycle.


• This makes sense given 


that each country has 


economic headwinds and 


tailwinds specific to its 


economy.


110


69


64


9


0 20 40 60 80 100 120


United States


Japan


Eurozone


Brazil


Duration of expansion (months)


Sources: National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), Centre for Economic Policy Research, Japan Ministry of Finance, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 


(OECD), as of April 30, 2018.


Economic growth outlook
… but variations in global growth
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• Base case: global growth 


is likely to accelerate, led 


by the US economy.  


However, some 


economies, particularly 


EM, are coming under 


pressure and are likely to 


decelerate further.


• But risks to this base case 


scenario are growing.


Source: International Monetary Fund, April 2018.


Economic growth outlook
… but variations in global growth
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Real GDP recovery from last cycle peaks* • Germany, France and the 


Benelux economies have 


led the EZ recovery and are 


all well above their pre-crisis 


levels of GDP.


• Spain has grown quickly in 


the last 2 years and is now 


just above its pre-crisis peak 


GDP level.


• Progress in Italy, the 4th


largest economy in the EU, 


has been slow. It is still 6% 


below its pre-crisis peak.


Source: Factset as at June 30, 2018. *Rebased to 100 at last cycle peaks. 


Eurozone growth outlook
An uneven recovery with the periphery lagging
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Real GDP recovery from last cycle peaks* • Germany, France and the 


Benelux economies have 


led the EZ recovery and 


are all well above their 


pre-crisis levels of GDP.


• Spain has grown quickly 


in the last 2 years and is 


now just above its pre-


crisis peak GDP level.


• Progress in Italy is slow. It 


is still 6% below its pre-


crisis peak.


Source: Factset as at April 30, 2018. 


Eurozone growth outlook
An uneven recovery with the periphery lagging
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• Systemic stress rose 


dramatically during the 


Global Financial Crisis 


and again during the first 


Greek debt crisis.


• However, systemic stress 


has fallen dramatically as 


a result of the ECB.


• The ECB is key to 


financial stability going 


forward.


Source: European Central Bank, as of September 9, 2018


European Central Bank Tamps Down Systemic Stress
We can’t ignore the critical role played by the ECB
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Composite Indicator of Systemic Stress, Eurozone







Source: Financial Times, IMF, as of July 31, 2018. 


The UK economy
From first to worst in the G7 after Brexit vote


• The UK has experienced 


a growth deceleration in 


the wake of the Brexit 


vote.


• Economic policy 


uncertainty can place 


downward pressure on 


business investment and 


hiring, creating a 


headwind for growth.
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Source: Factset as of June 30, 2018. 


Japan growth outlook
Growth backdrop is solid


• Despite lackluster 
economic growth, Japan 
has experienced 
improvement in already-
low unemployment over 
the past several years. 
Inflation is far from the 
Bank of Japan’s (BOJ) 
target, which gives the 
BOJ flexibility to continue 
its ultra-accommodative
policies.


• In addition, it would be 
difficult for the BOJ to 
tighten monetary policy 
significantly because of 
the impact on debt 
servicing costs.
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Emerging economies – Real GDP growth forecasts (%) • China is the dominant EM 


economy (representing 


38% of total GDP in 


2017).


• Chinese growth is likely to 


moderate modestly.


• India is the fastest 


growing major EM 


economy, and growth is 


expected to accelerate.


• Brazil and Russia are 


emerging from recession.


Source: IMF as at April 18, 2018.


Emerging markets’ growth outlook
China and India lead as Brazil and Russia recover from recessions
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• Monetary policy has 


become less 


accommodative in recent 


months.


Source: Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, Capital Economics, as of August 21, 2018.


Monetary Policy Tightening in Emerging Markets
Adding to Growth Headwinds


Number of EM central banks raising rates less number of central banks lowering rates
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• China is far less reliant on 


exports than many other 


countries. 


• While China and the US 


account for a combined 


22% of world exports, 


bilateral trade between 


them accounts for just 


3.2%. 


Deeper Dive Into China
Putting Trade in Perspective


Source: WorldBank as of December 31, 2017.


Exports of Goods and Services as a Percentage of GDP, 2017
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Trump administration agenda: Upside and downside risks


Upside risks


Business deregulation


Household tax reform


Corporate tax reform


Repatriation tax reform


Infrastructure spending


Downside risks


Tariffs


Immigration policy


Budget cuts


• There are a variety of
components of the
administration’s 
agenda that are pro-
growth and offer 
upside potential for
the US economy.


• However, some 
items on the agenda 
have the potential to 
create downside risk 
for the US economy.
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Source: Invesco, as of June 30, 2018.
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US growth outlook
The US recovery has lasted far longer than average, but 
recession risks appear to be some way off
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Source: Congressional Budget Office as at April 10, 2018. 


US growth outlook
Tax reform is positive for growth … but negative for the deficit … 
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Government debt held by the public & Average interest rate on debt


US government debt held by the public 2018 vs 2028 (est)


Average interest rate on debt (as a percentage)


Source: Congressional Budget Office, April 10, 2018


US debt sustainability could become a bigger issue
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US yield curve inversion and recessions
An inverted yield curve has been a good leading indicator of a 
recession … but with a considerable lag


10yr-2yr UST spread (%) and NBER recessions* • Since 1978, the average 


lag between yield curve 


inversion and the start of a 


recession is 21 months.


• The longest period was 34 


months and the shortest 


was 10 months.
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Disruption is all around us


Monetary policy Changing world order Innovation–driven disruption


– Normalization


– Including unwinding of


experimental


monetary policy


– De-globalization/


shifting alliances


– Destabilized institutions


– Artificial intelligence


– Retail revolution


Key takeaways
Investors need to be
prepared for greater 
change driven by three key
forces:
• Monetary policy
• Geopolitics
• Innovation


Source: Invesco, as of June 30, 2018.
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World trade as a % GDP


Source: Factset, as of April 30, 2018. 


The risk from protectionism
Global trade is critical to growth


World trade as a percentage of GDP has 


grown dramatically in the last century, and


so a trade war today could be far more 


damaging than a trade war just a few 


decades ago.


Trade wars can impact the economy in a 


variety of ways:


• Economic policy uncertainty can 


cause companies to postpone or scale 


back business investment.


• Tariffs often get passed on to the 


consumer in higher prices, which 


lowers real wages and hurts 


consumers’ purchasing power. Tariffs 


can also create demand destruction.


• Input costs for companies rise; some 


companies choose to shift


production.
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Monetary policy in flux


US Bank of Canada,


Bank of England
Bank of Japan,


European Central Bank


– Federal funds rate rising


– Balance sheet 


normalization


– Beginning to raise


key rates


– Low key rates


– Still expandingbalance


sheets


Monetary policy has the 


potential to create some
disruption for several reasons:


• The Fed is under new 


leadership.


• The Fed has never had to 


unwind a massive balance 


sheet before. While it is likely 


to be slow and careful, there is 


still the possibility it will create


substantial disruptions.


• Other countries’ central 


banks may become less 


accommodative after years 


of being extremely 


accommodative.


Source: Federal Reserve, Bank of England, Bank of Japan, ECB and Invesco as at 18 April 2018. 
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Unwinding an experiment is an experiment in and of itself


The Fed’s current 
normalization plan is 
already creating turbulence 
for emerging markets.


Expect more disruption as 
normalization accelerates.


• 2007 • 2016
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Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Economic Research Division, as of Dec. 31, 2016. Most recent data available.


Central Bank assets on balance sheet as % of GDP







Source: Canada household and US government debt to GDP:Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, as of Dec. 31, 2017; other markets government debt to GDP: International Monetary 


Fund, as of April 30. 2018. Most recent data available.


Overall debt burdens have grown


Canada householddebt-to-


GDP


US government debt-to-


GDP


Government debt-to-GDP 
by economy type


Key takeaways
• Both public and private debt 


burdens are growing, so it will 
likely become more difficult to 
service debt obligations if and 
when rates rise.


• This buildup also suggests the 
potential for debt crises in the 
future, especially for countries 
that have experienced a major 
credit expansion.


• This suggests the monetary
policy environment will need to 
remain relatively
accommodative for longer.
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Investment Implications


• Upward bias to global stocks remains, but is diminishing


• Diversification is critical within portfolio – overweight alternatives (real estate, 


market neutral)


• Diversification is also critical within equity and fixed income sleeves


• Be selective with EM equities and EM debt exposure


• Overweight IG in EU and US


• Be tactical with regional equity exposure


• Ensure significant exposure to dividend-paying stocks globally
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Keys to successful factor investing implementation
Practitioner considerations


Stephen Quance


Director, Factor Based Investing, Asia Pacific
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Be cautious from the start







Data mining is easier than ever


– Increased computing power


– Public databases like CRISP easily accessible


– Increased attention to factor investing


Standard relevance testing no longer reliable


– “Given the plethora of factors and the inevitable data mining, many of the historically 


discovered factors would be deemed “significant” by chance.”1


– “Multi-signal strategies cannot be evaluated using conventional tests.”2


The risk of data mining is real


3


1. Research paper “…Cross-Section of Expected Returns.” Harvey, Liu, Zhu, 2015


2. Research paper “Testing Strategies Based in Multiple Signals.” Novy-Marx, 2016
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Source: Research paper ‘‘...Cross-Section of Expected Returns. Harvey, Liu, Zhu, 2015’’







Equivalent single signal bias when selecting multiple signals
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Source: Research paper “Testing Strategies Based in Multiple Signals.” Novy-Marx, 2016. For illustrative purpose only.







Understand the factor and demand a rationale


▪ Three potential rationale


– Risk based factor


– Behavioral bias


– Market structure


Economic theory supports relatively few systematic factors


▪ Differentiate between distinct factors and method of pusuit


▪ Consider scalability and robustness in factor design


Mitigating the issue
Though not all risk can be avoided
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Diversify across distinct factors







How many distinct factors are there?
Principal Component Analysis
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Momentum (t-value of component)


Risk adjusted Momentum


Earnings Revisions


Sales Revisions


Earnings Momentum


Cumulative


Price Surprise


Liability Payback Horizon


Net External Finance


Fundamental Health Score


Cashflow Yield


Dividend Yield


Forward-looking


Earnings Yield


Book Yield


Gross Profit Yield


Revisions


against Trend


Accruals


Based on monthly data for a global universe of developed market equities, 12/1996 – 12/2016. Each of the 21 dots represents a signal used by IQS for selecting stocks (e.g. Risk-adjusted Momentum,


Earnings Revisions, Earnings Momentum, Sales Revisions, Dispersion-adjusted Earnings Momentum, Cumulative Price Surprise, Idiosyncratic Momentum, Median Share Turnover, Fundamental Health


Score, Liability Payback Horizon, Net External Finance, Issuance Buyback, Gross Profit to Assets, Change in Net Operating Assets, Revisions against Trend, Accruals, Forward-looking Earnings Yield,


Cashflow Yield, Dividend Yield, Book Yield, Gross Profit Yield). High t-values indicate that the first two principal components are of high significance for the respective signals.


Source: Invesco calculations.
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Diversifying across principal components increases effectiveness
Broad ranging implementation implications


Based on monthly data for a global universe of developed market equities, 12/1996 – 12/2016. The areas represent stylized summaries of the prior chart. High t-values indicate that the first two principal 


components are of high significance for the respective signals.


Source: Invesco calculations.
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Expect some dispersion
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Source: Bloomberg and Invesco calculations, as of 20 September, 2018.







Comparison of US Value Indices


Source: Invesco, Bloomberg. As of 30 June 2018. * Tracking error measured against the respective Large Cap index ( MSCI USA Value vs. MSCI USA, Russell 


1000 Value vs. Russell 1000, S&P 500 Value vs. S&P 500). Performance in USD, total return. ** Observation period: 31 December 2001 until 30 June 2018. 


Periods greater than 1 year are annualized. An Investment cannot be made in an index.


Performance
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1 year 6.9% 7.6% 6.8%


3 years 9.3% 8.8% 8.3%


5 years 10.5% 10.4% 10.3%


10 years 8.7% 8.4% 8.5%


15 years 8.5% 8.4% 8.6%


Tracking error*
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1 year 3.1% 3.7% 3.1%


3 years 3.1% 3.7% 3.1%
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Summary


13


1 Be Cautious from the Start ▪ Data mining is easier than ever


▪ T-stat of 2 may not be the appropriate threshold


▪ Theory does not support hundreds of distinct factors


▪ Require a rationale


2 Diversify across distinct factors ▪ Low or negative correlations


▪ Complexity can impact implementation


3 Expect dispersion ▪ Short-term volatility is expected


▪ No factor definition is perfect


▪ Avoid excess turnover
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Conclusion
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It’s not easy


Requires judgement


Partner with a trustworthy source
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US 60/40 Excess Return


Historical returns over every 8 year period since 1973


Good years for asset owners…


Sources: DataStream and Invesco analysis. Time period represented: 1/31/73 – 09/30/18. Past performance is not a guide to future returns. The US 60/40 benchmark is represented 


by 60% S&P 500 and 40% Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Index. Each line represents the excess return of the 60% S&P 500 and 40% Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Index over cash. 


Based on monthly returns.
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Looking for risk in all the wrong places…


Source: Google image.


1. Strategic allocation: what economic risks are you 


exposed to?


2. How do you achieve your asset class exposure?


3. Should you use a static allocation or allow tactical 


shifts?
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Forecast Accuracy
Are optimists better than pessimists?


Source: Tetlock, P.E. (2005). Expert political judgment: How good is it? How can we know? Princeton: Princeton University Press. Data reflects 20,000 forecasts from over 200 experts 


over 20 yrs ending 2005. 


* “Boomsters” and “Doomsters” are two-subgroups identified by Tetlock as those with the strongest philosophical convictions – each group massively overestimated the frequency of 


events occurring (positive in the case of Boomsters and negative for Doomsters). 
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Forecast Accuracy
Expert judgment


Book cover used with permission of the author, Philip E. Tetlock.


Hedge Hogs Foxes


▪ One big idea


– “Always”


– “Never”


▪ Probabilistic thinkers


– “Possible”


– “Conditional”


▪ Seek confirmation ▪ Seek new, relevant 


information


▪ Slow to recognize or 


incorporate new information 


into their views


▪ Willing to update perspectives
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Ideal Environment


Asset Class Real Growth Inflation Typical 


Portfolio Risk


Stocks


Nominal High 


Quality Bonds


Commodities


Asset classes, the economic environment, and risk


Source: Invesco analysis.
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≥ 90%


≤ 10%


~ 0%
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Example of a more balanced risk allocation
Equal risk contribution for each economic environment


Source: Invesco analysis. For illustrative purposes only. Asset allocation/diversification does not guarantee a profit or eliminate the risk of loss.
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Asset Class Design
Targeted bond exposure


Source: Datastream, Invesco analysis. ACWI represents the MSCI All Country World Index Global High Yield is the Barclays Global High Yield Index. Global Aggregate is the Barclays 
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▪ The concentration of equity risk in many portfolios is exacerbated by the use of credit in bond portfolios


▪ This DOES NOT mean that credit is bad, simply that it contains equity exposure that must be accounted for
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Historically Defensive Assets
Still defensive enough?
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Commodity Allocations
Are the indices a good enough starting point?


Sources: Bloomberg Commodity Index, GSCI Light Energy Commodity Index and Invesco analysis. Period covered: 01/31/91 – 12/31/17. *Inception date is 5/01/91. **Inception date 
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Example of Targeting Asset Class Exposures
Asset class Sharpe ratios


Sources: Invesco and DataStream. BBG BARC L-T Treasury is the Bloomberg Barclays Long-Term Treasury Index. MSCI World is the MSCI World Index. Bloomberg Cmdty is the 
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Risk Cmdty is comprised of twenty-one commodities weighted based on historic volatility and steepness of average historic term structure. Time period represented: 09/30/08 – 09/30/18.
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“The only function of economic forecasting is 


to make astrology look respectable.” 


– John Kenneth Galbraith
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Sample Decision Set and Associated Volatility


Traditional Tactical: Little Decision Diversity


Sources: Datastream, Invesco analysis. Period considered: 12/31/2006 – 12/31/2016. Decisions represented by 1: MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) relative to Barclays Global 


Aggregate; 2: MSCI USA relative to MSCI ACWI ex-US; 3: Barclays US 10 Year Treasury Bellwether Index; 4: MSCI ACWI ex-US relative to MSCI Emerging.
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Summary


“To invest successfully over a lifetime does not require a stratospheric IQ, unusual 


business insights, or inside information. What’s needed is a sound intellectual framework 


for making decisions and the ability to keep emotions from corroding that framework.” 


– Benjamin Graham


17


1 Strategic allocation based on economic outcomes


2 Asset classes selected and built to achieve a specific objective


3 Apply diversification to tactical positions as well as strategic
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Considerations for investing in global real estate  1


 Key takeaways


 •  Investors should assess external factors and internal capabilities before making a   
     global real estate allocation 


 •  Global real estate is not well-correlated with global economic cycles nor other 
     asset classes, thus making it a key tool for diversification and for lowering 
     volatility  


 •  Given the difficulty in successfully timing the market, a consistent, long-term 
     allocation to real estate may be the simpler, better way to achieve portfolio 
     benefits


Many investors are familiar with the appeal of holding real estate. With a generally 
low correlation to other asset classes, it can serve as an instant diversifier in a 
mixed-asset portfolio. Historically, real estate has delivered strong relative 
performance across multiple cycles compared to other asset classes, and its 
characteristic stable income, underpinned by long-term leases, makes it a 
compelling alternative to traditional fixed-income instruments. Participation in real 
estate from the investor community is one of the highest among the various 
alternatives asset classes, and is slated to grow in importance in portfolio 
allocations moving forward.1


Invesco Investment Insights
Considerations for investing in global 
real estate 


September 2018 


Invesco Real Estate team


1. Preqin Investor Outlook: Alternative Assets, H1 2018 report 







2  Considerations for investing in global real estate


In the past, real estate investors around the world have tended to be domestically 
focused, but increasingly many are now investing in non-domestic or even global 
real estate. Large institutional investors and Sovereign Wealth Funds have been at 
the forefront of the shift, driven by the generally stable income component that 
comes from real estate and the potential for diversification benefits, risk reduction 
and the possibility of return enhancement.2 Likewise, a  lack of domestic investment 
opportunities has also played a role in investors’ increasing appetite for an 
international portfolio as a way to significantly broaden their opportunity set 
(Figure 1). 


Figure 1: Why real estate?


Investors have different motivations for considering 
international real estate


•  Size of the real estate asset class
•  Lack of domestic real estate opportunities
•  Markets comparable in transparency
•  Income orientation
•  Strong relative return performance


•  Different growth drivers
•  Diversification with traditional asset classes
•  Diversification with domestic real estate market
•  Inflation hedging
•  Portfolio risk reduction and return enhancement


Size and 
performance


Characteristics 
and portfolio 
contribution


Admittedly, assessing the global real estate market and the different means of 
gaining exposure through listed, unlisted, equity and debt vehicles can be a daunting 
task. Investors must assess various factors before making an allocation, including the 
impact of currency fluctuations and foreign tax laws. They must also assess their 
own internal capabilities for evaluating such an allocation. 


In this paper, we consider four elements:
•  The ways to invest in real estate
•  The depth and liquidity benefits of global real estate market opportunities 
•  The case for long-term investment horizons and
•  How the addition of non-domestic real estate exposure may serve to enhance    
    returns and lower risk in a multi-asset class portfolio.


Ways to invest in global real estate
There are multiple ways to access the real estate asset class, through equity and debt 
positions via listed and unlisted vehicles. In recent years, the potential ways to invest 
in real estate have become more varied; while global public real estate markets have 
long been accessible to investors, it is only recently that pan-regional, open-ended 
core funds have become available globally, offering access to global unlisted real 
estate. Prior to that, unlisted real estate was accessible primarily through closed-end, 
higher-return strategies or through management-intensive direct ownership. This 
enhancement to the composition of available investment vehicles is providing 
investors greater opportunities for diversification by adding unlisted global real estate 
to their portfolios. 


Does it matter? It is noteworthy that while listed and unlisted real estate tend to have 
similar characteristics in the long term, they have varying characteristics in the short 
term, driven in large part by the liquidity component of each. Listed real estate offers 
daily liquidity, but this comes with higher volatility, whereas unlisted real estate 
generally offers only periodic liquidity, which underscores generally greater stability 
under normal market conditions (Figure 2). This is beginning to change. Increasingly, 
a range of unlisted vehicles is evolving that provides greater liquidity than the 
traditional closed-end and open-ended funds, often through a blend of direct and 
listed real estate.
 


2. CBRE Research, Global Investor Intentions Survey 2018.







Considerations for investing in global real estate  3


In addition to choosing an investment vehicle, various real estate strategies exist 
across the risk-return spectrum that may warrant consideration depending on an 
investor’s goals and risk tolerance. The options include core, core plus, value-add and 
opportunistic approaches.  


Core assets are generally stable, cash-flow producing assets with stable occupancy, 
while opportunistic assets represent the riskiest real estate approach, wherein 
investors look to achieve higher returns by tackling assets with structural or financial 
obstacles. 


While it is likely that an investor may pursue a combination of real estate approaches 
to achieve their performance objectives, in this paper our focus is on equity positions 
largely within private real estate, as unlisted real estate represents the largest share 
of the estimated global investable universe, while listed indices represent less than 
10% of the universe based on their market capitalization (Figure 3).3


Global interest in real estate has continued to increase in recent years as investors 
seek yield amidst the ultra-low interest rate environment. Even as central banks have 
begun to signal modest increases it seems unlikely that interest rates will return to 
historical average levels anytime soon. 


Figure 2: Comparison of listed and unlisted real estate


Listed (Public) Real Estate Unlisted (Private) Real Estate


More volatile


Broadly similar returns over the long term


Very liquid


Moderate but not as large 
as private real estate


Flexible


Readily available, real-time 
transaction based


Daily


Less volatile


Less liquid


Substantial over the long term


Generally longer term
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Source: Invesco Real Estate, Bloomberg, and FTSE International Limited (FTSE) © 2018. * Does not 
include Convertible Preferred securities. 


Figure 3: Different measures of the global real estate universe - Estimated size 
(US$ billions) 
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Source: Invesco Real Estate based on data from Cushman & Wakefield Money into Property 2017 
Report, IPD Global Quarterly Property Fund Index, and FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Real Estate Index.


3. Total investable universe market size is estimated based on each regions’ investable stock as defi ned 
by latest Cushman & Wakefi eld Money into Property report with data as of year-end 2016. Regional 
market capitalisation of the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Real Estate Index are estimated based on the 
free-fl oat method as of Q4 2017. 
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Depth and liquidity issues
Going global can open additional investment opportunities to access quality real 
estate investments. The investable universe in sophisticated, transparent markets is 
estimated at US$19.3 trillion, or roughly 74% of the total global real estate 
investment universe (Figure 4). Even the largest country is only a small proportion 
of this total.  Apart from the United States, no other single country represents 
more than 10% of the total transparent global real estate universe. As such, it is not 
surprising that many investors around the world are looking abroad to source real 
estate deal flow.  


This elevated external focus has spurred growth in transaction volumes globally. 
According to Real Capital Analytics, quarterly transaction volumes have ranged from 
US$130 billion to US$527 billion since 2010 (Figure 5). Through 2017, property 
transactions totaled US$1.61 trillion, an increase of 17.1% year over year.4 
Significantly, the increased transaction volume has not been isolated to any one 
region, indicating that there are liquid markets accessible across the globe.


Figure 4: Share of transparent investable universe by country - Estimated size 
(US$, billions)(iv)
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Source: Sources: Invesco Real Estate using data from Cushman & Wakefield Money into Property report 
and JLL Transparency Index as of July 2018. 


Figure 5: Quarterly transaction activity 2007-18 (US$ billions, quarterly)
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The figure relates to direct transactions involving all property types including land. 
Source: Invesco Real Estate based on data from Real Capital Analytics as of July 2018.


Diversification
Investors’ appetite for real estate is spurred in part by the asset class’s generally 
stable income component. Across the globe, income returns as a share of private real 
estate total returns is generally quite high (Figure 6). With the exception of a few 
high-growth markets such as South Africa and Hong Kong, annualized total returns 
are driven primarily by income.


4. Real Capital Analytics, as of July 2018.
(iv) “Transparent universe” is estimated based on the JLL Transparency Index 2018 Edition. The JLL 
index was derived based on factors such as investment performance, market fundamentals, listed vehi-
cles, regulatory/legal environment and transaction processes in 2018. For this analysis, the transparent 
universe Includes 32 countries, which were categories as either “Highly Transparent” or “Transparent” 
according to JLL. The size of the investable stock in each country is then estimated based on the latest 
Cushman & Wakefi eld Money into Property report as of year-end 2017. 
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Furthermore, when considered as part of a mixed-asset portfolio, the income return 
of real estate, both public and private, becomes even more compelling. Over the 
period 2001-17, global equities derived 40% of their total return from income, with 
60% the result of capital appreciation. That 60% from appreciation was responsible 
for 97% of equities’ total return volatility (Figure 7). By comparison, for real estate 
globally, income contributed a greater share of total return (49% for listed and 81% 
for unlisted real estate) and was only modestly responsible for the volatility of returns 
(Figure 7). This suggests that a portfolio that adds global real estate stands to 
diminish risk through lower volatility. 


Figure 6: Income return and capital growth return - Annualised average income 
return and capital growth return (2005-17) (v)
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Figure 7: The income component of total return (vi)
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Source: Invesco Real Estate using underlying data from IPD MSCI, Barclays and Macrobond as of July 
2018.


At its core, real estate is a local asset class, driven by local demographic and 
economic trends. The lack of synchronisation in economic cycles globally reduces the 
correlation in real estate returns; thus, moving beyond one’s domestic market can 
offer significant diversification benefits and dampen volatility. As evidenced by 
correlation data from unlisted property returns across 16 sizable real estate markets, 
there is a clear diversification of property returns around the world. Of the sixteen 
countries shown, each had correlations below 0.8 with at least nine other countries. 
Since 2007, China, Hong Kong and the United Kingdom had property return 
correlations below 0.8 for all of the other 15 markets and Korea, Germany and the 
Netherlands for 14 of the other 15 markets (Figure 8). Further country-to-country 
correlation comparisons across equities, bonds, and public real estate can be found in 
the Appendix. 


(v) Annualised averages are generally calculated based on the geometric averages of total returns in 
2005-2017.  For Hong Kong and Korea, annualised averages were calculated using the longest available 
time periods from 2006-2017. For China, Singapore, and Taiwan, annualised averages were calculated 
using the longest available time periods from 2007-2017. 
(vi) Shares of total returns are approximate values which exclude residual effects. Both returns and 
standard deviations were derived based on 17 years (2001-2017) of annual income return and capital 
growth histories or longest history available. (Global equity lobal Equity performance is calculated based 
on the MSCI World Index. Global bond performance is calculated based on the Barclays Global Aggregate 
Index. Global public real estate performance is calculated based on the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Devel-
oped Index. Global private real estate performance is calculated based on the MSCI IPD Global Property 
Fund Index. 
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Beyond country-to-country diversification benefits, expanding one’s real estate 
portfolio outside one’s home country to include a global mandate can also produce a 
smoothing effect on returns. Figure 9 reflects unleveraged real estate total returns 
for 32 countries around the globe, with the grey lines each reflecting a different 
country’s historical returns.


Over the decade from 2008 to 2017, a period including the Global Financial Crisis 
and its aftermath, the global unlisted real estate portfolio returned an annualized 
average of 5.4% with a standard deviation of 6.5%. In any given year there are 
markets that exhibit significant outperformance and those that reflect 
underperformance. However, given the difficulty in timing country peaks and troughs, 
particularly without local expertise, a diversified global portfolio seems to suggest a 
smoother trend line. 


Figure 8: Correlations of annual country all property unleveraged total returns 
2007–17 - IPD Global Property Index (vii) 
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Figure 9: IPD direct real estate total return by country (%, local currency) 
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Source: Invesco Real Estate using data from NCREIF and MSCI IPD as of July 2018. 


A case for long-term investing
As Figure 9 demonstrates, local real estate market performance varies. Yet, despite a 
dip during the global financial crisis, the MSCI IPD Global Quarterly Property Fund 
Index (an index of total returns for global open-ended core funds) has increased 
steadily, by more than 60% over the last decade (Figure 10). 


This would suggest that an investor with a longer-term hold horizon for real estate 
may fare better than one who seeks to time its investments. But does this theory hold 
up? 


To consider the impact of trying to “time the market” versus taking a long-term, 
disciplined approach to investing in real estate, we have sought to demonstrate 
several hypothetical investment scenarios yielding different results.


(vii) Correlations generally use the longest available common time period (2007-2017). The IPD Global 
Property Fund Index (GPFI) incorporates a consistent dataset of unlisted core open-ended funds across 
the globe and tracks core real estate performance in the primary investment regions – Asia Pacifi c, 
Europe and North America. 
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An investor with the worst timing, i.e. one that invested once only at the exact peak 
of the last cycle (assumed to be at the end of 2008 for these purposes) but who 
held on to the investment through the subsequent decade, would have achieved a 
4.9% per annum total return (Figure 11). And this would have included a healthy 
annual dividend payment, likely in the range of 3-5% over the period. 


Extending the thought experiment, what if another investor had also invested at the 
exact same peak of the market in 2008, but then had invested equal amounts each 
subsequent year? This more active investor would have achieved an 8.9% total 
return, again with a 3-5% annual dividend payment. 


Given the difficulty in successfully timing the market, this example suggests that an 
investor able to weather potential short-term volatility, may yield greater returns by 
making a consistent allocation to real estate, regardless of the original cyclical 
starting point. 


Figure 10: Global real estate performance since the 2008 peak – MSCI IPD 
Global Quarterly Property Fund Index (reweighted by region, local currencies) 
(viii)
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Figure 11: The case for long-term investing - Investment performance if you 
had invested US$100 million into the reweighted GPFI2 at the 2008 peak 
(Q1 2008- Q1 2018, % per annum) (ix)
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Source: MSCI Global Quarterly Property Fund Index and Invesco Real Estate as of March 31, 2018


The role of global real estate within a mixed-asset portfolio
Real estate has played an increasing role in investor portfolios over the years. 
According to the 2017 Institutional Real Estate Allocations Monitor, which tracks 244 
institutional investors representing over US$11.5 trillion in total assets and real estate 
assets of approximately US$1.1 trillion, investors’ target allocations to real estate 
have increased from 8.9% to 10.1% over the last five years (Figure 12). From 2015 
to 2017, the percentage of investors with target allocations to real estate of 10% or 
greater moved from 18% to 44%.5


5. Hodes Weill & Associates, 2017 Institutional Real Estate Allocations Monitor. 
(viii) IPD Global Quarterly Property Fund Index (GPFI) was reweighted to 50% North America, 25% Eu-
rope and 25% Asia Pacifi c.
(ix) 1. Hypothetical US$100 million investment into the reweighted GPFI not including the re-investment 
of dividends. (2) Reweighted GPFI refers to the MSCI Global Quarterly Property Fund Index (GPFI) in local 
currency being reweighted to 50% North America, 25% Europe and 25% Asia Pacifi c.
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Figure 13 illustrates the correlations between global real estate and various global 
traditional asset classes. A global private real estate portfolio (represented as the 
Custom IPD Global Property Index) produces very low correlations with global equities 
(0.30), global bonds (0.26), and even global public real estate (0.25) suggesting a 
blend of public and private real estate can also create diversification benefits.


Figure 12: Target allocations to real estate - Weighted average target allocation 
to real estate, all institutions, 2013-18
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Source: 2017 Institutional Real Estate Allocations Monitor. 


Figure 13: Correlations of global real estate and other asset classes (Local 
currency returns - Q1 2008-Q1 18) (x)


Market Sector Index Custom IPD Global 
Property Index MSCI World Index


FTSE EPRA/
NAREIT Developed 


Index 


Barclays Global 
Aggregate Bond 


Index


Custom IPD Global Property Index1 1.00


MSCI World Index GR2 0.30 1.00


FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index3 0.25 0.85 1.00


Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index4 -0.26 -0.24 0.08 1.00


Source: IPD (Investment Property Databank), Ibbotson Associates, Barclays, Lipper Inc, Bloomberg and 
FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Index as of March 2018 and in local currencies.


To help to visualize the impact of adding real estate, Figure 14 shows the efficient 
frontiers for two hypothetical portfolios over the period 2005-17.  The first is a 
“traditional” equities/bonds portfolio constrained to a maximum allocation of 60% to 
either equities or bonds (dark blue). The second is a portfolio enhanced with global 
real estate constrained to a maximum 20% weighting over the 2005-2017 period 
(light blue). It shows clearly that by adding global real estate, a portfolio would have 
had the potential to achieve either a higher return or the same level of return at 
lower risk.


Another way to look at this topic is to consider the effect of adding a given 
percentage of global real estate to a portfolio, say 10%, 20% or 30% (Figure 15).   
What would have been the impact on a traditional global stocks and global bonds 
portfolio in the post-GFC period? Four conclusions are clear:


•  Adding global real estate, unlisted or listed, would have enhanced the total return      
    of the portfolio – ranging from  approximately 20-25 bps per annum at the 10% 
    allocation level for real estate to 50-75bps at the 30% level. 
•  If the real estate was exclusively in the unlisted form, it would also have lowered 
    the portfolio volatility from 8.3% standard deviations by 50-150bps to 6.7-7.8% - 
    but at the expense of adding a degree of illiquidity to the portfolio. 


(x) Correlations were calculated using the longest available common time period from 1Q 2008 
through 1Q 2018. 1. The custom index is based on the IPD Global Quarterly Property Fund Index (GPFI) 
reweighted to 40% North America, 35% Europe and 25% Asia Pacifi c. The GPFI is a consultative index 
of 86 capitalisation weighted, core, open ended, quarterly valued direct real estate funds from around 
the world. 2. This index is a market capitalisation-weighted index designed to capture large and mid cap 
publicly traded equity representation across 23 developed markets. The index covers approximately 85% 
of the free fl oat-adjusted market capitalisation of the public equity markets in each country. The returns 
are used here to represent global equity market returns. 3. The index is a equity market capitalisa-
tion-weighted index composed of property company constituents that trade on several global exchanges. 
The returns are used here to represent global real estate investment trust returns (GREITs). [N.B. GREITS 
are a publicly liquid equity security whose underlying assets are real estate investments. GREITs are of-
ten viewed as the liquid proxy for real estate investing]. 4. The index is a market capitalisation-weighted 
index that includes Treasury securities, Government agency bonds, mort-gage-backed bonds, corporate 
bonds, US traded investment grade bonds, and some foreign bonds traded in the US.
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•  If the real estate was exclusively in listed form, it would have enhanced the return 
    by 25-75 bps without sacrificing liquidity but at the expense of higher volatility (up 
    by 25-100bps). 
•  Finally, within the real estate allocation, a blend of 10-30% listed and 70-90% 
    unlisted real estate would have both enhanced portfolio returns and lowered 
    volatility, without sacrificing much liquidity. This cone of improved risk-adjusted 
    returns is highlighted in light blue in Figure 15.


This exercise exhibits some of the benefits of real estate in a global portfolio, however 
it should be acknowledged that in practice most investors will begin with a portfolio 
that already has a component of domestic real estate and then consider the addition 
of global real estate. 


Figure 14: Global indices efficient frontier
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Source: Invesco Real Estate using data from Macrobond, Barclay’s and MSCI Global Property Index as of 
July 2018. 


Figure 15: Diversification: risk/return profile Risk and return profile of different 
portfolios since the GFC (1Q2010-4Q2017, in US$) (xi)
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(xi) Global equity performance is calculated based on the MSCI World Index. 
Global bond performance is calculated based on the Barclays Global Aggregate Index. Global private 
real estate is calculated based on the MSCI IPD Global Property Fund Index. Global public real estate is 
calculated based on the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index. 
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Conclusion
While there are a number of potential motivations for investing in global real estate, an investor will also need to 
assess various other factors before making an allocation such as the impact of currency, tax, liquidity and 
pricing, as well as an assessment of internal capabilities. 


Analyzing global real estate markets and the different ways to invest can be a large task. An investor needs to 
assess what resources and capabilities they have to execute a global real estate allocation. Most investors will 
choose to participate via listed real estate, separate accounts, unlisted commingled funds or fund of funds in 
order to gain access to global real estate without the extensive time required to build out dedicated internal 
resources, much less the lead time to deploy capital at scale.  


For investors considering expanding their exposure beyond their home country, listed and unlisted global real 
estate offers attractive returns derived from generally stable income streams, while simultaneously lowering 
portfolio volatility. The depth and transparency of many international markets makes cross-border investment 
increasingly accessible, while low correlations to other countries and alternative asset classes makes it a key tool 
for diversification. For many, time in the market, rather than market timing may be the simpler, better way to 
achieve the portfolio benefits. 
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Appendix – Correlations of quarterly country total returns by asset class, 2005-17


Australia UK Canada Germany Netherlands Switzerland
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Australia
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About risk
The value of investments and any income will fluctuate (this may partly be the result of exchange rate fluctuations) and 
investors may not get back the full amount invested.


Important information


Data as at August 31, 2018, unless otherwise stated. The article is written by Invesco professionals. The opinions expressed 
are those of the author or Invesco, are based upon current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. This 
publication does not form part of any prospectus. This document contains general information only and does not take into 
account individual objectives, taxation position or financial needs. Nor does this constitute a recommendation of the 
suitability of any investment strategy for a particular investor.


Investors should consult a financial professional before making any investment decisions. The value of investments and any 
income will fluctuate (this may partly be the result of exchange rate fluctuations) and investors may not get back the full 
amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.


This document has been prepared only for those persons to whom Invesco has provided it for informational purposes only. 
This document is not an offering of a financial product and is not intended for and should not be distributed to retail clients 
who are resident in jurisdiction where its distribution is not authorized or is unlawful. Circulation, disclosure, or 
dissemination of all or any part of this document to any person without the consent of Invesco is prohibited. 


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are "forward-looking statements", which 
are based on certain assumptions of future events. Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the 
date hereof, and Invesco does not assume any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual events may differ from 
those assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will 
materialize or that actual market conditions and/or performance results will not be materially different or worse than those 
presented. 


The information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any investor’s investment objectives, 
financial situation or particular needs. Before acting on the information the investor should consider its appropriateness 
having regard to their investment objectives, financial situation and needs.
You should note that this information:
• may contain references to amounts which are not in local currencies;
• may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with the laws or practices of your country of
residence;
• may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency denominated investments; and
• does not address local tax issues.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. 
Investment involves risk. Please review all financial material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on 
current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco 
investment professionals. 


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose 
possession this marketing material may come are required to inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant 
restrictions. This does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not 
authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. 
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Investing in Crypto: A new asset class?


Evan Darr


Managing Partner, Invesco Private Capital


Confidential: This presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China. This presentation is not an offering


and is not intended for and should not be distributed to, or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this document to any unauthorized


person is prohibited.
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The Latest Frenzy
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Luminary Skepticism


3


“The main feature of crypto 


currencies is their anonymity. I don't 


think this is a good thing… I think the 


speculative wave around ICOs and 


crypto currencies is super risky for 


those who go long.”


– Bill Gates


“It’s a fraud… [Bitcoin] 


won’t end well… worse 


than tulip bulbs…If you're 


stupid enough to buy it, 


you'll pay the price for it 


one day.”


– Jamie Dimon


"Bitcoin is noxious 


poison…totally asinine.“


– Charlie Munger


“They're not real!... Nobody has been able 


to make sense to me of these currencies.”


– Howard Marks


“[Bitcoin is] probably rat poison 


squared.” 


– Warren Buffett


Source: Forbes, 02/27/2018. Business Insider, 07/26/2017. Bloomberg, 09/12/2017. CNBC, 02/14/2018. CNBC, 05/06/2018.
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1. The Industrial Revolution


2. Age of Steam and Railways


3. Age of Steel, Electricity and Engineering


4. Age of Oil, Automobiles and Mass Production


5. Age of Information and Telecommunications


6. Cryptocurrencies and blockchain?


Technological Revolutions


Source: Carlota Perez (2002). Technological Revolutions and Financial Capital. 
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Technological Surge Cycle


Source: Carlota Perez (2002). Technological Revolutions and Financial Capital. 
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Crypto Bubble


Source: Fundstrat, Coindesk as of 06/07/2018.


Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. An investment cannot be made directly into an index.
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Bitcoin and the Blockchain
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Bitcoin and the Blockchain


1 Source: Chris Burniske and Jack Tatar (2017). Cryptoassets: The Innovative Investor's Guide to Bitcoin and Beyond.
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Key attributes of the bitcoin blockchain1:


Initially introduced in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin is a decentralized peer-to-peer currency & payment system built on an underlying 


technology now known as a blockchain.


Cryptographic: 
Transactions are verified using hash keys to validate ownership of a party to 


a transaction’s bitcoin 


Immutable: 
Transactions are irreversible in the sense that the blockchain is “append only”, 


it cannot be altered, only added to


Decentralized: 
The blockchain is maintained by a global network of miners and developers, 


rather than a single corporate entity


Proof of work: 
Validation technique required of miners in order to add to the blockchain; 


secures the blockchain
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Bitcoin and the Blockchain


1 Source: Chris Burniske and Jack Tatar (2017). Cryptoassets: The Innovative Investor's Guide to Bitcoin and Beyond.
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Key challenges with the bitcoin blockchain1:


What makes Bitcoin’s blockchain useful also makes it flawed.


Waste: 
Bitcoin mining is an inherently wasteful process in the form of electricity, 


exogenous costs and fees


Scalability: 
Bitcoin blockchain lacks scalability and transaction throughput is therefore low


Mining Pool Centralization: 
The blockchain is maintained by a global network of miners and developers, 


rather than a single corporate entity


Latency: 
The inherent scalability challenges also make the blockchain quite slow
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Private blockchains leverage distributed databases to reduce costs and improve efficiencies within and between financial institutions (e.g., 


trade settlement).


Financial incumbents have embraced blockchains as an efficiency tool rather than for its disruptive potential as a new decentralized currency 


or internet.


Blockchain, not Bitcoin


10


Access


Speed


Security


Identity


Asset


Examples


Historical analog


Benefits


Public


OPEN READ/WRITE OPEN 


SLOWER


PROOF OF WORK/PROOF OF STAKE


ANONYMOUS/PSEUDONYMOUS


NATIVE ASSETS


BITCOIN, ETHEREUM


OPEN WEB (INTERNET)


ENHANCED TRANSPARENCY, SUPERIOR SECURITY, 


GROWTH AND USEFULNESS BENEFITS FROM 


NETWORK EFFECTS, REDUCED OPERATIONAL COSTS


Private


PERMISSIONED READ/WRITE


FASTER


PRE-APPROVED PARTICIPANTS


KNOWN IDENTITIES


ANY ASSET


IBM, CHAIN, PAXOS


AOL, COMPUSERVE, INTRANETS


FASTER TRANSACTION SPEED, BETTER PRIVACY, 


FREE OR INEXPENSIVE TRANSACTIONS, INTEREST OF 


BANKS
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Case Study: To centralize or not to centralize


Source: CoinMarketCap, 09/23/2018. The case study shown is for educational purpose only and does not constitute investment advice nor investment recommendations.
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▪ Company is a distributed payments network that enables extremely low-cost, real-time global payments in any currency


▪ Company enables fiat currencies to be transferred and exchanged with the same speed and ease as information across the 


internet


▪ Focused on providing enterprise clients with real-time, cross-border gross settlement and clearance - reducing the cost and time


required to execute cross-currency and international payments


▪ Token has limited utility, used for less common fiat pairs


▪ Current market cap of $22.5 billion
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Internet Monopolies


Source: Matt Turck, Building an AI Startup, 09/29/2016.
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Historically, as tech markets mature, dominant platforms (e.g. IBM, Microsoft) consolidate market share and control


Today, large web-based, software networks like Google, Facebook, and Netflix are amassing ever-increasing  market 


power because of the scale and network effects inherent in their platforms


The internet is becoming increasingly centralized within a few large aggregators.
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The Power of Decentralization


Source: Union Square Ventures 2017 Annual Meeting.
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▪ Absent antitrust regulation, it will take an inherently decentralized solution to challenge the incumbents


▪ Blockchain technology creates an open-access, inherently decentralized store of data that web incumbents can’t react to


▪ Crypto has the potential to disrupt these large aggregators
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Fat Protocol Thesis


Source: Joel Monegro (Union Square Ventures), Fat Protocols, 08/08/2016.
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▪ Protocols vs. Applications


▪ The crypto tech stack in order of depth of technology:


• Infrastructure Protocols 


• Service Protocols / dApps


• Applications / User Interfaces


▪ All data stored on a blockchain is open source and publicly available


▪ Unlike the internet, there is no defensibility for companies “owning” data in a decentralized world


▪ Token mechanism incentivizes development at the protocol level


▪ Almost all value accrues further down the stack to the protocol level instead of the application layer


Application layer


Protocol layer


Application layer


Protocol layer


V
a
lu


e
 c


a
p
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re


d


Internet stack Blockchain stack
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Tokens


For illustrative purposes only.
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▪ Blockchain-based digital assets, tokens are a new way of providing incentives for the creation of protocols and 


governing their networks


▪ Because tokens represent network access, the more valuable the network, the more valuable the token


Tokens generally fall into one of three types of tokens, although some will be hybrids of two or more categories:


Token Classifications


1. Cryptocurrencies Store of Value use case


▪ Stable Coins Payments use case 


2. Cryptocommodities Utilitarian use case


3. Decentralised applications


(‘DAPPS’)


Smart-Contract Applications
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Crypto Network Effects


Source: Chris Dixon, Crypto Tokens: A Breakthrough in Open Network Design, 06/01/2017.
1 Source: Chris Dixon, Why Decentralization Matters, 02/18/2018.
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“Cryptonetworks align network participants to work together toward a common goal  —


the growth of the network and the appreciation of the token”1


Speculation in the 


token bootstraps 


growth of the 


utility value


When a 


network is new, 


cryptotokens 


reward user 


participation


Tokens help overcome the bootstrap problem by adding financial utility when application utility is low
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Ethereum
Decentralization vs. Scalability


1 Source: Coindesk, as of 6/12/18.


Source: Bitcoinmagazine, 3/2/14.


Source: Cryptoassets: The Innovative Investor’s Guide to Bitcoin and Beyond.
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▪ Ethereum is the world’s largest cryptocommodity


– Founded by Vitalik Buterin in 2014 as a decentralized computing platform that runs smart contracts with 


“Ether” as its currency


– Contracted and frictionless execution 


▪ Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is a decentralized global computer


▪ Platform for decentralized apps (dApps) using ERC20 token


– Ethereum enables developers to create fully functional dApps


– Ethereum also enables tokenization of assets (e.g. real estate) using non-fungible ERC721 token 


standard


▪ Ethereum Enterprise has applications in financial services, healthcare, real estate, insurance, etc.


▪ Like Bitcoin, Ethereum currently suffers from a lack of scalability/throughput


▪ Current market cap of $52.7B1
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Forking Dynamics


Source: Alex Evans (Placeholder Ventures), A Brief Study of Cryptonetwork Forks, 09/17/2018.
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▪ Protocol upgrades which are either backward-looking or not


▪ Hard forks vs. Soft Forks


▪ Forking is viewed as a governance mechanism for developers (and investors) in decentralized crypto networks


▪ Empirical evidence shows little user or developer overlap between forked blockchains (“parent “and “child”)


▪ Derivative “child” chains underperform relative to their parent chains as few developers or users migrate to the new blockchain


▪ Child chains trade at a valuation premium to their respective parent


▪ In lieu of a child chain outperforming, or simply attracting meaningful developer or user communities from their parent, this


potential governance check may be diluted
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Ethereum
Forking & the DAO Hack


Source: Bitcoin Exchange Guide, Ethereum Classic – ETC vs. ETH Cryptocurrency Hard Fork Guide?, as of 10/02/2018.


Source: Vitalik Buter, Hard Fork Completed, 07/20/2016.


Source: Ian Allison (International Business Times), Ethereum's Vitalik Buterin: Soft fork vulnerability means a mining oligopoly cannot engage in censorship, 07/08/2016.


Source: bitinfocharts.com, as of 10/03/2018.
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Immutability vs. Security, the immutable question


▪ Primary Options


– Soft Fork: “Roll back” the blockchain; backwards compatible software update


– Hard Fork: Non-backwards compatible update; entirely new chain


▪ Decision


– Founders Vitalik Buterin and Gavin Wood chose the “Hard Fork”, with 89% of voter support


– Buterin cited democratic community governance, ethical responsibly, platform credibility


▪ Community Blowback


– Some saw this solution as a breach of immutability and continued to use the original chain which became “Ethereum Classic”


Market Cap 


(2/28/18): $84.9B


Market Cap 


(2/28/18): $3.4B
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Case Study: Not all tokens accrue value


Source: CoinMarketCap, 09/23/2018. The case study shown is for educational purpose only and does not constitute investment advice nor investment recommendations.
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▪ Company provides a framework for managing other cryptonetworks, akin to Carta (fka eShares) for private companies


▪ Network is fostering the development of the protocol’s community by giving initial tokens away for free to an initial set 


of users


– This initial group of users are all using the platform to host other blockchain projects


▪ The most successful protocols will ultimately be those with developer teams who are focused on long term value 


creation within their networks, rather than quick pops of token value, in order to create sustainable scale


▪ Not all crypto networks have a mechanism incentivizing ownership (and value accrual) of their token


▪ Current market cap of $26.5 million


Company market cap
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▪ New consensus protocol and digital currency from  Turing award-winning MIT Professor Silvio Micali


▪ Hoping to solve the blockchain trilemma of security, scalability and decentralization


▪ Using combination of Byzantine fault tolerance (voting) system and verifiable randomness


▪ Weight voting power based on the number of coins held, but not bonded or frozen as in proof of stake (POS) systems


▪ Scalability (based on simulation) - Able to scale 125x vs. Bitcoin


▪ Little latency - immediate finality of payments as soon as a transaction is verified


▪ No economic incentives for somebody to participate in consensus


▪ Company is taking an IP-driven approach, rather than open-sourcing code


Case Study: Incentiveless protocol
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Source: Crunchbase, 10/02/2018. The case study shown is for educational purpose only and does not constitute investment advice nor investment recommendations.
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▪ Decentralizing live video streaming over the internet


▪ Creating a scalable platform for developers who want to add live or on-demand video to their project in a cost-effective 


manner requiring little infrastructure


▪ Users exchange processing power and bandwidth for payment in their tokens


▪ Enables the platform to provide reduced infrastructure costs and a cheaper alternative to cloud providers


▪ Allows developers and broadcasters to control their own user experience and monetization


▪ Streaming video use cases include gaming, coding, entertainment and educational end markets. 


▪ Currently built on Ethereum ERC-20 token standard


Case Study: Decentralized video live streaming
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Source: Crunchbase, 10/02/2018. The case study shown is for educational purpose only and does not constitute investment advice nor investment recommendations.
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Investing in Crypto
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Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs)


1 Source: Coindesk, 04/30/2018.
2 Source: Coindesk, 06/7/2018.
3 Source: Pitchbook, 06/7/2018.
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ICO Funding ($B)


▪ Digital assets/tokens to the public or a predetermined group of users/investors


▪ In June & July 2017, ICO funding surpassed same-period early stage VC funding for the first time


▪ ~$7 billion has been raised in ICO funding in 2018 so far1


▪ The amount raised in ICOs has tracked the trajectory of technology funding in the late 90’s


Annual Funding Totals3All-Time Cumulative ICO Funding2
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▪ Company is an encrypted chat platform with 200 million existing users led by CEO Pavel Durov


▪ Creating an Open Network - analogous to a decentralized version of Tencent’s WeChat


▪ Raised $1.7 billion in two pre-ICO rounds from private investors including Sequoia, Benchmark, & KPCB in early 2018


▪ Company delayed their public ICO and launch of their network


Case Study: Cloud-based messaging app
Public vs. Private ICOs
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Huobi


Dragon


Filecoin


Tezos


DOT
The 


DAO


Source: ICOs by year and funding total, Coindesk, 06/7/2018. The case study shown is for educational purpose only and does not constitute investment advice nor investment recommendations.
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Investing in Cryptoassets = Investing in Technology


▪ We believe cryptonetworks are not just stores of value, they are akin to technology startups and platforms


▪ Funding has evolved from being focused on private blockchain opportunities to applications and now token or protocol level investments


▪ Traditional VC firms are some of the more active and sophisticated investors in the space 


Investing in Cryptoassets


Source: CBInsights, 02/28/2018.
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Regulatory Environment Developing


Source: SEC.gov.


Source: Ana Alexandre (Cointelegraph), South Korean Regulators to Introduce New Rules for Crypto and Blockchain, 07/12/2018.


Source: Stephen O’Neal (Cointelegraph), Spain introduces Innovation-Aimed Crypto Regulation, But Political Unrest Might Cause a Setback, 06/03/2018.


Source: David Floyd (Coindesk), $6.3 Billion: 2018 ICO Funding Has Passed 2017’s Total, 04/19/2018.
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▪ Regulators still struggling to establish regulatory frameworks around digital assets 


and ICOs - currently jurisdictional


▪ SEC chairman Jay Clayton maintains “every ICO I’ve seen is a security”, but SEC 


official William Hinman has stated that Bitcoin and Ethereum are not securities, 


as they are not controlled by a centralized third party 


▪ SEC appoints new advisor for digital assets to assist in applying existing U.S. 


securities laws to emerging digital asset technologies


▪ Korea recently lifted their previously imposed blanket ban on ICOs and legalized 


Bitcoin as a remittance method


▪ Political unrest in Spain halts crypto “sandbox”


▪ Malta joins Cyprus and Gibraltar in declaring themselves open for crypto 


business
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▪ As rules and regulations around decentralized technologies begin to take form, venture capital funds see an opportunity 


to invest in the burgeoning securities tokens landscape


▪ Founded by David Sacks (former co-founder of PayPal, founder of Yammer), the company is a blockchain technology 


company that will address the regulatory challenges of tokenizing private securities, including AML, KYC, and 


Accreditation


▪ Building a decentralized compliance platform alongside an ERC-20 smart contract token that represents compliant 


security ownership


▪ Early pipeline includes Real Estate Funds, REITs, Hedge Funds, Secondary Private Equity and ICOs


▪ A number of premier venture capital firms have initially invested in the company’s Series A and Series B rounds


Case Study: Enabling securities tokens


Source: CB Insights. 06/11/2018. The case study shown is for educational purpose only and does not constitute investment advice nor investment recommendations.
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Additional Risks to Cryptoassets


As of October 2018.
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1
Structural ▪ Investors do not typically own equity in protocols or dApps


▪ Lack of traditional governance protections


▪ Value attribution between equity and token unclear


▪ Custodial and security challenges/risks to holding tokens


2
Technical ▪ Technical challenges to building crypto projects


▪ Blockchain systems can currently only maintain two of the following conditions:


– Scalability


– Security


– Decentralization


▪ As a result, scalability and throughput have been a challenge


▪ Forking/open source code (no IP)


3
Cyclical ▪ In the midst of crypto bubble bursting, but still plenty of froth


▪ Companies with little to no revenue sitting on billions of dollars in token value


▪ We may be in the early innings of a multi decade long trend, but there is likely still near term


downside volatility


1


2


3
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Questions?
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Important Information


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document is not an offering and is not intended for and should not be distributed to,


or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all


or any part of this document to any unauthorized person is prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are


"forward-looking statements," which are based on certain assumptions of future events.


Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and


Invesco does not assume any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual


events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-looking


statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or that actual market


conditions and/or performance results will not be materially different or worse than those


presented.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but


accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all financial


material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market


conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from


those of other Invesco investment professionals.


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by


law. Persons into whose possession this marketing material may come are required to


inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not


constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is


not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or


solicitation.


Restrictions on Distributions


People’s Republic of China


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document or any information contained herein will not constitute an offer to sell any


funds or securities within the PRC. This document has not been, and will not be,


approved by, verified by or registered with any relevant governmental authorities in the


PRC and thus may not be supplied to the public in the PRC or used in connection with


any offer for the subscription or sale of any funds or securities in the PRC. Those who


received this document are responsible for obtaining all relevant governmental


approvals, verifications, licenses or registrations from all relevant PRC governmental


authorities and complying with all relevant PRC regulations.
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Thank You








US-CHINA RELATIONS IN THE Trump/Xi Era


SUN ZHE


Columbia University
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Two Stories:


Growth of Chinese tourists;


Change of NYC


The dynamics of US-China relations 


should be understood in both domestic 


and global contexts.


2







In 1980, there was not a single outbound Chinese tourist; 


Today, China has ranked the first for many years in outbound tourism markets 


among all countries and regions in the world. The predicted goal in 2018 is 134 


million trips, with a growth of 4.5%.


Top 10 China Outbound Travel Destinations in 2017


1. Thailand   2. Japan    3. Singapore   4. Vietnam      5. Indonesia


6. Malaysia   7. Philippines  8. America    9. South Korea    10. Maldives







Change of Central Park 
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Major Crime in NYC, 1990 and 2017


Murder 2,262 290


Rape 3,126 1,446


Robbery 100,280 13,950


f. Assault 44,122 20,013


Burglary 122,055 12,048


Grand Larceny 108,487 43,082


GL-Auto 146,925 5,688
5







What has changed in the US-China 


relations in the Trump/ Xi era? 


What has Xi accomplished at home and to what 


degree has China's domestic transformation 


contributed to or hindered China’s development of a 


global leadership role? 


Trade War: what lessons are we learning that may 


be applied to prevent new confrontations in the 


future? 
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I. China’s Economic and Political Change in the Xi Jinping Era


In the fluid and volatile international context, 


China is shaping the world by changing itself. 
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1. Who is Xi Jinping?


Xi possesses both domestic aspirations and


global consciousness. 


Personal and professional experiences:


▸ Revolutionary DNA;


▸ 22 years of experience in coastal areas;


▸ Inner circle friends who are helping him.
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✧ Western pessimists see Xi as a strong-


man who is singularly focused on


concentrating power in his own hands at


the expense of the collaborative power-


sharing model promoted by Deng


Xiaoping in the wake of Maoism;


✧ Optimists see Xi as doing what is


necessary to neutralize hardline


conservatives so that he has the means


to implement much needed reforms.
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2. China's remarkable economic achievements:


✮ The second largest global economy, (GDP, 13.17 trillions, 


annual growth rate averaged 9.58% from 1989 until 2018)；


✮ The largest exporter and has the largest exchange reserves 


in the world; 


✮ The rise of new sectors like e-commerce and online 


financial services (TMD & BAT; Wechat payment, as 


examples) is astonishing. 


10
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3. China’s economic challenges:


A long list: 


✪ Wide gap between rich and poor;


✪ Aging and further demographic change;


✪ Lack of openness and competition inside the system, …


Three Economic Battles: 


✪ Fighting poverty; 


✪ Pollution;


✪ Financial risk.
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4. Xi’s Three Political Battles:


▸ The Anti-Corruption campaign:


More than 1m officials including 150 civilian officials


with a rank of vice-minister and above; more than 100


military officers with a rank of major-general；


▸ Sweeping institutional changes;


▸ The Party’s control over society.


Great transformation of the political operational system:


Can democracy also be "Made in China?"
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II. US-China Relations in the Trump/Xi Era
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Background:


1. PRC leaders have long focused on the importance of the 


US/China relationship : 


Deng in 1978, “Countries that follow the U.S. are better off”,


Deng in 1989, "US-China relations must be fixed”;


Xi in 2017, “Thousands of reasons to build up a good 


relationship.”
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2. The reality of a complex "sweet and sour" relationship: good, bad, and ugly. 


Defining the relationship in four key strategic dimensions: 


✥ broad contact (people to people exchange)；


✥ extensive cooperation (in trade and economic areas and “mil-to-mil”); 


✥ profound competition (economic such as IPR; diplomatic, such as winning the 


hearts and minds of the ASEAN people; and strategic in the military and defense 


field, and many others), and 


✥ Limited/Expanded confrontation ( Taiwan, South China Sea, etc.)







3. In the Xi/Trump era, we now see some 


negative or even revolutionary changes in 


some of these dimensions. 


In addition to tariffs and trade conflicts, e.g., 


President Trump is setting up more 


restrictions on Chinese students, visitors, and 


other people to people exchange programs. 
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III. The Current Trade War and Its Impacts







1. "American business is business”, but business conflicts 


have led to significant war or revolutionary change, e.g., 


the Opium war and American revolution. 


2. The historical model for solving US-PRC China trade 


conflicts:


Three trade battles: the 1980s Textile conflicts,  the 1990’s  


IPR confrontation, and the 2005-08 financial/RMB battle. 


All ended up in intensive negotiations with China making 


compromise/concessions.  


History repeats again? 
18







By comparison, consider US-Japan late 20th century trade wars: 


Key US Congress people claimed that the US recession was “made in Japan”；


Japan was given five years to eliminate its bilateral trade imbalance with the US. 


How was the conflict ( more or less) settled without putting each country out of 


business? 


Japan's overall compromise and massive "transplant" movement to the US of 


auto, electronics and other manufacturing plants, and their subsidiary parts and 


support networks.


19







3. The current trade war: American demands: 


⭐3 Zeros (no tariffs, no barriers, no subsidies), 


⭐2 Stops (stealing IPR, forced technology transfer), and 


⭐1 Permit (fully independent operation in China). 


China's responses:  3 major positive announcements：


⭐200 billion purchase promised last November., 


⭐Premier Li in March--markets opening up in healthcare, education, financial 


services and manufacturing, scrapping requirements for technology transfers, 


and tariff reductions on consumer goods including medicines; 


⭐Xi in April--tariffs and imports, free trade ports with Chinese characteristics, 


IPR protection, attractive investment environment, market access, etc.; 


China also took some non-compromising measures (strong protests, trade retaliation 


in soybeans, airplane and parts, and extra inspections, and so on) to fight back. 20
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4. Impacts: Trade wars, dialogue and negotiation will coexist in the coming days. 


Trump: “we are winning on trade. We are winning at every level.” 


A risk of underestimating China and over-estimating US strength: 


⭐“China is not going to negotiate with a gun pointed to its head”: what has the US 


won from the trade war when it is losing a big market? 


⭐A trade war is not the solution to US economic problems such as American steel 


and iron industry: since the 1980s, the US has instigated quite a few steel and iron 


trade wars with other countries, yet such trade wars couldn't turn around the 


recession in its steel and iron industry.
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China's continued robust consumption and incessant investment?


In 2017, China's exports totaled $12.7 trillion; 


Against Trump's expectations, China's merchandise trade surplus with the US also 


grew in August to a record of $38.6 billion, up from $36.8 billion in July;


A Tsunami of change: many US importers are moving to source products in other 


countries; Chinese companies are also moving to third countries to produce products 


targeted by trade cases. 
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A new global economic war?  


Trump is confident in his confrontational approach. Internationally, progress with 


trade agreements with South Korea, Canada, and Mexico validates his approach of 


pursuing bilateral, not multilateral, agreements.  The US’ unilateral actions and 


trade protectionist measures against its major trading partners have seriously 


damaged its credibility. 


China’s attempt to get Europe to side with it against the U.S. failed in July when a 


tentative U.S.-Europe trade agreement was floated, leaving the EU free to air its 


own grievances about China’s industrial policies.
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Shadow of the future: as part of the series of US strategic actions aimed at checking 


China, the trade war may well be an early skirmish in a much tougher battle.


US’ recent unfriendly moves:


▸ UN accusation: China attempted to interfere US midterm elections; 


▸ Sanctions on China’s purchasing SU-35 and the S-400 missile system from Russia; 


▸ Arms Sale to Taiwan:  $330 million worth of weapons and military equipment; 


▸ Military Drills in the South and East China Seas:  B-52 bombers, USS Decatur 


sailed within 12 miles of the Chinese islands in the SCS; 


▸ Others: “Stop Higher Education Espionage and Theft (SHEET) Act.”


Whereas in the past, only a few conservatives warned of U.S. attempts to "contain" 


China, more and more people in China now buy into this narrative, including a 


growing number of young people who were born in 1980s and 1990s. 







Differences in how these changes are perceived in the US and In China：


Pence’s talk on China: for many Americans, antipathy towards China has deep Cold 


War and further roots and is more than just a symptom of the trade deficit. It appears 


that China is girding for battle through strengthening societal command and control 


plus ideological rectification, and China is trying to set up new rules for international 


governance. 


By contrast, inside China there are debates on how to read Trump’s conduct: is it an 


“art of the deal”, a tactic or policy tool to pressure China to  force a purely economic 


compromise, or a signal for a US strategic shift to a more confrontational era? 







Historically, China has seen the U.S. as both a beautiful 


country and an imperialist empire (meiguo, meidi; beautiful 


country/beautiful imperialist). 


✪ In the post Mao reform era, China first viewed the U.S. as a role model for 


modernization. Even in 1989, some demonstrators at Tiananmen Square put up 


Statues of Liberty to symbolize the Chinese pursuit of democracy. 


✪ Since the Iraq War and the 2008 financial crisis, however, the U.S. has lost much of 


its institutional attractiveness to China. 


✪ Now, the rise of Anti-Trump sentiments has made those policy makers face a hard 


choice, China cannot be seen as being too soft on the U.S., whether concerning an 


economic/trade war, or dispute related to Chinese national sovereignty issues. 
26







5. Reconsidering the trade war: what price is each country going to pay ? And how


long will war last?


Trump’s 3 dilemmas: playing old tricks on maximum pressure, a selfish America 


(international openness vs. American first), and domestic criticism;


China:  if no compromise, the economy will suffer more.  


The predicaments faced by both leaders: 


A “Great Compromise” in November? 


27
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Conclusion：Turn Black Clouds into Rainbows?


China’s policy towards the U.S. is still “strategically suspicious, economically 


hopeful, and practically uncertain.” President Trump continues to emphasizes 


that "President Xi is my good friend." China, for its part, insists on “Pi er bu


fan, dou er bu po” (i.e., “criticize the U.S. but continue to develop a good 


relationship, fight over core interests while not breaking up with the U.S. ”


"The longest journey is the journey inward".







THANK  YOU


SUN ZHE


sunzhe66@hotmail.com
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ESG investing and the way forward


Bonnie Saynay


Global Head of Responsible Investment







State of the Responsible Investment Industry


Sources: 1 PRI responsible investment regulation database as of August 27, 2018. 2 Carrot & Sticks Global trends in sustainability reporting regulation and policy 2016. 3 PRI/MSCI Global Guide to Responsible 


Investment Regulation 2016. 4 KPMG Survey of Corporate Responsibility Reporting 2017. 5 Boston Consulting Group Global Wealth 2016: Navigating the New Client Landscape. 6 Deloitte Women in the boardroom; A 


Global Perspective 5th Edition. 7 Journal of Environmental Investing 8, No. 1 2017 Guide to ESG Data Providers and Relevant Trends. 8 Forrester Research Predictions 2018: The Honeymoon For AI Is Over. 9 GSIA 


2016 Global Sustainable Investment Review. 10 Spectrem Group High Net Millennials.
11 Sustainable Stock Exchanges Initiative as of August 28, 2017. 12 EY Q&A on Stewardship Codes August 2017. 13 PRI Annual Report 2018.
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72%
of Largest global companies by revenue issue CSR reports in 20174


81%
of Emerging Market countries with Government Imposed Corporate ESG Disclosure3


400+
Sustainability Reporting 


Instruments globally1


30%
of the World’s 


Private Wealth is 


controlled by women5


15%
of Board Seats are held by 


women globally6


70%
of companies surveyed plan to use AI 


(Artificial Intelligence) by the end of 20188


85%
of S&P 500 companies published CSR reports in 2017, 


representing growth of 325% since 20119


18
of World’s Largest Economies have Corporate 


Disclosure Requirements3


150+
Providers of ESG research7


49%
of Millennials in the U.S. with a net worth greater than 


$1 million chose social responsibility 


as a factor when choosing an investment10


90
Delisted 


PRI signatories13


26%
of Total Managed Assets globally 


are classified as sustainable9


46%
of World’s Largest Economies have 


Pension fund regulations3


38
Stock Exchanges have issued guidance 


to listed companies on ESG reporting11


65%
of Sustainability Reporting 


Instruments are mandatory2


1000+
ESG Indicators to consider in sustainability 


across multiple vendors7


$89 Trillion+
in AUM by PRI signatories13


22
Stewardship Codes or 


initiatives globally12
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The Road to ESG
Asset Managers face multiple challenges


4


Difficult To


Implement


Data


Coverage


Data


Quality


Performance 


Myths


Incentives


Misaligned


Additional


Cost


Reporting


Standards
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Macro Thematic View of Responsible Investing 
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Innovators in Sustainability


Fully autonomous vehicles
• Safety - widely believed that self-driving cars can prevent at least 90% of road deaths


Ride sharing 
• Improves access for lower income urban areas


• Autonomous vehicles potentially reduces the cost of a ride by 2/3 
• Mobike’s bike sharing service combines innovation and IoT (Internet of Things) technology


Future of workspaces 
• Co-working is the office of the future is personalized, connected, and collaborative
• WeWork’s global network of workspaces where companies and people grow together


Rise of renting 
• Co-living is an emerging category of shared spaces 
• WeLivechallenges traditional apartment living through physical spaces that foster meaningful 


relationships


Grid & Utilities Technology
• With blockchain technology, a fully decentralized energy transaction and supply system could 


become possible


Agriculture Technology
• Innovation in genomics and sensor technology have allowed farmers to improve yield and lower 


resource dependency. Enabling resilient farming in harsh environments.
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WAYMO


Mobike


wework


welive


LO3ENERGY


AeroFarms
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ESG Ecosystem
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Stewardship Codes 


COP21 = Paris Climate Conference, SASB = Sustainability Accounting Standards Board, SSE = Sustainable Stock Exchanges, FSC = Financial Services Council (Australia),


FSA = Financial Services Agency (Japan), FRC = Financial Reporting Council (UK), GRI = Global Reporting Initiative, GSIA = Global Sustainable Investment Alliance, 


TFCD = Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, CDP = Carbon Disclosure Project, PRI = Principles for Responsible Investment, 


SDG = Sustainable Development Goals.
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SRI assets  comprise 


14% 
of total managed assets 


In China4


Shifting Demographics of Clients


1 Morgan Stanley Power of Purse Highlights Women’s Wealth Leadership January 2015 2 IRRI Survey 2016  3 State Street Global Advisors  ESG Institutional Investor Survey 4 GSIA 


2016 Global Sustainable Investment Review
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68% 
of institutional


asset owners agree that 


integration of ESG has 


significantly 


improved returns3


94% 
of institutional


asset owners


require asset managers to 


integrate ESG in new 


mandates2


25% 
growth of 


SRI assets globally 


from 2014 to 20164


SRI assets  comprise 


26% 
of total managed assets 


globally4


88%
of women 


want to invest in 


organizations that promote 


social well-being1
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ESG Regulation in Reality
Moving from Voluntary to Statutory
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38 of the largest 50 economies in the world 


had, or were developing, some kind of government-led 


disclosure guidelines for corporations covering ESG issues


Source: PRI/MSCI Global Guide to Responsible Investment Regulation 2016


Over half of all 


responsible investment 


policy dates from the 


last three years


Policy may address 


environmental, social, 


and/or governance


Policy can be 


voluntary or 


mandatory


Policies are issued by 


NGOs, initiatives, advocacy 


networks, regulators, and 


governments


Increasing demand from 


shareholders, institutional 


asset owners, asset 


managers, and data vendors


There are efforts 


underway to standardize 


transparency reporting
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52 ESG policy initiatives issued 


in Asia2,3:


Mandatory Government-led 


Corporate ESG reporting


Suggested Government-led 


Corporate ESG reporting 


Voluntary NGO-led Corporate  


ESG reporting


Stewardship Code


Pension fund ESG regulation


What’s Happening in China/Asia?


Source: 1 A. L. Brooks, S. Wang, J. R. Jambeck, The Chinese import ban and its impact on global plastic waste trade. Sci. Adv. 4, eaat0131 (2018). 2 Asia defined as China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, 


Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, Vietnam 3 PRI responsible investment regulation database as of July 2018 4 KPMG The road ahead: THE KPMG Survey of Corporate Responsibility 


Reporting 2017 5 Deloitte Women in the boardroom: A global perspective 5th edition 6 Climate Bonds Initiative Bonds and Climate Change: The State of the Market 2018 7 PRI as of 30 September 2018
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Prior to China’s ban on importing plastic waste, China accepted 


45% of the world’s recycling waste.1


Asia has some of the highest CSR reporting rates in the world 
(Japan 99%, India 99%, Malaysia 97% and Taiwan 88%)4


7.8% of board seats are held by women in Asia5


PRI signatory growth: 56% of asset manager/owner signatories in 


Asia2 signed in 2016-20187


Large institutional investors are publicly committing to ESG (GPIF, 


GIC)


China leads the word in issuance of climate-aligned bonds6
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 There is now greater alignment between central and local governments with the latter 


now being incentivized by KPIs on innovation and environmental topics, as well as GDP 


growth


 EV battery innovation continues


 Ambitious EV targets, supportive renewable energy regulation and widespread 


environmental inspections all point to a new degree of commitment by the Chinese 


government to reform the country's environmental footprint


 The winter pollution policy is being used to force permanent closure of polluting 


capacity 


 New KPIs that consider environmental control and innovation are now balancing the focus 


on GDP growth. Methods of enforcement include: 1. Citizen reporting of breach (fine = RMB 


200k); 2. Inter-agency task force headed by city mayor; 3. Government inspection teams 


patrolling sites 24hrs/day + monitoring equipment (for sulphur dioxide) installed at mills


 In Steel, future capacity expansion is a "no-no" with investment instead focusing on 


downstream expansion, consolidation and environmental compliance


 Investment in battery technology


The China’s environmental reform continues


Source: Morgan Stanley Sustainability Research
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Emerging Market Country Level ESG Risks
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Emerging Market Governance Social Environmental


China Agricultural regulation Political rights Carbon intensity


Democratic People's Republic of 


Korea


Regulatory quality Food security Ocean health


India Sustainable energy Level of peace Coal use


Indonesia Expenditure on education and 


healthcare


Labour rights Coal use


Malaysia Agricultural regulation Gender equality Carbon emissions trend


Philippines Expenditure on education and 


healthcare


Level of peace Natural disasters


Taiwan Sustainable energy Level of peace Air pollution


Thailand Political stability and absence of 


violence


Gender equality Water productivity


Source: Sustainalytics Country Risk Monitor Data as of Q3-2018
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Invesco’s Responsible Investment Approach: 
Fixed Income


Paul English


Head of US Investment Grade Research, 


Invesco Fixed Income







Agenda
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Invesco Fixed Income ESG Philosophy







Why invest in ESG?
UN PRI Sustainable Development Goals in Action


For illustrative purposes only.
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Express Scripts 


Named a Best Place 


to Work for Disability 


Inclusion


Ford Motor Co. 


plans to start new 


joint venture with 


Zotye to make 


electric cars


Anadarko Petroleum 


partners w/Wyoming 


Agriculture to provide  


K-12  natural resource 


education


Sempra Energy 


plans to increase 


solar/wind 


generating capacity 


to 61% of total 


production by 2021.


Kellogg Supports 10,000 


Women Farmers to Reach their 


Full Potential.


Kimco Realty implementing 


Women Representation 


Program.


Verizon supporting 


cross-industry efforts to 


avoid sourcing 3TG that  


benefit non-state armed 


groups


PepsiCo and Feed the 


Children to Provide 


32,000 Pounds of Food 


and Essentials Today to 


Help Chicago Families 


Start the School Year 


Simon Properties 


working to reduce the 


environmental footprint 


of its development and 


management activities.







ESG Investment in Fixed Income
Our integrated philosophy


1
We believe evaluating ESG criteria will lead to better long term risk adjusted returns


2
Evaluating issuers based on ESG criteria is seamlessly integrated into our fundamental research process


3
Independently assessing each investment’s suitability for ESG strategies is crucial


4
Global standards for research and investment decision-making across Invesco Fixed Income allows for 


ESG integration across asset classes


5
Focus on continuing to enhance our ESG capabilities 


Source: Invesco as of 31 December 2017
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Active Management can be important in ESG
Client needs vary & standards are in early stages


MSCI ESG Ratings: Awareness, not reliance


Lack of easily accessible ESG data for some companies leads to limited analysis and uncertain weightings of 


assessment criteria.


Family control and/or being private is heavily penalized due to corporate governance concerns. However, in 


countries that are less developed, these types of private and/or family controlled structures are more common and do 


not necessarily denote poor ESG compliance.


Only review credits annually, which results in stale ratings given the greater rate of change and new issuance in 


certain markets. 
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MSCI US Credit Sustainability Index


 Produces similar returns with less volatility, 


higher Sharpe ratio.


 Maintains one notch higher credit quality bias 


at A1/A2.


 Yields 0.18% less (-90 bps relative excess 


return).


 Has lower average duration by 0.2 yrs (-21 


bps relative excess return).


 Holds over 350 issuers ensuring efficient 


portfolio management.


ESG Comparative Returns
Risk Adjusted Arguments


Source: Barclay’s, Bloomberg, as of September 2017.


Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
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MSCI US Credit Sustainability Bloomberg US Credit


MSCI US Credit Sustainability     Bbg. US Credit


Std. Dev 0.5531 0.6783


Sharpe Ratio      0.2148           0.2025 


Excess Return 7.13% 8.24%


Cumulative 5 Year Excess Returns (%)







How might an ESG/SRI focus impact EM returns?
The sovereign perspective
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ESG-returns historically similar to traditional
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ESG BBB or better EMBI-GD


Limited downside capture, limited upside give-up


Strong performance is achievable:


• High-quality ESG countries (≥BBB) have 


performed in-line with the sovereign index over 


the past 5 years


• Because of the higher overall quality, high quality 


ESG bonds offer a better risk adjusted return over 


the past 5 years


Strong ESG metrics may provide a tailwind:


• Historically, high-ESG countries have returned 


less downside capture (2008 & 2012)


• Recently, high-ESG countries have closed the 


gap on upside capture and outperformed in three 


of the past five years


Source: JPMorgan, MSCI, Invesco. All data as of 7/20/2017. Return data re-based as of 20 July 2012 and 31 December 2004 in the left and right charts 


respectively. EMBI-GD represents the value of the JPMorgan Emerging Markets Bond Index – Global Diversified. ESG BBB or better represents a subset of 


the EMBI-GD index which includes all countries rated BBB or better in ESG according to MSCI. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
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Agenda 


Integration of ESG Factors in credit research
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Invesco Credit Research
Proprietary ESG Ratings Process


For illustrative purposes only. Source: Invesco
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Invesco’s proprietary ESG ratings process is rooted in data collection, historical and peer 


analysis, issuer engagement and awareness of external resources, providing meaningful 


insights into ESG factor risks.


Bloomberg


Sustainability Report


MSCI Pillar Scores


E
v
e
re


s
t


• Sector Ranking


• Historical Trend


• Disclosure


• Leading/Lagging


• Policy Review


• Engagement 


Prioritization


Data Analysis Resources


MSCI / Sustainalytics


• Identify Key Issues


• Controversies


• Business Involvement 


Screens 


• Methodologies


• Index Eligibility


E,S & G Factor Scores


Overall ESG Score A B C D E


1 2 3 4 5


ESG Scorecards







IFI Credit Process – ESG Integration
Resources, Data Capture, Analysis


Everest System:


- Issuer Provided Data: Bloomberg, Corporate Sustainability Reports - ESG Metrics & Policies


- Baseline for Historical Trends & Analysis - Aids Portfolio Management


- Facilitates Product Design - Align Portfolio w/Values - Time Series MSCI Ratings


For illustrative purposes only. Source: Invesco
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IFI Corporate Research – ESG Monitor


For illustrative purposes only. Source: Invesco


• Extensive Data 


Capture 


• Peer Analysis 


Critical to IFI ESG 


Rating


• Summary Report 


Fed By Raw Data
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IFI Corporate Research – ESG Score Card


For illustrative purposes only. Source: Invesco
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Key ESG Considerations by Sector
Analyst Training Framework


Sector Key ESG Factors


Common ESG 


Considerations


Board Independence/Diversity; Ethics; Cyber Risk; Audit Risks; Country Risk; Political Lobbying; Climate Risk; Water Stress; 


Gender Diversity; Gender Pay Gap


Consumer Discretionary
Supply Chain; Labor relations and benefits; Regulatory policies for labor and products; Potential liabilities related to legislative litigation; Health and 


Wellness


Consumer Staples
Resource utilization; Packaging; Water initiatives; Recycling; Labor management; Product safety; Health and wellness; Animal welfare issues; 


Human Rights; Child Labor; Responsible Consumption


Energy
Environmental Impact; Health and safety; Geographical exposure; Repressive regimes; Waste disposal; Labor shortages; Alternative energy;


Climate Risks; Board independence; Bribery & Corruption; Community relations


Financials
Compensation structure; Lending practices; Regulatory compliance; Cyber Risk; Talent acquisition/retention; Corporate responsibility; 


Consumer Fraud; Changing demographics; Reduced Inequalities


Health Care
Benefit and cost effectiveness of medicines and devices; Quality of management and validity of strategies for reinvestment; Product Safety is 


fundamental to the success of any new medicine; Bribery & Corruption; Cyber Risk


Industrials


Global emission-control legislation; Energy efficiency; Clean Water; Outsourcing of labor/low cost labor; Energy independence; Health and 


safety of operations; Waste Management; Sustainable forestry; Supply chain; Human Rights; Child Labor; Sustainable Communities; 


Responsible Consumption


Materials
Environmental Impact; Health and safety; Labor relations; Board independence; Compensation structure; Geographical exposure; Community 


relations; Clean Water


Real Estate
Energy Efficiency of buildings (certifications); Changing Demographics; Community relations; Corporate Governance; Bribery & 


Corruption; Human Rights; Human Rights; Child Labor


Telecommunications
Cyber Risk; Quality and integrity of management; Reporting transparency; Compensation and incentives; Insider ownership; FCC regulatory


issues; Energy efficiency; Labor relations; Supply Chain


Tech, Software & Hardware


Cyber Risk; Power efficiency (data centers); Retention of highly skilled labor; Materials usage; Supply chain efficiencies; Executive


compensation; Transparency; Regulation (telecom); Health impacts; Disposal of electronics; Fleet management; Logistics; Smart grid; 


Autonomous driving; Environmental Impact


Utilities
Climate legislation; Regulatory requirements; Asset mix; Clean fuels; Operational history; Carbon profile; Efficient usage of Water; 


Management quality; Transparency; Health & Safety; Supply Chain quality


Source: Invesco as of 31 December 2017.
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Agenda 


ESG Fixed Income Products
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ESG Product Solutions


ESG Strategy Product Design Benchmarks


Screening
Negatively screens issuers that are involved in undesired activities 


including Alcohol, Gambling, Weapons, Nuclear Power, Firearms, 


Genetically Modified Food, etc.


Barclays MSCI Socially 


Responsible Indices


(USD/EUR/GBP/GLB)


Best In Class
Positively screens for issuers with ESG ratings in top half of peer 


group, those more effective at managing ESG risks relevant to 


specific industry.


Barclays MSCI Credit 


Sustainability Indices


(USD/EUR/GBP/GLB)


Momentum
Includes issuers with higher ESG ratings and/or positive ratings 


momentum.


Barclays MSCI Credit 


ESG Weighted Indices


(USD/EUR/GBP/GLB)


Custom
Tailored to deliver solutions that enable clients to match corporate 


values with investment policy


Based on MSCI Pillar 


Scores, Key Issue  


Ratings


Green Bonds
Broad global portfolio based on definitions from Climate Bonds 


Initiative and Green Bond Principals, inclusive of Sovereign, 


Corporate, ABS and Municipal obligations


S&P Green Bond Index


Impact 
Investing


Investment approach that intentionally seeks to create both financial 


return and positive social or environmental impact that is actively 


measured.


Early Stages


Invesco Global Fixed Income Capabilities Offer Multiple Solutions


Source: Invesco
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ESG Example & Case Study
Screening


Client Values:


• Promote, Protect Human Rights


• Equal Opportunity
• Diversity (Gender, Race)


• Health Care Availability


• Corporate Social Responsibility
• Ecological Heritage Preservation


• Carbon Footprint Reduction


• Promote Renewable Energy
• Active Dialogue, Engagement


Client Restrictions:


• Abortifacients


• Fetal Stem Cell Harvesting
• Worst 15 Carbon Emitters


• Gambling Devices/Casinos


• Nuclear Power, Uranium Mining
• Adult Entertainment


• Anti-Personel Weapons


• Irresponsible Animal Testing
• Unsafe Energy Production


Process


1. Client provides guidelines for 


socially responsible investment 


program


2. Client provides restricted list


3. Client provides index and 


investment risk parameters


4. Client Management ensures client 


service expectations


1. Compliance system loaded with 


client restrictions


2. Portfolio manager reviews 


restricted list


3. Portfolio manager checks MSCI 


Business Involvement Screen


4. Portfolio actively managed for 


credit beta, thematic/sector, 


security selection


For illustrative purposes only. Source: Invesco
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Important Information


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document is not an offering and is not intended for and should not be distributed to,


or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all


or any part of this document to any unauthorized person is prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are


"forward-looking statements," which are based on certain assumptions of future events.


Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and


Invesco does not assume any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual


events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-looking


statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or that actual market


conditions and/or performance results will not be materially different or worse than those


presented.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but


accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all financial


material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market


conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from


those of other Invesco investment professionals.


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by


law. Persons into whose possession this marketing material may come are required to


inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not


constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is


not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or


solicitation.


Restrictions on Distributions


People’s Republic of China


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document or any information contained herein will not constitute an offer to sell any


funds or securities within the PRC. This document has not been, and will not be,


approved by, verified by or registered with any relevant governmental authorities in the


PRC and thus may not be supplied to the public in the PRC or used in connection with


any offer for the subscription or sale of any funds or securities in the PRC. Those who


received this document are responsible for obtaining all relevant governmental


approvals, verifications, licenses or registrations from all relevant PRC governmental


authorities and complying with all relevant PRC regulations.
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 Key takeaways


 •  This whitepaper examines the emergence of factor investing as a third pillar of   
     investing alongside traditional active and passive strategies. 


 •  To support decision making, the paper provides an inclusive framework to  
     distinguish between the three approaches and identify the role they each play in 
     the investment ecosystem.


 •  The point is not to dictate which option is best, but to provide information that 
     enables investors to choose what’s right for them.


Factor investing is emerging as a third pillar of investing alongside 
traditional alpha strategies and market cap-weighted indexing. By 
focusing on the components of portfolio returns that can be controlled, 
we can distinguish between the three investment options with clarity and 
purpose. The point is not to dictate which one is best, but instead to aid 
in understanding of how they differ so that investors can make more 
informed decisions.


As indexing and factor investing increase in popularity, there has been confusion 
about what these terms actually mean and whether the strategies are active or 
passive. A natural first question might be: why does this matter? It matters because 
factor investing is emerging as a third pillar of investing alongside traditional alpha 
sources and market cap-weighted indexing. At its core, factor investing represents a 
breakthrough in fundamental elements of investing, like price discovery and risk 
and return – and could mark a permanent shift in asset management.


Invesco Investment Insights
Factor investing: the third pillar of investing 
alongside active and passive 


June, 2018 


Stephen Quance
Director of Factor Investing 
Asia Pacific
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At its core, factor investing represents a breakthrough in fundamental 
elements of investing, like price discovery and risk and return – and could 
mark a permanent shift in asset management.


How we think about and then apply these pillars should fundamentally change our 
perceptions. But they are often misunderstood, leading some investors to 
incorrectly dismiss them or solely focus on one over the other. Such 
misconceptions limit investors’ flexibility and capacity to improve their overall 
investment experience.


The point is not to dictate which option is best, but to provide information that 
enables investors to choose what’s right for them. Each of the three pillars of 
investing – market cap-weighted indexing, factor investing and alpha strategies – 
offer distinct advantages and disadvantages (table 1). Each plays a valuable role in 
the investment ecosystem, and each can therefore be an attractive option given the 
right set of circumstances. Equipped with this framework to focus on what is 
possible to control and a proper perspective on what it means to be active and 
passive, investors can make better decisions and improve their overall investment 
outcomes.


Components of portfolio returns as criteria for comparison
We can simplify the discussion by dissecting portfolio returns into four components: 
(1) market returns (2) asset allocation returns (3) return from active management 
(or alpha) and (4) drag from fees. From these four components, we must also identify
what can be controlled and understand what cannot. Individual investors cannot 
control market returns. No matter how badly we want to, we can’t force German 
bunds up or down tomorrow. This simple fact frees us to think about market returns 
only in the context of what might happen and how our portfolio will react. On the 
other hand, we do have control over asset allocation, active management and fees. 
Thus, much of our decision making should focus on these areas.


As Brinson, Hood and Beebower (1986) first documented, asset allocation explains 
quite a lot of long-term performance variation. Luckily, there is valuable and 
publicly available information we can use to help decide on an allocation – the 
market portfolio.


The market portfolio is a theoretical collection of all listed assets, weighted 
according to size. It is completely diversified and only vulnerable to systematic risk, 
whereby new developments affect different segments differently. In liquid, publicly 
traded markets, the current price is the clearing price between all buyers and 
sellers, reflecting the aggregate assessment of every investor.


If a preponderance of investors think US stock markets are overpriced compared to 
others, for example, they will tend to sell in the US and purchase somewhere else, 
thus putting downward pressure on US equity prices. So even though there is much 
more to the story, the market portfolio is an informed starting point.


Table 1: The three pillars of investing


Market cap-weighted indexing


Alpha seeking strategy


Factor investing -  Indexing (Smart Beta)
-  Managed/Customized 
   Factor Strategy


Active Active Active allocations and/or
active management


Factor allocation and/or
implementation


Factor allocation


Market (none) Lowest


Costs
Control points
Active performance drivers


Active or passive
vs.
market


vs.
benchmark


Moderate


Low


High


ActiveActive


Active


Passive


Passive


Passive


Source: Invesco. For illustrative purposes only.
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Passive investing
We now have the start of a robust definition of a passive investment. In passive 
investing, key decisions are made not by individuals, but by aggregate market
participants using, and benefitting from, competitive buying and selling forces. Most 
passive investors have decided, whether implicitly or explicitly, that the market 
portfolio is good enough. Perhaps market returns suffice to help them meet their 
investment goals, or maybe the investors don’t have the appetite to risk 
underperforming the market. So, they opt to accept what the market dictates.


Allowing the market to set asset allocation 
Referring back to the three components within our control – asset allocation, active 
management and fees – passive investors allow the market to set their allocation for 
them and employ no active management. What’s left? Fees. For passive investors, 
fees are the only thing left within their control. This is why fee levels are such a 
particular focus for them. Warren Buffet famously advised his wife to invest in 
low-cost passive funds in the event of his death. So why would one of the world’s 
most accomplished active investors would say this? Even after committing the vast 
majority of his multi-billion US dollar fortune to charity, Buffet’s wife is at no risk of 
running out of money unless she makes foolish decisions. Market returns seem good 
enough, with any deviation simply adding risk.


But, for everyone who has less than an extreme overabundance of resources, making 
the decision to invest passively might not be so straightforward. A little extra gain 
over time could make the difference between a pension fulfilling its promises or telling 
workers that it cannot hold up its end of the bargain. Due to the power of 
compounding, seemingly small differences add up over time. Consider, a 1% 
difference in return (from 5% to 6%) over an investment lifetime of 25 years 
ultimately leads to 33% more wealth. Of course, this cuts both ways, so fees matter 
and risk control is critical as well. For most investors, the stakes are high.


From the above discussion we understand the passive investor’s focus on fees. But 
low fees alone do not define passive investing. Under this definition, holding a single 
stock in a portfolio would be passive. It ignores the asset allocation component, which 
we know has a major impact on return variation, and ignores risk.


How then do we further define passive investing in a way that can be helpful?


Is passive only against the index?
When it comes to passive investing, we must have context. Remember, the market 
portfolio is the asset allocation of aggregate investors, rather than just a random 
group of securities. This means that, if a portfolio deviates from the market portfolio, 
it has an active component, whether intentional or not.


For instance, a fund with the objective of tracking the S&P 500 Index is passive only 
with respect to that specific benchmark. The index is essentially the 500 largest 
stocks in the US, weighted by market cap. There is no active management 
component. Instead, index returns drive the fund’s return and the asset allocation 
tracks any constituent or weighting changes in the S&P. But the same investment 
could not be considered passive when compared to a global opportunity set. In that 
scenario, it is in fact very active. US stocks were 52% of the MSCI ACWI IMI Index, for 
instance, so the S&P fund ignores half of a global equity opportunity set1.


1. As at 29 December 2017. Source: MSCI. MSCI ACWI IMI Index is designed to cover
    approximately 99% of the global equity investment opportunity set.
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Historic example: Comparing passive strategies by asset allocation
Allocation has a major impact on returns, which gets magnified over time. From 
1990 to 2017, the S&P 500 Index returned an annualized 9.8%, for a cumulative 
return of 1,270%. If you instead invested in the MSCI World Index, opting for global 
exposure, your total return would be significantly less – an annualized 6.8% or 529% 
cumulatively*.


Let’s suppose you had opted to invest in the Nikkei 225 Index. It is easy with 
hindsight to caution against such an investment, but by the end of 1989 the Nikkei 
had dominated both US and global returns for many years, much the way the US 
has dominated more recently. In the 10 years ending 1989, the Nikkei was up 
891%, dwarfing the returns of the MSCI World Index (333%) and the S&P 500 Index 
(407%) (figure A). The passive investor tracking the Nikkei 225 from that point 
onward would be sorely disappointed, however, as the index dropped 25% in price 
and delivered a total return of just 1% over an almost 30-year period (figure B).


Many core investment principles are at work in these examples. First, asset 
allocation really does matter a lot. An S&P 500 index fund may be passive with 
respect to the index but is active when considering the full opportunity set. We are 
also reminded that past performance may not be predictive of future performance, 
and, as seen in the case of Japan, even long-term trends can change.


Figure A: Comparing index returns (1980-1989)
Returns (normalized at starting level of 100)
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Source: Bloomberg, Invesco. Data from 1 January 1980 to 31 December 1989.


Figure B: Comparing index returns (1990-2017)
Returns (normalized at starting level of 100)
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Source: Bloomberg, Invesco. Data from 1 January 1980 to 31 December 1989.
*Source: Bloomberg. Indexes cannot be invested in directly; all returns in USD and excluding any fees.
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An investment designed to track an index is passive only against that index, 
but the index itself may be very active in certain respects. 


 
A helpful understanding is emerging from our discussion. The first point is to focus 
on elements of an investment that can be controlled: asset allocation, active/passive 
decisions and fees. The second point is recognition that what is active and what is 
passive requires some context. An investment designed to track an index is passive 
only against that index, but the index itself may be very active in certain respects. 
Only by understanding the ways in which an investment is active can we identify the 
applicable risk and return opportunities. Crucially for investors, this unlocks new 
insights into what could potentially go right, or wrong, with an investment.


Active investing
Moving on from the asset allocation discussion, we now address the next item within 
our control: active management. Active management is the opposite of passive. 
Rather than passively accepting market returns or a market-dictated asset allocation, 
investors can actively pursue their own unique strategies. Historically, this is what was 
expected from professional money managers: to use skill, experience, knowledge,
or some sort of advantage to produce a better outcome.


A zero-sum game
The term alpha is used to describe excess return generated versus a benchmark. It 
simply refers to the positive performance not explained by the other three elements 
of returns: market returns, asset allocation and fees. Alpha could come in the form
of higher returns, lower risk or some combination of the two2.


A key reality of alpha-seeking active managers is that, if there are winners, there 
must also be losers. If one manager produces a return stream that demonstrates 
positive alpha, someone else must have inferior returns, because the market 
incorporates all investors. This is what is meant when people say active management 
is a zero-sum game. All above benchmark returns must, by definition, be balanced 
by below benchmark returns somewhere else. And this is before accounting for any 
fees. With that in mind, it should not be surprising to anyone that capturing alpha is 
difficult – though that has not stopped investors from trying. In the United States 
alone, active management accounts for more than three-quarters (or USD 11.3 
trillion) of open- ended funds, excluding money market and fund of funds3.


Seeking to exploit an advantage
Understanding the role of active management helps investors select and evaluate 
potential managers. What investors should want from alpha-seeking managers is for 
them to actively exploit advantages for their benefit. What they should not want is 
unnecessary barriers that reduce the manager’s ability to do so. For instance, if there 
is a manager that can add alpha in Korean equities, investors should not want that 
manager to invest outside this area of expertise, e.g. to suddenly consider the entire 
global equity market.


Put another way, think about firefighters. If you have a group of highly trained, highly 
skilled firefighters, you do not want them doing other jobs, even if that means 
spending a lot of time waiting around between fires. Instead, we want them to focus 
on what they are good at, and we evaluate them in this light. 


An understanding of the sources of alpha also improves one’s ability to monitor and 
evaluate the manager. Scalability of the alpha, for example, can be estimated. If the 
manager captures alpha by dynamically changing the asset allocation across markets, 
this strategy will have a much different capacity than a manager who invests in small 
companies of a single country, or illiquid high-yield bonds. While reviewing investment 
performance, managers should relate the outcome drivers to the process – elements 
which they control – rather than elements completely out of their control. In short, 
the manager owes a candid explanation identifying the active elements of the 
strategy and the impact the active management had on performance.


2. These examples are intended to be illustrative and are not an exhaustive list of objectives.
3. Source: Morningstar data as of 15 December 2017.
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Always assess in context
Similar to passive investing, it is often helpful to add context to active management. 
Take the example of the Korean equity manager. We would naturally benchmark the 
achieved performance to a Korean equity index. Why? Because the allocation decision
to focus on Korean equities was not made by the manager, it was made beforehand 
when the decision to hire a Korean equity expert was made. If Korean markets 
outperform other markets, the Korean manager doesn’t get credit – much as he 
should not be blamed if the Korean won declines against other currencies. Therefore, 
the alpha generated is most appropriately evaluated in the context of Korean
equities generally.


In this situation, we are clear as to whether we have an active or passive asset 
allocation to Korean equities and whether or not active management within Korean 
equities is doing what we hoped. We control both the asset allocation and the active/
passive decision.


Factor investing
We are now ready to address factor investing. A brief definition is warranted to 
ensure a common understanding. Factor investing is a systematic, evidence-based 
approach that targets certain characteristics of an asset, called factors, which tell us 
something useful about the security’s expected return or risk.


We can specifically structure a portfolio around an investment factor. Some of the 
most common investment factors are value, momentum, quality and size. Meanwhile, 
macroeconomic factors, like unemployment and inflation, enable investors to assess 
how exposed their portfolios are to different stages of the economic cycle, similar to a 
doctor collecting information to diagnose a patient’s condition (figure 1).


Factor investing unlocks an improved understanding of markets and asset 
allocation, and might thus be considered a third pillar of investing. 


Factor investing unlocks an improved understanding of markets and asset allocation, 
and might thus be considered a third pillar of investing. Previously, we looked 
primarily at asset classes – like stocks, bonds, cash – and also at sectors and other 
characteristics to understand the expected risk and return sources of the portfolio. 
Rigorous academic research has pushed the understanding further, illustrating how 
factor exposures help explain more of historically observed security returns. Factors,
at least the ones that we have confidence are worth monitoring and pursuing in a 
portfolio, also have a solid economic rationale. Because factor investing is based on 
improved understanding, its increasing adoption throughout the world likely marks a 
permanent change in how assets are managed.


Utilizing active asset allocations
How do we fit factor investing into our active/passive framework? To a degree, factor 
performance is like market performance. Just as nobody can control whether 
European stocks go up or down today, there is no way to say for sure whether a 
premium on value or size will persist. Banz (1981) documented that small-cap stocks 
historically generated higher risk-adjusted returns, for example, and while the 
research tells us we should expect the size premium to be material and positive in the 
long run, it is less predictable in the short term. Factor returns are therefore out of 
our control in the same way that market returns are out of our control.


But we still have control over asset allocation, active management and fees. Since 
investment factors help us improve our risk and return expectations, our allocation to 
them is important. Most investors still don’t monitor the factor exposures of their 
portfolio, nor do they deploy factor-specific strategies. This is changing quickly, 
however4. Someday it may be as common for investors to monitor their investment 
factor exposures as it is currently for them to monitor their equity, bond and cash 
allocations.


4. Invesco’s Global Factor Investing Survey 2017 examined the change in factor allocations globally. 
    In 2017, institutional investors increased allocations in North America (16% AUM to 19%), 
    Europe (17% to 19%) and Asia Pacifi c (7% to 10%).
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The market portfolio has an allocation to factors in much the same way that it has an 
allocation to different countries. We can use our understanding of the risk and return 
opportunities of factor investing to adjust our allocation, increasing or
decreasing the exposure to one or more investment factors. This is an active asset 
allocation decision, just as it is an active decision when we reweight country 
exposures.


Figure 1: Common investment and diagnostic factors


Size


Investment factors


Low volatility Momentum Quality Value


GDP growth


Diagnostic factors


Inflation Monetary policy Unemployment Interest rates


Source: Invesco. For illustrative purposes only.


Figure 2: These groups of factor rationales


Risk premiums Behavioral rationales Market structure


For bearing additional risk 
over the broader market e.g. 
an undesirable return pattern


Markets are inefficient due to 
behavioral biases of participants


Markets may be distorted 
because of restrictions and 
limitations


Source: Invesco. For illustrative purposes only.


Accommodating unique objectives without winners or losers
However, it is different than alpha-seeking strategies. Unlike active investing, factor 
investing is not necessarily a zero-sum game. The reason is simple: whereas in 
tradtional active investing, everybody pursues the same goal of beating the index, 
factor investing can cater for different investors’ needs and preferences. Factor 
strategies can be easily customized to an investor’s individual goals and risk tolerance.


There are three groups of factor rationales: risk, behavioural and market structure 
(figure 2). If a factor premium exists because of some element of risk,
then an investor’s desire to bear or avoid this particular risk is a matter of choice. 
Investors who achieve higher returns for bearing this risk do not do so at the expense 
of other investors who may well be happy with lower returns because it was their 
choice to follow a less risky approach. We have riskier and more conservative 
portfolios. Similarly, if a factor premium is believed to be available due to a market 
structure impediment, investors who are not subject to the impediment can benefit. 
In these ways, among others, factor investing is distinct from traditional active 
management, and certainly distinct from passive.
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Providing advantages through flexibility
With these distinctions, we can make informed choices: to be active or passive in 
asset allocation and/or portfolio management, and at what cost. Once we decide 
whether to actively or passively allocate across factors, we can decide whether
to actively or passively manage the allocation. Most smart beta strategies are passive 
exchange traded fund (ETF) applications relating to a single or multi-factor index. 
Remember, the index construction is making active factor bets that should be 
understood, as these bets are likely to be a driver of performance. These ETF 
applications might be attractive because of transparency. The index construction 
methodology is usually available and straightforward. A more active application
allows for unique factors, differentiated definitions of factors, ongoing trade-offs 
between factor exposures and/or evolution of the process as new techniques are 
developed. We know the world is constantly changing, so there might be real
advantages to having flexibility available to achieve active implementations.


Last, but certainly not least, are fees. There is no question that fees directly impact 
performance in a negative way. But, do not be fooled into thinking cheaper is always 
better. Nor should we accept that higher cost always means better outcomes.
All we can do is consider both the costs and the benefits of any investment. True 
alpha is a relatively scarce resource and, as mentioned above, requires some sort of 
advantage. We should not expect this valuable benefit to be given away. There should 
be a balance between alpha and the cost to capture it. Factor strategies can 
potentially add returns and/or control risk in ways pure indexing cannot. Therefore, 
the optimum should be somewhere between pure alpha and indexing. Traditional 
passive indexing involves no added value, so it is mostly about low cost.


Conclusion
Whether we classify a strategy as passive or active requires context. There is an 
active element in any strategy that materially differs from a market portfolio, 
because the market portfolio is determined largely by competitive buying and 
selling of all market participants, particularly in equities. Asset allocation explains a 
lot about risk and return, so it should be determined deliberately.


Taking an active or passive approach to asset allocation is likely to make a big 
impact on results in the long term. Active management can be used in an attempt 
to supplement returns or as the basis of alpha-seeking strategies. Finally, fees are 
important and should be judged in relation to the benefits offered by a particular 
approach. Skill is very valuable and should be priced appropriately. Market exposure 
should be relatively inexpensive. Factor investing, is a third distinct approach with 
its own advantages and disadvantages. Depending on the application and 
complexity of approach, it usually lies somewhere between the other two options in 
both expected value-add and cost.
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    common stocks.
•  Brinson, G., Hood, R., Beebower, G. (1986,): Determinants of Portfolio 
    Performance.
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W H AT  A R E  C L I E N T S  A S K I N G  U S ?


How can we enhance our 


investment governance?


Who do you think will perform well in 


the future?


What is the appropriate fee 


level?


What about alternative 


investments?


Stewardship Code – what to do?


How to close the savings gap?


How can we 


incorporate ESG/ RI 


into our investment 


program?


The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 
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2 0 1 8  T H E M E S  A N D  O P P O R T U N I T I E S


From QE to QT Preparing for late cycle dynamics


Political Fragmentation Stewardship in the 21st Century


The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 
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A S I A  E X  J A PA N  Y E A R LY  S E A R C H  A C T I V I T Y


Source: MercerInsight, data ending June 2018.
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Multi-asset


S$ bonds


S t e w a r d s h i p /  E S G  


i n v e s t m e n t s


M a n a g i n g  t h e  s a v i n g s  g a p


A l t e r n a t i v e s


I N V E S T M E N T  T R E N D S
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Japan Stewardship Code 2014, 2017


• First Stewardship Code in Asia launched. A 
voluntary code aimed at improving investor 
stewardship and dialogue with listed companies. 
Updated in 2017.


Hong Kong  Stewardship Code (The Principles for 


Responsible Ownership)
• Voluntary code aims at improving dialogue between 


Boards and shareholders (2016)


Malaysian Code for Institutional Investors 2014


• Voluntary code aims at improving accountability of 
institutional investors to their investors and better 
dialogue with listed companies.


Singapore Stewardship Principles Launched by a 
cross section of the investment community in 
Singapore, the SSP’s are a voluntary set of guidelines 
for long-term responsible investing.


PRI – Fiduciary Duty in 21stC


• 2016 reports by country on shortfalls


in regulation and fiduciary duty.


FSB Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 
Disclosure (TCFD) 2017


• A framework for governance, strategy, risk and 
targets /metrics to disclose climate  risks


1980s-1990s


Cowan vs Scargill & 
Bishop of Oxford 
cases 
• Pension fund rulings 


largely interpreted as 
solely maximising profit 
(ignoring risk and time) 


2005


I n v e s t m e n t  d e c i s i o n  m a k e r s  w i t h  d i s c r e t i o n a r y  p o w e r s  h a v e  a  f i d u c i a r y  d u t y  t o  t h e i r  


b e n e f i c i a r i e s ,  w i t h  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  t h e s e  d u t i e s  e v o l v i n g  o v e r  t i m e  


Freshfields Report 
• Legal opinion on ESG 


issues having financial 
impacts and ESG 
analysis was 
consistent with 
fiduciary duty, arguably 
required.


2010


UK Stewardship Code
• Based on the Walker  


Review after the GFC 
and roles in the financial 
system – as ‘stewards’ of 
good corporate 
governance.


• Disclosure based on 7 
principles (2016 review).


2014 - 2017


2000


UN Principles for 
Responsible 
Investment (PRI) 
launched
• Six principles 


founded in 
environmental, 
social and corporate 
governance (ESG) 
factors having 
potential risk and 
return impacts


• Connection to UN 
Global Compact


2006


2008


GFC
• Global financial 


crisis and 
subsequent tax 
payer funded 
banking bailout


2015


Paris Agreement on 
Climate Change


2012


Kay Review
• Raised short-termism 


issues and fiduciary duty 
confusions.


UN Global Compact 
launched
• Ten principles for 


company sustainability


C H A N G I N G  E X P E C TAT I O N S  O F  I N V E S T O R S


F I D U C I A RY  D U T I E S


The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 
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Mercer’s views on the state of ESG integration and availability of sustainability themes for different 
asset classes, as outlined in Mercer’s Pursuit of Sustainable Returns paper. 


Market Progress on 


ESG Integration*


Manager Progress  on


ESG Integration


(ratings distribution)**


Availability of Sustainability 


Themed Strategies


(ratings distribution) ***


Public Equity (Active) Medium/High Medium/High Low/Medium


Fixed Income Low/Medium Low Low


Real Estate High Medium/High Low


Private Equity Medium/High Medium/High Low/Medium


Infrastructure High High Medium/High


Natural Resources High Medium# Medium / High


Hedge Funds Low Low Low 


* Mercer’s subjective view  ** Refers to the percent distribution of ESG1 and 2 rated strategies in Mercer’s Global Investment Manager Database (GIMD™), where available. 


Low: <5%; Low/Medium: 5-10%; Medium: 11-20%; Medium/High: 21-40%; High: >40% [As at December 2017,]. *** Refers to the percent distribution of sustainability themed 


strategies compared to mainstream by asset class – noting equities is a large universe so the low relative number is not actually a low absolute number. 
# Research updates in this asset class may result in a more favourable view than is currently held. 


E S G  I N T E G R AT I O N  A N D  S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y  T H E M E S  


B Y  A S S E T  C L A S S  


The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 
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EQUITIES FIXED INCOME ALTERNATIVES OTHERS


Global 41% 35% 19% 6%


Asia ex Japan 40% 46% 9% 5%


Statistics are calculated based on selected sovereign funds across Asia by Mercer and their asset allocation data.


Source: Mercer, selected sovereign fund websites and annual reports, Bloomberg.


Data as of various points in year 2017. Figures presented are for illustrative purpose only, not to be relied upon for any other purposes.


AV E R A G E  I N V E S T M E N T  A L L O C AT I O N :  


G L O B A L  V S .  A S I A  E X  J A PA N


The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 
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Private 
equity


Private debt


InfrastructureReal estate


Hedge funds


A L L O C AT I N G  A C R O S S  T H E  A LT E R N AT I V E S
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Increasing life expectancies and lower 


birth rates


Population over 65 will increase from 


600 million today to 2.1 billion in 2050 


8 workers per retiree today, compared to 


4 per retiree in 2050


Low levels of financial literacy


Globally, the majority of citizens are not able to correctly answer 


simple financial literacy questions


Increasingly important  given trend towards self-directed nature of 


pensions


Lack of easy access to pensions


Over 50% of workers globally are in the informal/unorganized 


sector


48% of retirement age population do 


not receive a pension


Inadequate savings rates


Contributions to DC plans typically significantly lower than 10%-15% 


target


Saving rates are not aligned with individuals’  expectations for 


retirement income – puts at risk the credibility of the whole pension 


system


Long term low growth environment


Forward looking investment returns (real) ~3-5% (equities) and 1-


3% (bonds) below historic averages


Returns mis-aligned with  benefit projections and individual 


expectations


High fees eroding investment growth


High degree of individual responsibility to manage pension


Defined contribution plans (individually managed) account for over 


50% of pension assets


Individuals are required to be their own investment  manager, actuary


and insurer


Source: Mercer


G L O B A L  R E T I R E M E N T  S Y S T E M  C H A L L E N G E S


The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 
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Size of the retirement savings gap ($ trillions, 2015) 
The retirement savings gap in 2015 is estimated 


to be ~$70 trillion


Based on our forward-looking projections, the 


gap will grow by 5% each year to ~$400 trillion by 


2050 – in large part due to aging populations


This is the equivalent of an additional $28 billion 


of deficit each day


The savings gap will grow fastest in China and 


India. The drivers of this growth are:


 Rapidly ageing populations


 High percentage of informal sector workers


 Growing middle class


Gap depends on target replacement ratio, 


retirement age and future returns


Source: Mercer


H O W  B I G  I S  T H E  R E T I R E M E N T  S AV I N G S  G A P ?


The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 
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T Y P H O O N  M A N G K H U T


Source: Internet
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A P P E N D I X
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S O L U T I O N ST O O L S  A N D  


R E S E A R C H
• Global manager database


• Performance analytics


• Investment research


• Capital market research


• Operational due diligence


• Market intelligence


• Fee benchmarking


21
C O U N T R I E S


40+
Y E A R S  E X P E R I E N C E


• Discretionary management


• Mainstream assets


• Alternatives


• Liability solutions


• Technology solutions


• Operational execution


• Bespoke implementation


A D V I C E
• Investment strategy / ALM


• Asset allocation / portfolio construction


• Manager selection


• Responsible investment 


• Transitions, custody, FX


• Goals based / target date


• Risk exchange (longevity, buy-out/buy-in)


$6.3trn 
Subscriber Assets


As at 30 June 2017


$11trn*
Under advice


2,600+  Consulting Clients
As at 30 June 2017


$241bn
under implementation**


800+ Discretionary Clients***
**As at 31 January 2018


***As at 30 June 2017


* Assets under advisement includes aggregated data for Mercer Investment Consulting LLC and its affiliated companies globally (“Mercer”) as of June 2016. Data is derived from a variety of sources, including, but


not limited to, third-party custodians or investment managers, regulatory filings, and client self-reported data. Mercer has not independently verified the data. Where available, data is provided as of 30 June 2017


(“Reporting Date”). If data was not available as of the Reporting Date, information from a date closest in time to the Reporting Date, which may be of a more recent date than the Reporting Date, was included.


Data includes assets of clients that have engaged Mercer to provide project-based services within the 12-month period ending on the Reporting Date, and assets of clients that subscribe to Mercer’s Manager


Research database. ** The assets under delegated management data reported here include aggregate data for Mercer Investment Management, Inc. and its affiliated fiduciary management businesses globally as


of 30 March 2018.


M E R C E R ’ S  I N V E S T M E N T  B U S I N E S S


B R E A D T H  O F  O U R  C A PA B I L I T I E S


2,200
F T E  S T A F F


62
C I T I E S
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I M P O R T A N T  N O T I C E S
• References to Mercer shall be construed to include Mercer LLC and/or its associated companies.


• © 2018 Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.


• This contains confidential and proprietary information of Mercer and is intended for the exclusive use of the parties to whom it was provided by Mercer. Its content may not be 


modified, sold or otherwise provided, in whole or in part, to any other person or entity, without Mercer’s prior written perm ission. The findings, ratings and/or opinions expressed 


herein are the intellectual property of Mercer and are subject to change without notice. They are not intended to convey any guarantees as to the future performance of the 


investment products, asset classes or capital markets discussed.  Past performance does not guarantee future results. 


• This does not contain investment advice or constitute individualized investment advice relating to your particular circumstances. No investment decision should be made based on 


this information without first obtaining appropriate professional advice and considering your circumstances.


• Information contained herein has been obtained from a range of third party sources. While the information is believed to be reliable, Mercer has not sought to verify it 


independently. As such, Mercer makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy of the information presented and takes no responsibility or liability (including for 


indirect, consequential or incidental damages), for any error, omission or inaccuracy in the data supplied by any third party.


• This does not constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities, commodities and/or any other financial instruments or products or constitute a solicitation on 


behalf of any of the investment managers, their affiliates, products or strategies the information of which may be contained herein. Such an offer may be made only by delivery of 


separate confidential offering documents to investors in the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) (which, for such purposes, does not include the Hong Kong or Macau Special 


Administrative Regions or Taiwan) that are expressly authorized under the laws and regulations of the PRC to buy and sell securities denominated in foreign exchange. The 


contents and information contained herein have not been submitted to or approved by the China Securities Regulatory Commission and/or other relevant governmental authorities 


in the PRC. Prospective investors resident in the PRC are responsible for obtaining all relevant approvals from the government authorities of the PRC, including but not limited to 


the State Administration of Foreign Exchange, before purchasing any shares. This document further does not constitute any securities or investment advice to citizens of the PRC, 


or nationals with permanent residence in the PRC, or to any corporation, partnership, or other entity incorporated or established in the PRC.


• The information contained herein may not adequately take into account the recipient’s particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs. Prospective investors should 


consult their legal, tax and financial advisers as to the consequences of an investment. Any manager mix and portfolio structure which may be provided herein are for illustrative 


purposes only and subject to change. The inclusion of any investment herein does not represent a recommendation of that investment. All investments experience gain or loss. An 


investor may lose all or a substantial part of its investment in any private investment vehicle. There can be no assurance that the investment objectives of any fund managed by 


Mercer will be achieved. 


• For Mercer’s conflict of interest disclosures, contact your Mercer representative or see www.mercer.com/conflictsofinterest.


• For the most recent approved ratings of an investment strategy, and a fuller explanation of their meanings, contact your Mercer representative.


• Mercer’s universes are intended to provide collective samples of strategies that best allow for robust peer group comparisons over a chosen timeframe. Mercer does not assert 


that the peer groups are wholly representative of and applicable to all strategies available to investors. 
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I M P O R T A N T  N O T I C E S


The search data provides insights into the institutional investment mandate hiring patterns of Mercer’s institutional clients and, consequently, search trends around the world. The 


report is based on search activity reported by our consultants via our dynamic global client database for the year ending 30 June 2018. The appendices display searches carried out in 


previous years.


Mercer search data are a valuable indicator of global and regional institutional investment trends. The data are consistently gathered and cover a large portion of the world’s 


institutional assets. The searches reported in this survey were conducted by Mercer consultants only and do not include searches carried out by around 200 clients (with assets in 


excess of $6.3 trillion) that subscribe to MercerInsight® for their own independent investment manager research, selection, and monitoring.


The following notes apply to this report:


• Asset values of zero relate either to searches where the mandate size is unavailable or to defined contribution (DC) searches.


• A dash (-) in tables presenting the number of searches signifies that no searches were carried out in that period; a dash in the equivalent 'Assets Allocated' table confirms this. 


Where searches are recorded, a dash in the equivalent 'Assets Allocated' table will represent unavailable values or DC searches. Please note that not all asset classes have been 


available over the entire period.


• Asset values are quoted in US$ millions and have been converted from local currencies using the exchange rate at the month end nearest to when the search was conducted.


• Due to rounding, figures may not equal the given total.


• The global and United States analysis does not include US DC search activity prior to 2011.


• From 2011 inclusive, the values quoted include searches carried out by Mercer Investments’ Delegated Solutions team.


• Passive search data is explicitly shown in ‘asset class’ tables. All other tables and charts combine active and passive mandates.


• The historical values in this report may differ to those in previous editions of this report. This report is compiled by using data in our dynamic global client database.
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I M P O R T A N T  I N F O R M A T I O N


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document is not an offering and is not intended for and should not be distributed to,


or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all


or any part of this document to any unauthorized person is prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are


"forward-looking statements," which are based on certain assumptions of future events.


Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and


Invesco does not assume any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual


events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-looking


statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or that actual market


conditions and/or performance results will not be materially different or worse than those


presented.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but


accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all financial


material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market


conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from


those of other Invesco investment professionals.


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by


law. Persons into whose possession this marketing material may come are required to


inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not


constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is


not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or


solicitation.


Restrictions on Distributions


People’s Republic of China


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document or any information contained herein will not constitute an offer to sell any


funds or securities within the PRC. This document has not been, and will not be,


approved by, verified by or registered with any relevant governmental authorities in the


PRC and thus may not be supplied to the public in the PRC or used in connection with


any offer for the subscription or sale of any funds or securities in the PRC. Those who


received this document are responsible for obtaining all relevant governmental


approvals, verifications, licenses or registrations from all relevant PRC governmental


authorities and complying with all relevant PRC regulations.
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Invesco Global Sovereign Asset Management Study 
2018


This study is not intended for members of the public or retail investors.  
Full audience information is available inside the front cover.







Introduction 


Key metrics


Theme 1 
Broader adoption sees equities become  
the largest asset class
Strategic allocations to equities are rising;  
in seeking a combination of bulk beta and 
targeted alpha, allocations are rotating from 
active to passive to factor – and sometimes  
back again.


Theme 2 
Private markets are seen as the portfolio’s 
‘all-rounder’
Introduced to capture long-term returns, 
illiquidity premia, and diversification benefits, 
sovereigns are finding that private market asset 
classes deliver a broader range of benefits than 
either equities or fixed income.


Theme 3 
Sovereign investors have a commercial 
approach to fees and expenses
In common with other institutional investors, 
sovereigns are interested in reducing their  
fees and expenses, but sovereigns prioritise 
meeting their objectives over absolute fee levels. 
Net outcomes and alignment of interests are  
the main goals.


Theme 4 
Central bank reserve objectives are broadening
With large and growing reserves, and rising costs 
of maintenance, central banks are increasingly 
adopting a more holistic approach to portfolios 
with increased use of non-traditional assets.


Theme 5 
Cryptocurrencies are a watching brief
Sovereign investors do not yet see 
cryptocurrencies as an investible asset class 
– but they are open minded to the business 
applications and investment possibilities of 
cryptocurrencies and related technologies.


Appendix and methodology
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Welcome to our sixth annual study of sovereign 
investors, which gathers unique perspectives from 
senior investment professionals managing the assets 
and reserves of sovereign wealth funds, state pension 
funds and central banks globally. This is a unique 
undertaking, being an evidence-based study with 
insights drawn together from face-to-face interviews 
which seek to capture the depth, colour and context  
of the thinking of these investors.


 It is also unique in terms of its scale. Our 2018 
study includes a broadened-out central bank sample, 
reflecting their growing importance and maturity as 
investors. As a result, some 126 sovereign investors 
are now represented in the study. The increase in 
sample size, together with the strong investment 
returns achieved in 2017, means these investors now 
manage assets of over US$17 trillion. This is a store 
of financial value of exceptional scale, comparable 
in size to the world’s top 300 pension funds. This is 
true investing at scale, and it influences each of the 
themes of this year’s study.


 Our first theme looks at the equities asset  
class for the first time. Broader adoption has led 
to equities surpassing bonds as the leading asset 
class within sovereign portfolios. The use of active, 
passive, and factor management is fluid, with factor 
management the clearest near-term beneficiary. 


We return to look at private markets in our 
second theme. Private markets are favoured by 
many sovereign investors thanks to the long-term 
and illiquid nature of many of the private markets 
asset classes. We found the role of private markets 
changing in portfolios as a broader set of benefits 
has emerged and investments are seen as a distinct, 
uncorrelated set of risk premia.


 We have embraced an important commercial 
issue in theme three, which examines the thinking  
of sovereign investors in relation to fees and expenses. 
We find that sovereigns have well-formed views of 
fees, the incentives they create, and the alignment  
of those incentives to objectives. Sovereign investors 
are clear-headed about their objectives and prepared 
to pay for results.


 Central banks are at the heart of the fourth 
theme. Our expanded coverage provides a more 
complete view of this segment and finds it in 
transition as reserve portfolios expand beyond what 
is needed for traditional purposes. Smaller central 
banks are moving down a relatively well-defined path 
for investing surplus reserves, while larger and more 
experienced central banks are now adopting more 
institutional portfolio characteristics.


 Finally we conclude this year’s study with a more 
conceptual theme in the shape of cryptocurrencies. 
Cryptocurrencies as an asset class are unlikely to 
make an early appearance in sovereign portfolios, 
but there is considerable interest in the practical 
applications of cryptocurrencies, especially amongst 
central banks, and the broader application and 
investment potential of the underlying technologies. 


 As always I hope you find the key themes in 
this year’s report to be both highly relevant and 
informative. If you would like to discuss any of the 
findings or indeed have any questions, please do  
get in touch.


To view more content on this year’s themes visit 
igsams.invesco.com
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Sample: Excludes central banks. Sample: Total ex CB = 52, Investment = 10, Liability = 26, Liquidity = 8, Development = 8. 


Key metrics Performance 
After two relatively subdued years for returns,  
the past year has seen particularly strong outcomes. 
Sovereign investors on average achieved a return 
of over 9% in 2017, with development sovereigns 
doing best at nearly 12%, thanks to their exposure to 
private markets assets. At the other end of the return 
spectrum, liquidity sovereigns still generated returns 
of around 6%, despite their defensive portfolios. 


Strong equity returns in 2017 led to much  
higher average total portfolio returns than targeted 
(9.4% vs. 6.2% across all sovereign wealth funds). 
Despite this, and with the exception of liquidity 
sovereigns, 2018 target returns have crept up 
(6.5%), and sit above expected levels of returns  
for 2018 (5.8%), a recurring theme since the  
financial crisis.


 Target 
 Actual/Expected


 2015 
 2016
 2017
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Alternative investment asset allocation trends 2013–2018 (% AUM)


Asset allocation 
Sovereign investors now have an average of 20% 
allocated to alternative investments (excluding 
alternative credit, and also direct strategic 
investments, which are important for development 
sovereigns). The other asset class seeing an 
expansion of allocations is equities, which now 
represents a third of assets on average. Allocations  
to cash and fixed income have decreased over five 
years, while sample expansion (which has reduced  
the impact of development sovereign holdings)  
has diluted the average allocation to direct  
strategic investments. 


Looking more closely at alternative allocations, 
private equity and real estate continue to be the 
largest sub-sectors, while the clearest beneficiary  
of expanded allocations has been infrastructure.


Size
The assets of the sovereigns covered by this year’s 
study exceeded US$17 trillion (as at 31 December 
2017), encompassing 126 funds. The number  
of sovereigns in each segment was relatively stable, 
with the exception of central banks, where the  
sample increased from 35 in 2017 to 65 in 2018.  
This accounted for the bulk of the increase in assets  
in that segment. 


Over 50% of sovereign assets are owned 
by investors based in Asia, with another 25% 
represented by investors based in the West. 


 2013 
 2014
 2015


 2013 
 2014
 2015


 2016
 2017
 2018


 2016
 2017
 2018
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Broader adoption sees equities become the  
largest asset class
 
Key takeaways:


   Allocations to equities have been rising and 
equities have overtaken fixed income to become 
the biggest asset class in sovereign portfolios.


   Many sovereigns have increased their strategic 
asset allocation (SAA) equity weightings in 
response to persistent gaps between target  
and actual returns. 


   Risks to equity markets are seen to include 
recurrent concerns of high valuations, inflation 
and geo-political issues; now joined by trade  
war fears.


   Significant movement between investment 
approaches; however this is far more nuanced 
than a general movement from active to passive.


   Clearest medium-term beneficiary of future 
investment approaches is factor investing.
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Still at the heart of portfolios
The past six years of the Invesco Global Sovereign 
Asset Management Study have charted the rapid 
adoption by sovereign investors of alternative 
investments, with average alternative allocations 
growing from 10% in 2013 to 20% in 2018. 


Yet the rise of alternatives has not displaced  
the role of equities as the traditional growth asset 
class at the heart of portfolios. Although less marked, 
average allocations to equities have also increased, 
from around a quarter of sovereign portfolios to 
around one third over the same 2013–18 period 
(figure 1).


As figure 2 indicates, the increasing commitment 
to equities has been relatively broad, with most 
regions seeing a net increase in the proportion of 
sovereigns making incremental or material increases 
to equity weightings in strategic asset allocations. 
This is particularly pronounced in emerging markets 
(partly because there are relatively fewer private 
markets opportunities available). The only regional 
exception was sovereigns located in the West, where  
a slight net decrease occurred. 


The increase in equity weightings observed since 
2013 has three main drivers:


   Higher target exposures to equities within SAAs: 
The persistent low yield environment, and 
gap between target and actual returns has 
progressively forced the hand of investors.  
Many sovereigns have longer-term objectives  
of building out alternative allocations, but until 
those allocations can be placed, they have 
increased equity allocations (funded from 
cash and fixed income). Those sovereigns 
(predominantly the liquidity sovereign segment) 
which are limited in their ability to use alternative 
assets, are largely reliant on increasing equity 
exposure to close the return gap. 


   Valuation effects of the equity bull market:  
Despite sovereign investors continuing to  
reduce return expectations, 2017 saw strong 
outcomes realised at a portfolio level (9.4%  
in 2017, up from 4.2% in 2016), supported  
by equity markets, which returned on average 
8.7% amongst our respondents. 


    Increased distributions:  
Increased distributions from realisations of private 
market assets in sovereign portfolios, which are 
often added to equities until new private market 
allocations are available.


As a result, nearly half of sovereign investors are  
now somewhat overweight to equities, with less  
than 15% underweight. In most cases, sovereigns  
are content to remain overweight rather than sell 
down to benchmarks given the bull run and low 
volatility of equity markets over the last few years.


Not all sovereigns are comfortable with the status 
quo however. Slightly more than a third plan to reduce 
SAA equity weightings over the medium term (figure 
3) but the intent overall is to make small reductions 
rather than cut significantly. Further, most would 
prefer to achieve this by allowing equity allocations  
to dilute over time rather than sell, and potentially 
have to repurchase later (with two sets of trading 
costs) – a particularly likely scenario for investors  
in a net inflow position.


The rise of alternatives 
has not displaced the 
role of equities as the 
traditional growth asset 
class at the heart  
of portfolios.
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Fig 1. Equity allocations over time (% AUM)
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Fig 2. Past 3-year change in SAA weightings to equity, by region (% citations)  Large increase 
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Fig 3. Past 3-year and future 3-year change in SAA weighting to equity (% citations)  Past 3-year change 
 Future 3-year change
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Equities overvalued (absolute basis)


Geo-political risk likely to impact negatively


Significant equity market correction in 2018


Opportunities remain in equities


Equities overvalued (relative to other asset classes)


End of central bank stimulus likely to impact negatively 


Rising inflation a concern


Equity market crash in 2018
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7.3
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7.0
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Sample: Excludes central banks. Sample = 56. Rating on a scale of 1 to 10 where 10 is totally agree.


Fig 4. Strength of views on equity markets (average score out of 10) Sovereigns who plan to reduce SAA equity weightings 
are driven by views that equity valuations are high  
on both absolute and relative bases, and that markets 
are at risk of correction, either due to geo-political  
or economic cycle risks (figure 4).


Specific issues seen as acting as headwinds  
to equity markets include familiar concerns in  
the macro environment such as tension over the  
Korean peninsula, China, valuations and inflation. 
Making a more significant appearance in 2018 is the 
possibility of a trade war and the impact of the Trump 
administration more generally (figure 5).


Despite the concerns, faith in equites remains 
largely intact, at least over the next three years.  
There is limited concern about the potential for a crash  
in equity markets in the short term, even amongst 
those intent on decreasing equity allocations. 


While wary of the late stage cycle of the US 
economy, and flattening yield curves, investors 
pointed to better than expected GDP growth, 
continued strong corporate earnings growth and 
company fundamentals, and the ability to take 
advantage of geographic divergences – APAC and 
EMEA lagging the US in their recoveries, but showing 
promising growth – as reasons for maintaining  
or increasing equity exposure. 


Furthermore, around a quarter of sovereigns 
expect to be increasing their equity SAA over the 
same 3-year forward timeframe, for several reasons:


   Some (particularly liquidity sovereigns) are seeing 
a relaxation of investment policies which have 
restricted their exposure to risky asset classes, 
giving more scope to include or add to equities  
in addressing their objectives.


   Smaller sovereigns, which tend to be resource 
constrained, are more likely to rely on equities  
to generate returns, rather than make significant 
allocations to more complex options such  
as alternatives.


   In other cases, sovereigns believe that equities 
remain attractive on a relative basis (compared  
to fixed income in particular), and see scope  
for markets to run up further given that the 
economic growth outlook is good, bond yields 
remain low, and slack capacity remains evident  
in major economies. 
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Sample: Excludes central banks. Sample = 45.


Fig 5. Equity market headwinds
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Fig 6. Current equity portfolio approaches, by segment (% AUM)  Factor 
 Passive
 Active 
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Sample: Excludes central banks. Sample = 18. Rank 1 = most important reason, rank 2 = 2nd most important reason, rank 3 = 3rd most important reason.


Fig 7. Reasons for increased passive allocations (% citations)  Rank 1 
 Rank 2
 Rank 3


Restructuring and simplifying equity portfolios
Sovereigns are, if anything, increasingly committed 
to equities as the core growth asset within the total 
portfolio. However, within equity portfolios there  
are significant evolutions in approach underway.


The most conspicuous recent trend has been  
the inroads of passive management, and increasingly 
factor, into equity portfolios. Over the last three 
years, just under half of sovereigns undertook some 
degree of rotation out of active strategies into passive 
and factor strategies, to the point where fewer than 
half of equity portfolios are now actively managed 
(figure 6).


Passive strategies have been particular 
beneficiaries of these changes, in part a result  
of structural constraints. Liquidity sovereigns,  
for example, have substantial allocations to passive 
strategies as a matter of policy. Their investment 
objectives prioritise capital preservation over 
investment returns, so where they include equities 
in their portfolio, their ability to incorporate active 
managers with higher tracking errors is limited.  
For some less established institutions, especially  
in economies where there is a need to demonstrate 
value for money, passive management is valued  
for its transparency and simplicity (figure 7).


Within equity 
portfolios there are 
significant evolutions 
in approach underway.
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Figure 8 shows that the most committed users  
of active managers are located in the Middle East, 
although these sovereigns also allocate to passive  
and factor strategies. Middle East sovereigns often 
pursue opportunistic strategies in less traditional,  
less efficient markets where active management  
can deliver significant alpha. They also tend  
to have significant internal active equity teams,  
which means that the cost implication of higher  
use of active strategies is muted. Asian sovereigns 
have a relatively similar profile in being significant 
users of active management, driven largely by  
the perception that their local equity markets are  
less efficient than the US and Europe, as well as 
having longer average holding periods for their  
equity mandates. 


Sovereigns located in the West have implemented 
the strongest rotation from active to passive equity 
management as part of a drive to build more efficient 
portfolios. Western sovereigns also typically have 
higher levels of oversight and public examination  
of portfolios, which force them to justify their use of 
active strategies. We explore this further in theme 4. 


Emerging market sovereigns are heavy users  
of passive management. They include many liquidity 
sovereigns with little appetite for tracking error 
as noted; both investment and liability sovereigns 
located in emerging markets also tend to be smaller 
investors with limited internal resources and often 
earlier in their development journey. 


Factor investing is gaining prominence, especially 
in Asia. However, although sovereigns in the region 
lead other types of regional investment institutions 
in their adoption of factor strategies, overall usage to 
date still lags sovereigns in the West and Middle East. 


There are signs that this will change. Consistent 
with figure 9, Asian sovereign demand for factor 
strategies is growing from a desire to generate more 
consistent returns through the cycle. Cost reduction, 
which is a key driver for some investors, is less  
of a driver in this case. Although Asian investors  
are also concerned with active mangers hugging  
the index, this is addressed through structuring  
of fee arrangements, with lower base management 
fees and a greater focus on performance fees (see 
theme 3), rather than a replacement of active 
mandates by factor mandates. Over the long term 
sovereigns in Asia intend to move to more factor-
based portfolio construction, but highlighted a lack  
of in-house capability to achieve this. 
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Fig 9. Change in investment style, past & future 3 years (% citations) 


Fig 8. Equity portfolio approaches, by region (% AUM)


 Increase 
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Sample: Excludes central banks. Sample size shown in grey. Caution small sample size.
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Sample: Excludes central banks. Sample = 32. Rank 1 = most important reason, rank 2 = 2nd most important reason, rank 3 = 3rd most important reason.


Fig 11. Reasons for increased factor allocations (% citations)  Rank 1 
 Rank 2
 Rank 3


The movement from active management also reflects 
changing views on where active management is most 
able to add value – seen as being very different across 
regions (figure 10). 


Active management is still seen as highly 
appropriate to apply in emerging and APAC equity 
markets, which are considered to be relatively 
inefficient. These markets are often less transparent, 
meaning there is more basis for information 
advantage and should be easier for active managers 
to add value. 


This contrasts with North American equity 
markets, where because of the size, transparency 
and research intensity of large cap US equities in 
particular, only a quarter of sovereigns consider it  
is worth applying active management in that region. 


EMEA sits in between, reflecting significant 
variation across the EMEA region. Investors might 
adopt a passive approach for large cap stocks in the 
major European markets, but prefer active managers 
for small caps, smaller European, or Middle Eastern 
markets. Outside of the liquidity sovereigns, between 
a half and two thirds of sovereigns saw active 
management as appropriate for these regions.


This points to the view that while equities 
remain at the heart of sovereign portfolios, many 
respondents – around two thirds – see a changing  
role for the asset class. 


The first component of changing strategy is bulk 
beta equity portfolios, which are used to capture the 
broader equity market risk premia, with a focus on 
doing so in an efficient, low-cost manner. This has 
underwritten the rotation from active to passive 
seen in recent years. Benefits seen in this approach 
include greater flexibility and control, lower tracking 
error, reduced fees, and decoupling of the manager 
selection decision from asset allocation decisions. 


The second component is a more focused use 
of active management where sovereigns see the 
best sources of alpha generation, facilitated by fee 
and risk budgets freed up by the first component 
implementation. This bifurcates into two types of 
active management which are seen as particularly 
relevant in the future:


   High conviction active managers that can deliver 
uncorrelated alpha returns. 


   Factor managers that can deliver part of what  
had previously been seen as active management, 
in a systematic way and at lower cost (figure 11).


Many sovereigns remain supporters of active 
management, but that support has become more 
targeted to the investors’ beliefs of where value  
can be added; and where applied, investors want  
to ensure they are not paying active fees for 
systematic (eg factor-based) sources of added value. 


Where using active management, sovereigns  
are also reducing the number of mandates in favour  
of more concentrated portfolios. The enhanced 
mandate scale this approach results in delivers 
additional bargaining power to sovereigns to secure 
more favourable fee arrangements, access to 
additional investment opportunities, and wider  
asset manager resources.


While equities remain  
at the heart of sovereign 
portfolios, many 
respondents – around  
two thirds – see a changing 
role for the asset class.
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Fig 10. Geographies for which active management is used, by segment (% citations)  Total ex CB 43
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Fig 12. Asset classes benefitting from equity SAA reduction (% citations) Rotating from active through passive to factor – 
and sometimes back again
The rotation between active, passive, and factor 
strategies looks set to continue given future  
intentions (see figure 9 on page 15). 


However, the outlook is nuanced and offers 
encouragement to all main equity approaches – 
consistent with the appetite of the sovereign  
segment for both the effective and the innovative. 


Clearly, a description of equity portfolios as being 
a transition from active to passive management is  
an oversimplification. There will be examples of this, 
but passive will no longer be the sole beneficiary  
of changing views of how to best manage equities 
within sovereign portfolios. 


In fact, passive may not even necessarily  
be a net beneficiary over the next three years.  
As sovereigns have accumulated experience,  
some have become concerned about weaknesses  
or biases they perceive in traditional market cap 
indices and sought out what they see as better 
designed alternatives. For example, low volatility 
strategies (one of the most popular factor strategies) 
are used by some respondents as a means of 
achieving returns in line with market cap indices,  
but with lower levels of volatility.


There is also a cyclical aspect to preferences  
in approach. In periods of rising markets with  
low volatility which have prevailed in recent years, 
the scope for active management may appear more 
limited and passive approaches gain in popularity. 
However, when markets turn and become more 
volatile, the reverse occurs and investors once  
more become increasingly interested in a range  
of active approaches. 


It may be too early to call a low-water mark  
for active management and a high-water mark for 
passive management, but portfolio traffic is now 
moving in multiple directions. Factor strategies  
appear to be the clearest winners on a forward  
view; investors increasingly see factor as a third pillar 
between traditional active and passive investment. 


With the decision on investment style no longer 
a binary one, the shift towards factor will be funded 
by reallocations from both active and passive, 
highlighting the range of motivations (risk, return, 
cost) behind investors increasing factor allocations. 
We also observed examples of intentions to shift  
from passive back towards active management, 
although along the lines of the more focused 
allocations discussed. 


At the same time, given concerns around  
high valuations, some investors are looking  
to re-evaluate the role for equities in the portfolio. 
Some are taking a cautious approach, looking  
to weather an anticipated equities storm in cash  
or traditional fixed income safe harbours, as shown  
in figure 12. Others, buoyed by the prospects  
of yet greater returns, and encouraged by strong 
performance, are shifting allocations to private 
markets instead.


Factor strategies are  
the clearest winners  
on a forward view.
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Private markets are now seen as the portfolio’s 
‘all-rounder’ 
 
Key takeaways:


   Rising distributions from successful past 
investments are compounding the challenge  
faced by sovereigns in achieving target  
allocations to private markets.


   Private market weightings within SAAs continue 
to rise, as do most average deployment times.


   Valuations are seen as highest in private  
equity, with more attractive pricing available  
in infrastructure and private credit.


   Private market assets are increasingly seen  
as bringing a broader series of benefits to 
portfolios compared to other asset classes.


   As sovereigns gain in scale, they are increasingly 
considering opportunities in regions beyond  
their home market. 
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Alternative allocations continue their  
long-term increase
Sovereign investors continue to build their  
allocations to alternatives, with the average 
aggregate allocations reaching a new high of 20%  
of in 2017, more than double the average allocation  
of ~10% in 2013. Alternative asset classes are 
defined as: 


   Private equity 
   Real estate
   Infrastructure 
   Hedge funds and absolute return funds 
   Commodities 
   Alternative credit (not included in the totals above) 


Real estate and private equity remain the most 
popular alternative asset classes, however 
infrastructure in particular has grown in popularity, 
especially amongst the largest sovereigns.


Alternative credit (bank loans, collaterized loan 
obligations (CLOs), direct lending) is a relatively  
new private markets asset class for sovereign wealth 
funds but allocations are increasing rapidly amongst 
investment, liability and development sovereigns,  
and now make up ~4% of portfolios on average  
(figure 13). Alternative credit is particularly attractive 
to sovereigns that can tolerate illiquidity, because  
of its ability to generate higher yields than the core 
fixed income portfolios used to fund it.


As figure 13 indicates, the take-up of alternative 
assets is skewed with investor size. In Asia, there 
is particular dispersion in allocations: a few large 
investors have large allocations (>30% in some 
cases), while a long tail have little or nothing. 


Large sovereigns with high tolerance for  
illiquidity intend to ramp up alternative allocations 
further – towards 50% in some cases, despite  
often struggling to maintain high allocations due  
to a paucity of opportunities. For smaller sovereigns, 
especially those in emerging markets, alternative 
asset classes are difficult to implement, often  
carrying significant investment and regulatory risks. 
In the case of central banks, introducing alternatives 
often necessitates the development of significant  
new capabilities in what are often teams with 
experience principally in fixed income. 


Alternative credit is  
a relatively new private 
markets asset class for 
sovereign wealth funds 
but allocations are 
increasing rapidly.
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Fig 13. Current allocation to alternative sub-asset classes  
by sovereign size (% AUM)
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Fig 15. Change to private markets SAA over the past 3 years, by sovereign domicile (% citations)  Increase
 Decrease


Challenges of building alternative allocations  
in the face of rising distributions 
For most private market asset classes, around half 
of sovereigns have been increasing their strategic 
allocations (figure 14). Despite the difficulties  
of getting and staying invested, private markets  
are seen as particularly suitable for the long-time 
horizons and illiquidity tolerance of investment  
and liability sovereign segments; in fact liability 
sovereigns see some private market assets such  
as real estate and infrastructure as quasi-matched  
to their liabilities.


As figure 15 indicates, most regions show  
strong demand for private markets, although there 
are clear distinctions:


   Sovereigns in emerging markets have lower levels 
of demand across the spectrum, due to capability 
barriers, smaller internal resources and obstacles 
to implementation.


   Middle Eastern sovereigns are the most targeted 
in their programmes, partly due to the length  
of their experience in private markets: interest  
is highest for private credit and infrastructure.  
In contrast, for private equity a similar number  
are reducing allocations in favour of other forms  
of private market asset classes as those making 
new allocations.


   Asian and Western region sovereigns have 
similarly strong levels of demand – particularly 
for private credit and infrastructure. However, 
there are notable dispersions in allocations among 
these investors, with institutions demonstrating 
considerable idiosyncrasies in their approaches,  
in particular within Asia.
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Fig 14. Change to private markets SAA over past 3 years (% citations)  Increase
 Decrease 
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Fig 16. Average time to deploy committed capital, by sub-asset class (years)  2016
 2017
 2018
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Fig 17. Respondent perception of private market valuations (% citations)  Overvalued
 Fairly valued
 Undervalued 


Getting invested in private markets has been  
a consistently observed problem for sovereign 
investors. Traditionally this has been seen in terms  
of access to deal flow; this is now aggravated by rising 
distributions of returns and capital from successful 
investments back to those sovereigns which managed 
to get invested in past years. Many investors found 
that private equity distributions have outweighed 
capital calls as a result of high multiples prevailing 
at both exit (encouraging sales) and new entry 
(discouraging new allocations).


As a result, many sovereigns remain underweight 
in private markets, and average time to deploy  
capital is rising, in most cases to beyond three years. 
Some of the largest sovereigns have responded by 
increasing efforts to source assets directly, including 
by opening ‘on the ground’ offices with local staff,  
in both international financial centres (such as the 
CIC’s office in New York), and in target markets 
(ADIA’s Hong Kong office being a good example).


Putting capital to work in private credit has been 
the easiest private market strategy to implement  
in recent years, in part due to less capital competing 
for these assets, and in part due to the post-financial 
crisis withdrawal of banks from certain forms of 
risky lending, with asset managers and institutional 
investors filling the void. Activity in real estate 
remains fairly strong, while a pick-up in infrastructure 
deal activity over the last year has seen an 
improvement in deployment time for that asset class 
(figure 16), driven in large part by the developing 
economies in Asia pushing ahead with large scale 
infrastructure projects where they are turning to 
institutional investors for capital.


Private equity deployment time has increased 
sharply, but this is partly by choice. While investors 
remain willing to deploy capital, this is moderated 
by their view of prevailing valuation levels. There is 
some concern among sovereigns that private markets 
generally are becoming overvalued, but particularly 
so in private equity. 


Respondents reported that they and their fund 
managers are seeing fewer attractive opportunities in 
private equity because of higher levels of dry powder 
(off the back of a number of years of record fund 
raising), leading to increased competition for assets 
and bidding up of prices, including from a corporate 
sector fuelled by low-cost capital. Combined with  
a less certain external environment and more  
volatile markets, this makes for reduced appeal. 


Despite these concerns, most sovereigns  
continue to allocate to private markets, taking  
a long-term approach. Good opportunities are  
still seen as being available within infrastructure  
(with Asian government-backed programmes like  
the Chinese Belt and Road initiative) and private  
credit (Europe and North America).


Getting invested in 
private markets has 
been a consistently 
observed problem  
for sovereign investors.
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Rethinking the management of private  
market portfolios
As more sovereigns gain experience in acquiring  
and managing private market assets despite 
increasing competition for those assets, they are 
rethinking how they approach the management 
of private markets, and the role they play in wider 
portfolios. An important learning has been identifying 
a broad ‘all-rounder’ set of benefits that private 
market assets are seen to bring to portfolios.  
This ‘all-rounder’ characteristic is clearly evident 
relative to equities (figure 18).


For sovereign investors, investment in equities is 
principally about maximising returns. For investment 
in private markets, diversification is the leading 
benefit, but there are perceived to be similarly  
strong benefits encompassing returns, inflation 
protection, portfolio duration, and accessing illiquidity 
premiums. Income generation is not far behind, and 
plays a more prominent role for liability sovereigns 
that are using private markets, in particular 
infrastructure and real estate, as quasi-matching 
assets against their liabilities. Given such a strong 
value proposition, ongoing demand for private  
market assets is unsurprising. 


In an overall portfolio context, sovereigns 
are increasingly using a risk premia approach 
for portfolio construction, usually in parallel with 
traditional asset allocation. Investments are viewed 
as a distinct, uncorrelated set of risk premia driving 
the portfolio risk profile. Taking a holistic approach 
enables sovereigns to be more dynamic in managing 
exposures, liquidity, and accessing thematic  
or innovative investments.


To achieve this holistic approach, more active 
ownership and increased flexibility are being built into 
sovereigns’ private market portfolios, resulting in:


   Widening geographical opportunity set.
   Changes to the structure of investments.
   Shifts in the risk structure of investments.
   Strategic partnerships with GPs.


As a result, sovereigns are focusing more attention  
on opportunities in new regions. Most sovereigns have 
historically had a home bias but as implementation 
difficulties persist (particularly for sovereigns located 
in smaller home markets), they acknowledge the need 
to access a wider pool of opportunities with regional 
diversity. Divergence in the pace of the post-financial 
crisis recovery, and subsequent central bank policy 
differences across regions, are also encouraging 
sovereigns to look abroad.


Regional interest is well spread as figure 19 
demonstrates:


   North America is strongly favoured for private 
credit (being the largest market for that asset 
class), private equity (capital raising and 
deal flow), and real estate. While currently 
viewed as less attractive for infrastructure, 
there is a potential for re-emergence if the 
Trump administration implements its mooted 
infrastructure plan.


   EMEA, especially non-core EMEA markets,  
is also seen as highly attractive for private credit 
opportunities, followed by real estate, as large 
North American investors seek to diversify away 
from home market assets, acknowledging the 
return and diversification benefits of being able  
to draw from a wider pool of opportunities. 


   Large infrastructure initiatives (e.g. Belt and Road 
initiative in China) have made APAC attractive. 
Large-scale government backed infrastructure 
comes with implicit government support, reducing 
regulatory and political risk.


    In emerging markets, the relaxation of 
capital controls and improving economic and 
political stability conditions are creating more 
opportunities, particularly within private 
equity and infrastructure. As emerging market 
allocations can be difficult to maintain given  
the small size of regional capital markets,  
large infrastructure deal sizes can be a way  
in which sovereigns can lift their weightings.


Taking a holistic approach 
enables sovereigns to 
be more dynamic in 
managing exposures, 
liquidity, and accessing 
thematic or innovative 
investments.
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Fig 18. Reasons for investing in private markets vs equity markets (score out of 10)
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Fig 19. Regional attractiveness of private market sub-asset classes (% citations)  North America
 EMEA 
 APAC 
 Emerging markets
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Fig 20. Preferred investment vehicle, by size of sovereign (% citations)  No preference 
 Direct
 Co-investment
 Fund
 Separate account


The other key change is how sovereigns gain access 
to private market assets. As sovereigns begin to 
view private market portfolios more holistically, they 
also seek better alignment of interests, reduction of 
agency issues, and cost efficiencies. Notably this is 
not just about alignment between the sovereign and 
general partner in a fund context, but also between 
the sovereign and other investors at an asset level. 


For example, closed funds are typically structured 
to liquidate over 7–10 years and to distribute  
returns and capital progressively back to investors. 
Some investors in private markets may value  
this return profile, but many sovereigns have an 
indefinite desired holding period for certain assets, 
particularly unique assets in monopoly situations 
(such as airports, ports, and toll roads). For them,  
the traditional closed-end fund context and the 
presence of co-investors with different time horizons 
are unappealing. The desire to improve alignment, 
along with increasing investor scale, is reflected  
in a migration from funds to more direct forms  
of participation. Figure 20 highlights the preference 
for investing direct, especially amongst large 
sovereigns, a trend that our respondents noted  
has increased in the last few years.


With less use of funds, sovereigns are also 
reducing the number of private markets asset 
manager relationships, but increasing their tolerance 
for larger individual asset exposures within individual 
private market asset classes (diversification is 
achieved across the entire portfolio). Within private 
equity, sovereigns are seeking more control over 
the sourcing and structuring of assets (eg control 
over leverage), as well as the ongoing management 
of portfolio companies (for example, board 
representation), to realise as much additional  
value as possible (eg margin expansion).


In real estate, sovereigns are developing strategic 
partnerships to better align interests and increase 
control over their exposures, mostly through the use 
of separate accounts. These structures allow not only 
for a more targeted approach to deal sourcing, but 
also a greater role for often dedicated internal teams 
in the management of the portfolio.


Greater direct involvement also allows more 
control of liquidity and more ability to achieve 
targeted exposure levels. Increasingly a diversified 
approach to liquidity is sought by combining greater 
use of secondary market sales and open-end funds  
to offset the J-curve effects of closed-end funds  
and direct investments that have extended capital  
call and holding periods. 


Sovereigns are increasingly minded to invest 
on a global basis as they outgrow their domestic 
economy, and increasingly capable as they develop 
an international footprint. With their long-term 
investment perspective, they should prove to 
be attractive partners for spending-constrained 
governments and others looking to develop  
or recycle private market assets. 


As sovereigns begin 
to view private market 
portfolios more 
holistically, they also 
seek better alignment  
of interests.
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Sovereign investors have a commercial approach  
to fees and expenses 
 
Key takeaways:


   Sovereign investor expense ratios vary from 
~3bps to over 100bps, with 24–45bps being  
a typical range. 


   A majority of sovereigns are seeking to reduce  
fee expenses, mainly by reducing base fees  
in favour of performance fees.


   Amongst traditional sovereigns, there is strong 
acceptance of performance fees as aligning  
the interests of investors and managers. 


   The most common view of equitable fees is  
that a 25–30% share of alpha achieved should  
be paid to asset managers as total base and 
performance fees.


    Central banks have a contrasting perspective;  
with their limited risk appetite and higher need  
for manager support, most prefer higher base 
fees and limited use of performance fees.
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Sovereign investors are prepared to pay for results
Sovereigns are large and increasingly sophisticated 
investors which apply a wide range of traditional  
and innovative strategies to achieve their objectives. 
This year we explored the price side of the decision –  
in the search for market access and performance, 
what do sovereigns think is a fair price to pay?  
We investigated expense ratios and how sovereigns 
think about them, what sovereigns think about  
fee levels and structures, and their preferences  
for fee arrangements with asset managers. 


We found a wide range of approaches, a broad 
desire to reduce base fees and expenses, but equally, 
that sovereigns recognise the need for skill of external 
parties to reach their objectives – and are prepared  
to pay for performance. 


Sovereign expense ratios vary widely
We observed enormous variation amongst sovereigns 
when it came to fees – between traditional sovereigns 
and central banks, between sovereign segments,  
and within segments. 


It is difficult to describe a typical sovereign fee 
budget as a result. A common range is 25–45bps, 
but our respondents cited total expense ratio (TER) 
equivalents which stretched from a few basis points  
to over 100 (see figure 21). Much of the wide spread 
is explained by asset allocation, as the extremes 
indicate: very low TERs are associated with portfolios 
heavily weighted to passive fixed income (especially 
central bank reserve portfolios), while high TERs are 
typically associated with portfolios heavily weighted to 
private markets which are more expensive to manage 
(typically non-liquidity sovereigns).


The philosophical approach of a sovereign to fees 
and expenses often reflects its origins. Sovereigns are 
typically public institutions, so their operating model, 
with its implications for attitudes towards costs and 
the use of internal vs external resources, will often 
be heavily influenced by the specifics of local public-
sector practices. There are sovereign investors which 
are close to fully internally managed, others which  
are close to fully externally managed, and many  
mixed models. 


Beyond the local operating environment, 
variations in expense ratios are a function of:


   Transparency and accountability standards – 
sovereigns located in countries with greater 
public-sector accountability usually face  
higher pressure to both reveal expenses  
and manage them down.


   Active vs passive beliefs of public markets – 
sovereigns tend to have clear views about the 
ability of active management to add value in 
equity and bond markets, which flow through  
to allocation decisions and expense ratios.


   Scope to allocate to private markets – sovereigns 
are typically keen on investing in private market 
assets in order to capture the illiquidity premium, 
but may not be permitted to do so; sometimes 
this is due to perceptions of high fees in private 
markets relative to public markets, where fees  
can more easily be managed. 


   Choice of implementation vehicle – smaller 
sovereigns and those with fewer resources are 
more reliant on more expensive pooled funds  
and funds-of-funds, especially for alternatives  
and private markets exposures.


   Internalisation economics and policy – internally 
managed models of asset management are often 
perceived as being cheaper than using external 
asset managers, but costs and complexity are 
often underestimated; total direct and indirect 
costs make internalisation economically viable 
only for larger sovereigns, and even then 
government policy may restrict or prevent  
this occurring. 


As a broad group, over the last 12 months,  
sovereigns have been seeking to reduce expense 
ratios. That said, relatively few have a specific target 
objective they are aiming for, and only half formally 
benchmark their expense ratios.


Figure 22 indicates that benchmarking  
of expense ratios is highest in the West (Europe  
and North America) where public pension funds  
and state legislatures typically face a high level  
of scrutiny and there is a large peer group in each 
region which makes benchmarking worthwhile.  
Asian and emerging market sovereign wealth funds, 
by comparison, tend to have more unique objectives, 
structures, and portfolios, making them more 
idiosyncratic and harder to select a set of  
comparable peers against which to benchmark.


Where sovereigns have sought to reduce  
expense ratios, the objective has been principally  
to improve net returns (figure 23). This was  
perhaps unsurprising, given reduced forward  
looking return assumptions. 


With a more difficult external return environment 
anticipated, sovereigns are becoming more 
demanding of their asset managers. Beyond lower 
fees, they have more clearly defined expectations 
of fee agreements and alignment of asset manager 
conduct with the objectives of the sovereign. For 
example, asset gathering behaviours by active 
managers are frowned upon, raising questions as 
to whether managers will be able to deliver enough 
additional value to warrant their higher fees. 


This is most prevalent in public market asset 
classes where sovereigns split into philosophical 
believers in active management vs those who don’t 
believe value can be added, especially in well–
researched markets such as US large caps. 


In the more specialist end of public markets  
(such as credit) and in private asset markets,  
belief in the value of active management and 
persistency of superior manager performance over 
time is much more widespread, which translates  
to stronger pricing power for asset managers and 
more willingness to pay by sovereigns. 


A common (fee budget) 
range is 25–45bps.
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Fig 21. Total expense ratio (TER), by segment (% AUM)


Fig 22. Benchmarking of expense ratios, by region (% citations)  Yes 
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Fig 23. Drivers of total expense ratio (TER) reduction (% citations)


Sample: Excludes central banks. Sample = 34. Rank 1 = most important, rank 2 = 2nd most important, rank 3 = 3rd most important.
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Fig 24. Performance fees aligning interests of investors and asset managers (% citations)  Agree 
 Disagree 


Base fees giving way to more emphasis  
on performance fees
Reconciling the desire to reduce costs, together with 
a preparedness to pay for performance, a common 
fee approach of sovereigns has been to reduce base 
fees paid for active management and make more use 
of passive and other buy/hold strategies. There has 
been an effort to simplify portfolios by reducing the 
number of active mandates within public markets, 
and increasing the dollar size of the reduced number, 
using the increased scale to negotiate lower base fees. 


Migration from traditional active to passive 
mandates over the past three years as discussed  
in theme 1 has also reduced portfolio turnover 
and non-fee transaction expenses, another reason 
sovereigns are favouring longer-term buy-and-hold 
strategies over high turnover active mandates. 


As sovereigns increasingly use active and 
alternative managers to target alpha which is  
less correlated to markets or factors, they also  
exhibit a strong belief that fee structures should  
be increasingly weighted towards performance fees.


Respondents cited that base fees should be 
sufficient to cover manager operating costs, but 
that material profit margins beyond this can provide 
incentives for managers to gather assets at the 
potential expense of alpha generation. 


Accordingly, as shown in figure 24, over 70%  
of sovereigns believe that performance fees are 
effective in aligning the interests of asset managers 
and investors – the exception being liquidity 
sovereigns, which have a similar fee perspective  
to central banks (see figure 29). 


Over 70% of sovereigns 
believe that performance 
fees are effective in 
aligning the interests  
of asset managers  
and investors.
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Given the preference for performance fee structures 
for active managers, there was widespread 
acknowledgement of the need to structure fee 
arrangements carefully to ensure the right incentives 
and a fair split of outcomes between asset manager 
and asset owner. 


The ability to achieve this reflects the realities  
of the balance of bargaining power (figure 25),  
which is seen as very different in public and private 
markets. Only 45% of sovereign investors believed 
they possessed significant bargaining power  
in private markets, where factors constraining 
investor bargaining power include:


   Performance persistence by investment  
managers is seen as most convincing.


   Fewer access routes to market.
   Limited asset availability (especially trophy  


assets in infrastructure and real estate). 
   Limited manager capacity and strong demand 


for capacity (especially for managers who have 
displayed performance persistence).


Sovereigns (even smaller sovereigns) conversely 
perceived a much stronger bargaining position  
in public markets; 74% believed they have strong 
bargaining power for public market mandates. 
Relative to investment managers in private markets, 
the argument for performance persistence is seen  
as weaker, there are many routes of access to  
market, assets are largely fungible, and capacity  
is less of an issue (in global, large cap and broad  
fixed income mandates in any case). 


In terms of appropriate fee shares to asset 
managers, the highest incidence of responses  
(and the respondent average) fell in the 25–30%  
of alpha range (figure 26). However care should be 
taken in interpreting this range as it incorporates:


   Combined base and performance fees.
   Both public and private market mandates.


Accordingly, while this is representative of the 
overall sample portfolio approach, it is not necessarily 
indicative of any particular mandate type. 


Beyond preserving equity between the parties, 
performance pricing structures are also increasingly 
being designed to help guard against excessive risk 
taking or closet index/factor tracking. Solutions cited 
by sovereigns included capping performance fees, 
creating customised benchmarks, and having  
a rolling period for performance measurement.


In common with other types of institutional 
investors, sovereigns also have to manage 
stakeholder and public perceptions of performance 
fees. When managers achieve exceptional 
performance, TERs can be pushed up materially; 
some stakeholders may be uncomfortable with 
managers being paid significant performance fees 
even though the sovereign investors are far better 
off as a result. Resistance tends to be magnified 
when outperformance occurs in falling markets; the 
combination of rising TERs and negative portfolio 
returns can be a difficult discussion to manage. 


While comfort with performance fee structures  
is relatively high, around a quarter of sovereigns  
have sought to develop what they see as more 
appropriate or innovative fee structures. To date 
these are mainly bespoke agreements between 
sovereign investor and asset manager, tailored 
to specific objectives or leveraging longstanding 
relationships and reputations.
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Fig 25. Perceived bargaining power (% citations)


Fig 26. Respondent views on the level of alpha that should be paid to asset managers (% citations)
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Fig 27. Alternative provisions sought  
when negotiating fees (% citations)


Fig 28. Support for implementation success fees,  
by size (% citations)
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Sovereigns in this category which are seeking custom 
clauses in fee agreements have a range of different 
purposes they are working towards (figure 27):


   Ensure performance fees are paid only once  
on the same return (high water mark (HWM)).


   Ensure a minimum return is achieved before 
performance fees are payable (hurdle).


   Require the manager to put its own capital  
at risk with the investor (co-investment).


   Encourage generation of sustainable returns 
(deferred element).


   Punish ephemeral outperformance (clawbacks). 


There is also a material minority open to alternative 
fee models, including a longer rolling performance 
period, or extending the definition of performance  
to metrics such as achieving implementation success 
(figure 28) in private market assets (with appropriate 
checks and balances which discourage overpaying  
for assets to achieve this).


This provides further evidence for the view 
that sovereigns are more interested in enhancing 
the status quo when it comes to fees rather than 
significantly changing it. They are prepared to pay 
fees which give asset managers reasonable profit 
margins, so long as asset managers contribute to  
the sovereign’s objectives – via skill rather than  
simply translating market returns.


Sovereigns are more 
interested in enhancing 
the status quo when it 
comes to fees rather than 
significantly changing it.
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Fig 29. Central bank views on performance fees aligning interests of investors and asset managers (% citations)  Yes 
 No 


When it comes to fees, 
central banks are distinct 
from other sovereign 
investors because  
of their different 
investment priorities.


Central banks have different fee perspectives
When it comes to fees, central banks are distinct  
from other sovereign investors because of their 
different investment priorities (capital preservation 
and liquidity over returns). 


Base fees are much less of an issue in an absolute 
sense. Allocations to external asset managers are 
small in relation to the total reserve portfolio, so 
manager base fees have only a marginal impact  
on the reserve portfolio’s total expense ratio in the 
first place. 


Furthermore, central banks are often looking 
for value-added services from asset managers – 
benchmarking, support with the implementation 
of new asset classes, front middle and back office 
training and seminars, and access to market 
information and trends. They accept these are not 
costless to provide. As a consequence, central bank 
reserve managers suggested a tolerance for higher 
base fees, and that fees were seen more in sense  
of overall ‘value’ to the institution, rather than simply 
as a question of achieving the lowest possible level. 


The tolerance of higher base fees also reflects that 
the use of performance fees by central banks has the 
potential to create incentives which are inconsistent 
with what they seek to achieve at both mandate and 
portfolio levels (figure 29). Where central banks use 
external managers, mandates are tightly constrained 
around a benchmark, with multiple risk limits imposed 
to prevent excessive risk taking – accepting that 
equally this severely limits outperformance potential. 


Central banks much prefer modest but consistent 
outperformance with limited risk implications, and are 
happy to trade away the potential for additional alpha 
because of the additional risk of underperformance 
that would come with that profile. Accordingly, they 
currently in most cases favour a base fee structure 
with very limited or no performance-related element, 
as best reflecting the style of ongoing relationship  
and support they seek with asset managers. 


That said, around a quarter of central banks have 
the contrary view that performance fees can help 
alignment between investors and asset managers. 
The transition of reserve portfolio management 
from tranches to a whole-of-portfolio approach also 
provides some basis for usage of performance fees  
if the risk of underperformance can be absorbed 
across the portfolio. 
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Central bank reserve objectives are broadening 
 
Key takeaways:


   Centrals banks are increasing their focus on 
returns as reserves rise beyond what is required 
for sufficiency and the related maintenance  
costs increase.


   Banks with larger reserves and more experience 
are migrating from a tranche approach of reserve 
management to a whole-of-portfolio approach.


   Average central bank allocations to non-traditional 
assets are now ~14%.


   Currency exposure within reserve portfolios has 
rotated away from euros towards US dollars and  
a range of diversifying currencies.


   Reserve managers are looking to develop a range 
of capabilities, particularly relating to new asset 
classes and risk management.
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Growing importance of central banks as  
sovereign investors
Central banks are seeing a reassessment of their place 
in the sovereign investor segment. Typically central 
banks have been seen as somewhat at the margin  
of the segment – controlling significant asset pools, 
but reflecting their origins as economic managers 
rather than money managers, not necessarily acting 
as traditional institutional asset owners. 


That view is becoming dated. The asset pools – 
reserves – held by central banks continue to grow,  
and at over US$11 trillion are substantial in any sense. 
This is resulting in an increasingly professional and 
sophisticated approach brought to the management 
of those reserves. Components (tranches) of reserves,  
and sometimes entire reserve portfolios, are now  
being managed in a manner which would be 
recognisable to other types of sovereign investors. 


In response, we have increased our central bank 
sample substantially from 35 in 2017 to 62 in 2018. 
This now provides coverage across the central bank 
spectrum from large to small, across the West, Asia, 
and emerging markets. 


This provides a picture of common challenges 
confronting central banks of different size and 
regional domiciles, arising from growing reserves  
and the increasing cost of maintaining those reserves, 
but a diversity of approaches being applied to their 
management. These range from banks with very 
large reserves, adopting increasingly sophisticated 
approaches to portfolio management, to banks with 
relatively small portfolios taking their first steps,  
often in line with IMF guidelines. 


Rapidly growing reserves sees attention turning  
to returns 
Central bank reserves have grown substantially over 
the past two decades (figure 30). Starting around the 
time of the Asian financial crisis in 1998, the global 
total of central bank reserves grew at a compound 
rate of ~15% pa through to the global financial crisis 
in 2008. Strong growth continued through 2012 
before giving way to modest reductions in 2014. 


This resulted in global central bank reserves rising 
from ~US$2 trillion to over US$12 trillion by 2012, 
settling at ~US$11 trillion since the end of 2016.  
While it is tempting to see this increase solely as  
a result of central bank policy, reserve increases are 
in many cases a product of export-focused growth 
strategies, the effects of which are sometimes 
compounded by rising commodity prices and the 
increased capability of reserve managers.


Central banks do however face significant 
headwinds as the yields on traditional assets remain 
low, incurring the risk of negative carry. For some 
central banks, as we highlighted last year, this has 
been an opportunity to expand the range of investible 
assets, with many introducing a broader range of 
fixed income securities. 


In the past year we have seen this deepening and 
expanding beyond fixed income, with central banks 
beginning to look at equities for inclusion in reserves. 
While a significant development, allocations to 
equities and other non-traditional assets will be only 
incremental given the need to maintain liquidity in the 
investment tranche (as discussed in Invesco’s Central 
Bank previous white papers1), especially as QE begins 
to wind down.


Central banks also face a changing external 
environment with the IMF recently redefining the 
Special Drawing Rights (SDR) basket. While exposure 
to the United States Dollar (USD) rose this year due  
to interest rate differentials, it is clear that many 
central banks are looking to diversify away from  
both the dollar and euro.


1White papers are available at: www.igsams.invesco.com
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Fig 30. Aggregate central bank reserves (US$ trillion) 1998–2017
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Fig 32. Low returns on government bonds driving diversification (% citations)  Agree 
 Disagree
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Fig 31. 2017 change in reserves and 2018 expectations (% citations)  2017 
 2018


While larger central bank reserves offer significant 
benefits in terms of larger buffers as protection 
against future adverse events, this is not costless  
in an ongoing sense, both due to the risk of negative 
carry and wider opportunity costs to the economy. 


These cost issues have been exacerbated by post-
financial crisis developments, both global quantitative 
easing (with yields on government bonds reaching 
historic lows including negative yields in many 
European countries), and global bond purchasing 
programmes (which have increased concentration  
risk on larger central bank balance sheets).


Expanding reserves and increasing maintenance 
costs are therefore driving central banks’ reserve 
managers to consider extending beyond their 
traditional asset comfort zone of US and eurozone 
sovereign bonds (figure 32). 


Traditionally, central banks have held reserves 
principally to manage national foreign exchange rate 
policies and to facilitate foreign exchange operations 
such as payments for imports and foreign debt.  
Study respondents cited that these drivers have  
been augmented by other forces: 


   Globalisation of financial markets (eg relaxing 
of capital controls in India), encouraging central 
banks to hold higher reserves reflecting increased 
levels of trade and capital movements. 


   Significant currency intervention (e.g. the Swiss 
National Bank), which requires large reserves  
in order to send credible signals to the market. 


   Liquidity buffers for times of crisis.


Notwithstanding the apparent plateauing of central 
bank reserves since 2013, many respondents see this 
as a hiatus. Over 70% saw small or large increases 
in reserves in 2017, and over 60% were expecting 
further increases over the course of 2018 (figure 31). 
The growing level of reserves has caused central bank 
thinking about reserves to evolve in several ways:


   Where the size of reserves provides buffers 
beyond what are seen as adequate levels, this 
allows central banks to take on more risk, either 
within the buffer, or weighted across the portfolio. 


   Increased reserves facilitate, and necessitate, 
additional risk diversification (via other higher 
performing asset classes, and asset classes 
with different risk characteristics) if capital 
preservation objectives are to be sustained. 
However, as we noted last year, this is usually 
more attractive for banks in economies with  
low exposure to financial markets, which are less 
correlated to these markets, and consequently 
seek instead to generate excess returns to  
address long term adequacy. 


   For eurozone central banks, monetary union 
obviates the need for an independent currency 
intervention capability, removing one of the 
traditional objectives of reserves and allowing 
managers to increase focus on generating returns.
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Rating on a scale of 1 to 10 where 10 is the most important.


Central banks remain focused on the traditional 
reserve portfolio objectives of preservation of 
capital and maintaining liquidity. However, since 
2016, investors have been steadily ascribing more 
importance to investment returns, reflected in its 
score creeping up over time (figure 33).


Fig 33. Absolute importance of investment returns (score out of 10)  2016 18 
 2017 35
 2018 62 
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From tranches to integrated portfolios
In the 2016 Invesco Global Sovereign Asset 
Management Study, we discussed how central banks 
were applying tranching to their reserve portfolios;  
ie dividing the portfolio into a highly liquid and  
secure tranche to match liabilities, and a second 
investment tranche where more risk could be taken  
to improve returns. 


That approach continues, particularly for 
emerging market central banks, and other banks  
with few ‘non-traditional’ asset classes in the portfolio. 
Central banks in emerging markets often still have 
important operational roles in managing foreign 
currency payments (particularly relative to central 
banks located in developed markets, where this role 
has often been superseded), and they are usually at 
an earlier stage of thinking about improving returns. 


For those central banks with little or no exposure 
to non-traditional asset classes, in line with IMF 
recommendations, banks use tranches to guide 
the implementation of new asset classes within 
investment portfolios, which are carved out and  
given distinct objectives and benchmarks.


However larger, more sophisticated central  
banks with existing investment tranches and 
allocations to non-traditional assets are now on the 
next stage of the journey, moving beyond tranching 
towards a more integrated portfolio management 
approach with the portfolio managed as a single 
whole more akin to other types of institutional 
investors. Their accumulation of experience and 
growing size of reserves means they can introduce 
new asset classes without negatively impacting risk 
characteristics across the overall reserve portfolio. 
These central banks are mostly located in developed 
markets, but not exclusively so (figure 34). 


Central banks have distinctive features as 
investors which give them certain advantages in both 
traditional and non-traditional assets. For traditional 
assets, central banks are naturally long their home 
currency and/or US dollars and can supply currencies 
in times of elevated demand or supply shortage.  
For non-traditional assets (especially fixed income) 
the long-term perspective of central banks and their 
lack of leverage means they can benefit in periods  
of distress in credit markets by adding such securities 
to their portfolio.


This is not a simple evolution and central banks 
in this category have typically undergone significant 
recent restructuring of internal teams, particularly 
risk management functions, as they change their 
approach to managing reserves.


Over the last couple of years this has seen central 
banks increase and broaden allocations to non-
traditional assets, particularly government agencies, 
emerging market debt and corporate bonds (see 
figure 35; note that the chart shows equity allocations 
have declined in 2018 which is due to the expansion 
of the central bank sample). Reserve managers have 
also increased the use of derivatives, and where asset 
class diversification has been limited, have used cross-
currency basis-trades to generate additional returns.


Despite equities comprising a tiny part of reserve 
portfolios, those banks with equity allocations 
attributed ~90% of their 2017 returns to that 
component, followed by tightening of spreads  
in the corporate bond market. 


The rising allocations to non-traditional assets  
are being driven by a vanguard of larger central  
banks increasing allocations, supplemented by 
smaller central banks in the initial or early stages 
of reserve management evolution. Central banks in 
developed markets have higher average allocations 
to non-traditional assets of ~16%, while for emerging 
markets central banks the average is ~10%.


Despite equities 
comprising a tiny part  
of reserve portfolios, 
those investors with 
equity allocations 
attributed ~90%  
of their 2017 returns  
to that component.
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Fig 34. Use of tranching vs. holistic approach to portfolio construction (% citations)  Holistic approach 
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Fig 35. Allocations to non-traditional assets (% AUM)  2016 15
 2018 55
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Fig 36. New asset classes introduced in 2017 and expected in 2018 (% citations – new asset class only)


Sample comprises of central banks only. Sample: 2017 = 9, 2018 = 25.


 2017 
 2018


 2The SDR Basket is a set of five currencies selected  
by the IMF to define the value of the ‘Special Drawing 
Right’, a supplementary foreign exchange reserve 
allocated by the IMF. The Chinese Yuan was added  
to the basket in October 2016.


Our central bank respondents noted the desire  
to diversify currency away from traditional assets  
such as the USD, but highlighted that in practice 
this can be difficult. At a high level, the currency 
composition of central bank reserves should  
broadly replicate the composition of its trading 
currencies. With the emergence of China and India  
as powerhouses on the global export stage, as well  
as wider globalisation, this would imply a reduction 
in the importance of the USD as the global reserve 
currency. However it is difficult for central banks  
to move away from their reliance on the USD for  
a number of reasons: 


   With US yields rising relative to other currencies, 
diversification becomes an increasingly costly 
proposition.


   Question marks continue to hang over the political 
stability of the EU and long-term viability of the 
euro.


   Maturity of CNY markets and concerns over  
the stability of the currency. 


   Liquidity in smaller currencies. 


So far non-traditional asset class introductions have 
been restricted: in 2017 only 16% of respondents 
introduced any new asset classes, and focused on 
emerging markets debt (mostly renminbi) and asset-
backed securities where they did so. However this  
can be seen as a precursor to a wider range of activity.  
Behind the scenes in 2017 central banks were 
updating portfolio management and risk systems, 
structures and processes as part of the evolution 
towards more sophisticated portfolio management.


Interest in emerging markets debt exposure is 
still rising amongst central banks. Historically central 
banks have been cautious in their approach due  
to concerns for the potential of financial contagion 
within emerging markets; for example the risks  
that a political or financial crisis in one emerging 
markets country may impact the financial assets  
of all emerging markets. This view has relaxed  
more recently with broader acknowledgement  
of the substantive differences in emerging market 
economies, and central banks are now more  
actively seeking yield in emerging market debt  
on a selective basis.


This is clearly evident in figure 36 which shows 
that over three quarters of central banks that 
introduced a new asset class in 2017 did so in the 
form of emerging market debt. Going forward our 
sample indicated that new asset classes are likely  
to be more diverse. The increased acceptance  
of diversified risks is consistent with central bank 
asset class consideration extending to corporate  
debt and also equities in some cases. 


Changes in investment approach have not been 
restricted to non-traditional central bank assets. 
Within the traditional assets of central bank reserves, 
there has been significant movement in currency 
portfolios. The major change has been a rotation 
back into US dollar-denominated securities in search 
of higher yields at the expense of euros, given 
the negative rates on euro-denominated debt still 
prevailing at the shorter end of the yield curve. 


Central banks have also been increasing 
allocations to alternative currencies (as seen in figure 
37), looking to the Japanese Yen as well as, the 
Canadian dollar (CAD) and Australian dollar (AUD)  
for exposure to commodity-linked currencies. 


Allocations to the renminbi have been supported 
by its inclusion in the SDR basket in 20162, and as 
capital controls have been relaxed. Respondents  
view the renminbi as playing an increasingly 
important role as a reserve currency in global financial 
markets, although growth in allocations is expected  
to be slow given concerns over limited transparency  
and liquidity, and the possibility of further exchange 
rate intervention. 
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Fig 37. Average allocation to tier 2 reserve currencies (% AUM)


Source: IMF World Currency Composition of Official Foreign Exchange Reserves. 
GBP = Pound Sterling, JPY = Japanese Yen, CNY = Chinese Yuan/Renminbi, CAD = Canadian Dollar, AUD = Australian Dollar, DNK = Danish Krone, NOK = Norwegian 
Krone, SEK = Swedish Krona. Tier 2 currency is defined as currency which sits outside of the SDR Basket.
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Fig 38. Obstacles to introducing new asset classes, by region (% citations)


Fig 39. Central banks seeking to develop capabilities (% citations)


Sample comprises of central banks only. Sample = 56. Rank split into 3 categories in descending order with rank = 1 most important.


Sample comprises central banks only. Sample = 54.
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Central banks are looking to develop a range  
of internal investment capabilities (figure 39) and 
a number of respondents stated a desire to bring 
management of new asset classes in-house.


However in most cases, this is some way off 
as there are significant limitations in doing so, 
particularly when it comes to people. Central banks 
discussed that they tend to have advantages in hiring 
talented individuals post-graduation and early in their 
careers – the central bank is a prestigious employer, 
and offers broad and challenging work. However, 
talented central bank employees are highly attractive 
for private sector employers, and it is not uncommon 
for central banks to see their best young staff depart 
for more lucrative career opportunities elsewhere 
after a number of years.


Central banks find they regain their recruitment 
advantages later in the career cycle when high 
performance individuals want to return home and/or 
seek improved work/life balance. As a result there can 
be a barbell talent profile, with a gap of outstanding 
mid-career professionals who would be critical for  
a significant internalisation programme. 


This will be important for central banks to 
resolve as they seek to improve the cost/benefit 
profile of their reserves, as well as assessing the 
impact of disruptive new developments such as 
cryptocurrencies. 


Getting approval is  
only one of the hurdles; 
developing expertise  
in the new asset class  
is even more formidable.


Governance and capability realities make  
for a gradual evolution
While the direction of travel towards more and 
broader use of non-traditional assets, whether in  
the form of investment tranches or as a component  
of integrated portfolios, appears assured for now,  
the process remains a gradual one.


The expertise and infrastructure of central banks 
is typically focused on risk, trading and accounting 
systems for traditional core fixed income asset 
classes, with large gaps existing in relation to other 
asset classes, whether more exotic forms of debt, 
let alone equity and other risky assets. As public 
institutions, budgets for investment in technology 
infrastructure and people capabilities to support  
new asset classes is generally limited, especially  
for emerging market central banks.


Even when budgets are available to fill capability 
gaps, the process of approval for incorporating a new 
asset class is a lengthy one, taking an average of nine 
months for developed markets central banks and  
15 months in emerging markets. 


Figure 38 highlights the hurdles. Governance  
is a key issue which consumes approval time.  
Central bank boards are usually cautious and 
particularly wary of reputational risk resulting from 
possible capital losses, and are often comprised 
of members with economics expertise or political 
stakeholders, rather than specialised investment 
knowledge. Traditional central bank objectives and  
the potential downside macroeconomic effects of 
reserve policy changes almost always take priority 
over the potential benefits of return enhancement. 


Pension funds have gone through a similar 
journey of evolution as portfolios have become  
larger, and start being managed on a more specialised 
basis beyond the domain knowledge of traditional 
board member profiles. A common response of 
pension fund boards, which may be a path also 
considered by central banks, has been to establish 
investment sub-committees, with a sub-set of 
members drawn from the main board supplemented 
with members with expertise drawn from the external 
investment community. 


Compared to emerging market central banks, 
developed market central banks usually feature 
access to better resources and infrastructure, more 
experienced governance, and faster decision-making. 
But the challenges remain. Getting approval is only 
one of the hurdles; developing expertise in the new 
asset class is even more formidable. 


External asset managers play an important role  
in supporting central banks as they look to invest  
in new asset classes, and the role for external asset 
managers is broad:


   Learning and development. 
    Reviewing and implementing new risk systems 


and trading processes.
   Market/trading perspectives and ideas.
   Educating board members.
    Benchmarking internal performance.
   Innovation of investment styles particularly 


suitable for central bank portfolios.
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Cryptocurrencies are a watching brief 


Key takeaways:
   There is broad interest in the applications 


of cryptocurrencies and their underlying 
technologies, particularly amongst central banks. 


    Consideration of cryptocurrencies as an 
investment has been very limited and mostly  
in the form of technology exposure via  
venture capital.


   Most sovereigns do not see cryptocurrencies  
as a viable investment; currently it is seen  
as closest in characteristics to collectibles. 


   Some concerns remain that cryptocurrencies 
may prove to be a fraud, but most sovereigns 
are keeping their options open, and a material 
proportion are engaged in research. 


   Central banks are most interested in potential 
payment system and related applications; 
traditional sovereigns in disruptive investment 
potential.
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Cryptocurrencies have garnered considerable 
attention in the 10 years since the term ‘bitcoin’  
was defined, and particularly since 2017 when the 
value of bitcoin and other major cryptocurrencies 
soared relative to fiat currencies. In parallel there has 
been a steadier increase in interest in the potential 
applications of distributed leger concepts and the 
technologies which underlie cryptocurrencies. 


The engagement of sovereign and central  
bank investors can be seen through these two  
lenses. As an asset class, engagement has been 
extremely limited (figure 40); there is currently  
no direct investment by our sovereign and 
central bank respondents in bitcoin (or any other 
cryptocurrency), and a good deal of criticism  
of the idea that cryptocurrencies currently  
represent a currency at all. 


However, it would be inaccurate to say there  
is virtually no interest in cryptocurrencies amongst 
sovereign investors; in fact there is a broad interest  
in the potential applications of cryptocurrencies  
and especially of the underlying technologies. 


In term of consideration, the biggest practical 
barrier is that most sovereigns do not see 
cryptocurrencies as a viable investment given that 
markets for cryptocurrencies are considered to be 
very small, volatile, risky, and illiquid. To the extent 
that a purchase of any particular cryptocurrency was 
made, it would be viewed as highly speculative, with 
considerable reputational risk attached. This is in part 
due to perceptions amongst sovereigns of usage of 
cryptocurrencies by participants in the black economy 
and criminal activity. 


 That is a landscape few sovereigns are prepared 
to contemplate joining. Even for those with higher  
risk tolerances, formal barriers are high due to  
the changes that would be required to investment  
policies – if not government regulation and legislation. 
The process for adding any new asset class is not 
short (1–2 years in most cases), and cryptocurrencies 
would be expected to receive considerably more 
attention than other candidates. 


That said, we found three sovereigns with 
indirect exposures to cryptocurrencies (using a broad 
definition), via technology allocations held within 
illiquid alternatives as part of venture capital.


Behind these trailblazers is a material minority 
of sovereigns engaged with the sector in different 
ways. This segment is less interested in direct 
cryptocurrency exposures, and more excited by  
two main scenarios:


   Potential of underlying cryptocurrency 
technologies, including blockchain, to disrupt  
or reshape large industries, especially in financial 
services: a high risk but potentially high pay-off 
investment which has a place in a large  
diversified portfolio.


   Potential for cryptocurrencies to form part  
of the payments system: principally a central  
bank area of research.


There is a broad 
interest in the 
potential applications 
of cryptocurrencies 
and especially of the 
underlying technologies.
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Fig 40. Respondents currently investing (directly or indirectly) in cryptocurrencies (% citations)  No 
 Yes
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Cryptocurrencies are akin to collectibles 
with no basis of valuation
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Fig 41. Strength of views around cryptocurrencies, by segment (score out of 10, % citations)  Total ex CB 40
 Central bank 53
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Fig 42. Strength of views around whether cryptocurrencies are a fraud – non CB (score out of 10, % citations)


We found that central bank respondents were often 
more receptive to cryptocurrencies having a future 
role in the monetary system but also more critical 
of the concept of cryptocurrencies as an investment 
(figure 41). Traditional sovereigns on the other hand 
are keeping their options open – not yet actively 
engaged in most cases, but not dismissive of the 
potential investment possibilities either. 


At this stage, cryptocurrencies as an asset class 
are seen as closest to collectibles. For supporters  
of cryptocurrencies, that is perhaps not as bad  
as it sounds. Being classed as a collectible makes  
an asset speculative but possible of contemplation. 


Notably, despite the scepticism, non-central 
bank sovereigns are surprisingly sanguine about 
cryptocurrencies when asked about the strength 
of their view that cryptocurrencies are a fraud, as 
shown in figure 42. While some are very dismissive 
of cryptocurrencies, the majority of investors tended 
to exhibit more subtle views, leading to a surprising 
dispersion of sentiment.


The near-term investment case might be largely 
absent as far as sovereigns are concerned, but 
scepticism is not stopping engagement – figure 43  
on page 66 shows a material proportion of sovereigns 
are dedicating resources to cryptocurrency research.


This is especially the case for central banks, 
where a majority are already or expecting to be 
performing research on cryptocurrencies and their 
applications. Central banks are typically coming from 
the perspectives of regulation, payments systems, 
and technology, but with no near-term implications 
for their reserves portfolio management. 


A few central banks have gone as far as 
researching the incorporation of cryptocurrencies  
into reserves portfolios, usually with positive 
theoretical results (not surprising given their low 
correlation to traditional asset classes), but this 
remains research which is unlikely to be implemented 
in the foreseeable future. In terms of potentially 
realistic cryptocurrency implementations, a number 
of central banks, particularly in Northern Europe,  
are looking to develop their own cryptocurrency  
for settlement and payments.


But interest is not limited to central banks – 1 in 8 
traditional sovereigns have teams or working groups 
set up to research cryptocurrencies. For this smaller 
proportion of traditional sovereigns doing research, 
the possible investment implications are closer but 
currently focused on cryptocurrency technology 
infrastructure as a venture capital exposure. 
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Fig 43. Respondents intending to interact with cryptocurrencies within the next 12 months (% citations)  No 
 Yes


Sample sizes shown in grey.
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Fig 44. Conditions that would drive investment into cryptocurrencies (score out of 10)  Total ex CB 39
 Central bank 52


There remains an openness to considering 
cryptocurrency investments more generally  
if certain criteria were met, albeit far more so 
amongst traditional sovereigns than central banks.


The scores in figure 44 are not high, but they  
are significantly more than zero. Of course, it is 
possible that the respondent objections to investing 
cannot be overcome, and nor is it simply a case of 
a reputable asset manager developing an investible 
product. But at this stage there is enough interest  
in the significant possibilities of cryptocurrencies 
to keep sovereigns interested in assessing 
developments. This is likely to be an evolving longer-
term theme for sovereigns which will be tracked  
in future reports.


The majority of central 
banks are already 
or expecting to be 
performing research  
on cryptocurrencies  
and their application.
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Appendix and methodology
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Defining sovereign investors
There are distinct segments of sovereign investors, 
determined in the first instance by their objectives. 
This framework is outlined below.


Investment sovereigns
Investment sovereigns have no specific liabilities  
that they are intended to fund. This typically means 
this segment invests with a particularly long time 
horizon and high tolerance for illiquid and alternative 
asset classes. Long investment return objectives tend 
to be high, reflecting an ability to capture additional 
return premia. 


Liability sovereigns
Liability sovereigns in contrast are intended to  
fund specific liabilities, Liability sovereigns are  
sub-segmented into those which are already  
funding liabilities (current liability sovereigns)  
vs those where the liability funding requirement  
is still in the future (partial liability sovereigns). 
Liability sovereigns generally seek to match their 
portfolio with the duration of the liabilities they are 
funding. Those where funding requirements are still 
well into the future resemble investment sovereigns  
in their approach; those with significant current 
funding requirements tend to still have a diverse  
long-term portfolio, but will be more liquid and  
higher yielding. 


Liquidity sovereigns
Liquidity sovereigns operate so they can act  
as a buffer in the event of economic shocks.  
They are most commonly located in emerging  
markets which are prone to exchange rate volatility 
and/or in resource-based economies which are  
highly exposed to fluctuations in commodity prices. 
Because of the priority placed on being able to deploy 
capital predictably and at short notice. Illiquidity 
sovereigns invest with a much shorter time horizon 
and with a focus on liquidity ahead of returns. 


Development sovereigns
Development sovereigns are only partial portfolio 
investors. Their principle objective is to promote 
domestic economic growth rather than achieve an 
optimal risk/return portfolio trade-off. This is pursued 
by investing in strategic stakes in companies which 
make a significant contribution to the local economy 
to promote expansion and growth in employment. 
They pursue portfolio strategies with their other 
assets which are usually influenced by the size  
and characteristics of their strategic stakes.


Central banks
Central banks have a range of domestic roles  
in their economy – banking to government, issuance 
of currency, setting of short-term interest rates, 
managing money supply and oversight of the banking 
system. Central banks also have a range of external 
facing roles, including managing foreign exchange 
rate policy and operations, including payments 
for imports/receipts for exports and government 
overseas borrowings. Central banks hold substantial 
reserves to support those functions and ensure they 
are seen as credible. Those reserves have traditionally 
been invested with a priority on capital preservation 
and liquidity. 
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Sample and methodology
The fieldwork for this study was conducted by  
NMG’s strategy consulting practice. Invesco chose  
to engage a specialist independent firm to ensure 
high-quality objective results. Key components  
of the methodology include:


   A focus on the key fixed income decision  
makers within institutional investors and private 
banks, conducting interviews using experienced 
consultants and offering market insights rather 
than financial incentives.


    In-depth (typically one hour) face-to-face 
interviews using a structured questionnaire  
to ensure quantitative as well as qualitative 
analytics were collected.


   Analysis capturing investment preferences as  
well as actual investment allocations with a bias 
toward actual allocations over stated preferences.


   Results interpreted by NMG’s strategy team with 
relevant consulting experience in the global asset 
management sector.


In 2018, we conducted interviews with 126 funds:  
64 sovereign investors and 62 central banks 
(compared to 35 in 2017). The 2018 sovereign 
sample is split into three core segmentation 
parameters (sovereign investor profile, region and  
size of assets under management) in figure 45.  
The 2018 central bank sample is broken down  
by developed vs. emerging markets. 


Invesco
Invesco is a leading independent global investment 
management firm, dedicated to helping investors 
achieve their financial objectives. With offices 
globally, capabilities in virtually every asset class and 
investment style, a disciplined approach to investment 
management and a commitment to the highest 
standards of performance and client service – we are 
uniquely positioned to help institutional investors 
achieve their investment objectives.


NMG Consulting – Shape your thinking
NMG Consulting is a global consulting business 
operating in the insurance and investment markets. 
Our specialist focus, global insights programmes  
and unique network give us the inside track in 
insurance and investment markets, translating 
insights into opportunities. We provide strategy 
consulting, as well as actuarial and research services 
to financial institutions including asset managers, 
insurers, reinsurers and fund managers. NMG’s 
evidence-based insight programmes carry out 
interviews with industry-leading experts, top clients 
and intermediaries as a basis to analyse industry 
trends, competitive positioning and capability. 
Established programmes exist in asset and wealth 
management, life insurance and reinsurance across 
North America, the UK and Europe, Asia Pacific, 
South Africa and the Middle East.
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Important information


This document is for information purposes only and is not an offering. It is not intended for and should not be distributed to, or relied upon by 
members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this material to any unauthorised persons is prohibited. 


All data provided by Invesco as at 31 December 2017, unless otherwise stated. The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this 
publication, are subject to change without notice and may differ  from other Invesco investment professionals.


The document contains general information only and does not take into account individual objectives, taxation position or financial needs. Nor 
does this constitute a recommendation of the suitability of any investment strategy for a particular investor. This is not an invitation to subscribe 
for shares in a fund nor is it to be construed as an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments. While great care has been taken to ensure that 
the information contained herein is accurate, no responsibility can  be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in 
reliance thereon. You may only reproduce, circulate and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of Invesco.


This document has been prepared only for those persons to whom Invesco has provided it for informational purposes only. This document is not 
an offering of a financial product and is not intended for and should not be distributed to retail clients who are resident in jurisdiction where its 
distribution is not authorized or is unlawful. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this document to any person without the 
consent of Invesco is prohibited. 


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are "forward-looking statements", which are based on certain 
assumptions of future events. Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and Invesco does not assume 
any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-
looking statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or that actual market conditions and/or performance results will not be 
materially different or worse than those presented. 


The information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any investor’s investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs. Before acting on the information the investor should consider its appropriateness having regard to their investment objectives, 
financial situation and needs.


You should note that this information:
• may contain references to amounts which are not in local currencies;
• may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with the laws or practices of your country of residence;
• may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency denominated investments; and
• does not address local tax issues.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves 
risk. Please review all financial material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market conditions and are 
subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals. 


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this marketing 
material may come are required to inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not constitute an offer or 
solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or 
solicitation. 
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Once upon a time in 430BC the idea of free trade between 


Asia and Europe was born...


2


… and led to an ancient network of trade routes which are known today as the 


Silk Road. 


The Silk Road 


▪ derives its name from the trade in silk carried out along its length of 6,400km1


▪ was used to trade many other goods, as well as religions, philosophies, and technologies


▪ opened long-distance political, economic and cultural relations between the civilizations 


of Asia, Europe, the Horn of Africa and Arabia


1 Source: “Silk Road”, The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, Encyclopaedia Britannica, data as at October 2018
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…China takes the Silk Road to the next level –


The Belt & Road (B&R) Initiative


3


The B&R Initiative


▪ is the 3rd round of China's opening 


up after development of Special 


Economic Zones and accession to 


WTO


▪ is a significant development strategy 


to promote land and sea 


connectivity along Asia, Europe, 


Middle East and Africa1


▪ was written into the Constitution of 


the Chinese Communist Party in 


October 2017 to deliver long-term 


commitments of the Chinese 


government


1 Source: National Development and Reform Commission, Mar 2015; HKTDC Research “The Belt and Road initiative“, September 2017.
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Did you know? 


4


More than 57% of the population in B&R 


countries still cannot access the internet.*


The B&R countries represent 38% of world trade.*The B&R involves 67% of the global population.*


More than 36% of the global GDP comes from the 


B&R region.*


*Source: Based on Invesco calculations, original data from World Bank and Yidaiyilu website, as of end September 2018.
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China’s outward direct investment increasing 


Source: American Enterprise Institute, data as of December 31, 2017.
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We expect China to invest USD 150 to 200 billion in the B&R countries per year
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Increasing direct investment moneys flowing into the 


Belt & Road Region from the US, EU and UK
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European Commission, Press Release Database3


EUR 60 billion being proposed for the EU’s budget 


Financial Times1


USD 60 billion passed by the US Congress


Financial Times2


The UK set goal to become the G7’s top investor in Africa by 2022


1Source: “US Senate passes $60bn foreign development bill”, David Pilling and James Politi, Financial Times, Oct, 2018
2Source: “Theresa May sets out goal for UK to be Africa’s biggest investor”, Joseph Cotterill, Financial Times, 28 Aug 2018
3Source: “Explaining the European Union's approach to connecting Europe and Asia”, European Commission, 19 Sep 2018


Benefitting the recipient Belt & Road countries
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These capital requirements lead to various investment 


opportunities emerging in the B&R Initiative…
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For illustrative purposes only.


… with more themes still to evolve.


Improving 
Financial 
Strength


Modernizing 
Economic 
Corridors


Rising 
Consumption 


Sectors


Improving 
Energy, 


Commodities, 
Agriculture  
Production


Expanding 
Infrastructure 


Network
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Improving financial strength


Mongolia benefited from outbound direct investments
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Source: Various public media, data as of 6 Oct 2018 


i. “Fitch upgrades Mongolia debt rating as commodities cycle lifts income”, Financial Times, 10 Jul 2018


ii. “United States | joint statement on the expanded comprehensive partnership between the United States and Mongolia”, STL News, 20 Sep 2018


iii. “U.S., Mongolia celebrate signing of $350 Million MCC Compact to address impending water crisis”, U.S. Embassy of Mongolia, 24 Sep 2018


iv. “Advancing a free and open Indo-Pacific”, U.S. Department of State, 30 Jul 2018


*The IMF, CEIC, Invesco, data as of December 2017.


Views and opinions are based on current market condition and subject to change without notice.


We expect Mongolia USD sovereign bonds to out-perform on its improving sovereign credit profile


▪ Mongolia is in a major economic corridor of China’s 


B&R Initiative. China’s direct investments in Mongolia’s 


infrastructure and mining industries have led to 


improving Mongolia’s exports and government budget.


▪ The US has invited Mongolia to join its Indo-Pacific 


Alliance, being committed to a US$350 million 


investment deal with Mongolia to develop new sources 


of water.


▪ Mongolia’s long-term debit rating was upgraded to B 


from B- by Fitch on 10 July 2018.
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Improving financial strength


Ghana benefited from outbound direct investments
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Source: The IMF, various public media, data as of 10 October 2018.


i. “Ghana signs $10 billion MOU with China for bauxite project: senior minister”, Reuters, 28 Jun 2017


ii. “Ghana signs $4bn MoU with Chinese company”, StarFM Online, 13 Jul 2017


iii. “US$2 billion investment deal for ‘one district, one factory’”, The New Statement, 23 June 2017


iv. “China to release remainder of CDB $3bn loan – Bawumia”, Citi 97.3 fm, 26 Jun 2017


v. “China pledges $15b financing for Ghana”, Ghana Business News, 26 Jun 2017


vi. “US to invest $5.4bn in Ghana, 3 African countries”, Joy Online, 10 Jul 2018


Views and opinions are based on current market condition and subject to change without notice.


We expect Ghana USD sovereign bonds to out-perform on its improving sovereign credit profile


▪ The government of Ghana and China Sinohydro signed 


an agreement for up to US$2 billion to finance the 


construction of priority infrastructure projects in July 2018. 


▪ Chinese banks and corporations have signed USD 20 


billion worth of memorandums of understanding (MOUs) 


and loan agreements with Ghana which equals 47% of 


Ghana’s GDP. 


▪ In July 2018, the US committed USD 5.4 billion to boost 


commercial ties with four African countries including 


Ghana.


▪ In August 2018, The Government of Ghana and the 


United Kingdom, signed a £20 million trade and economic 


diversification pact.


▪ Ghana’s long-term debit rating was upgraded to B from B-


by S&P on 14 Sept 2018.
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Expanding the infrastructure network
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1 Source: “Erster direktzug aus China in Wien eingetroffen (First direct train from China arrived in Vienna)”, Spiegel Online, 27 Apr 2018 
2 Source: “Building a better working world, key connectivity improvements along the belt and road in telecommunication & aviation sectors”, EY, September 2016


Bonds issued by relevant local corporates, such as those in telecommunication sector, 


Engineering & Construction sectors, etc., present investment opportunities


First direct rail connection between China 


(Chengdu) and Austria (Vienna)


Improving digital infrastructure in B&R region 


by leveraging China’s expertise and funding 


▪ China’s telecommunications industry is capable


of providing complete solutions and cost-


effective products


▪ China Telecom plans to invest USD15 billion in


Africa’s information superhighway. The planned


length of optical cable is 150,000 kilometers


covering 48 African countries2


▪ Train needs 14 days compared to 42 days


on sea route1


▪ 400 to 600 trains are planned to roll on the


so-called Silk Road in 2018
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Improving energy, commodities, agriculture and basic 


materials production
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1Source: (i) “Siemens BRI headquarters in Beijing”, OBOReurope, 28 March 2018;  (ii) “High tech, not silk”, Siemens, 4 Jun 2018; (iii) “Belt & Road: much more than a revival of the 


ancient Silk Road”, Robotics & Automation News, 12 Jun 2018
2Source: company reports.


For illustrative purpose only. It does not constitute recommendation or advice.


Example: A Swiss cement company


• Headquartered in Switzerland, the company is one of the largest cement makers in the world, having 318 million tons (mt) of 


cement production capacity and selling 210 mt of cement in 2017 2


• It operates cement manufacturing facilities worldwide, and has been actively expanding in Asia/EMEA countries, being involved in


constructions along the B&R


Oil & Gas pipelines connecting 


Central Asia with China


Companies with strong ties to China start to 


take advantage of these developments


Positive for bonds issued by energy producers and pipeliners


Example: Siemens1


▪ Company-wide B&R Task Force


▪ Hosted its own B&R International Summit in


Beijing


▪ Signed agreements with at least 10 Chinese


companies relating to a number of areas such


as:


▪ power generation


▪ energy management


▪ building technology


▪ intelligent manufacturing
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Rising local income and consumption
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1Source : World Bank, Financial Times, Invesco, data as of December 2017. 
2Source: company reports.


For illustrative purpose only. It does not constitute recommendation or advice.


▪ According to the Ministry of Commerce of 


China, the B&R Initiative has created more 


than 180,000 jobs and USD 1.1 billion tax 


revenue for 20 countries along B&R. 


▪ With improving income and employment, 


consumption will increase and benefit 


industries related to this sector


Example: A French food & beverage company


• The company produces dairy products, beverages, baby food, and medical nutrition products globally


• It has been expanding globally especially within those fast growing Central Asia, South East Asia, Eastern Europe, Africa and


Middle East regions


• It generated more than 60% of its 2017 revenue from the Belt and Road Region 2


Strong income growth among the B&R 


countries


Positive for bonds issued by consumption, real estate companies
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Economic Corridors


Modernizing economic corridors further increase trade links
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Source: HKTDC Research “The Belt and Road Initiative” dated 17 Sep 2017. Source: NDRC, Vision and Actions on Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt 


and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road, Mar 2015.


The Western China economy has grown rapidly in recent years and it has attracted 


investment flows more than the country average in the backdrop of B&R demand. 


▪ Fujian will be supported to become a core area of the 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road. 


With improving income and employment, consumption will increase and benefit 


industries related to this sector


▪ Port construction of coastal provinces such as Shanghai, Tianjin, Fujian, Zhejiang and


Guangdong  will be advanced. The functions of international hub airports such as 


Shanghai and Guangzhou will be strengthened


Positive for bonds issued by local companies
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How we take advantage of the changes unfolding
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“The Belt and Road Initiative sounds very China-centric, but it is actually a great opportunity for fixed 


income investors with a multi-regional outlook. China has been putting a lot of long-term capital to 


work across Asia, Africa, the Middle East and as far as Europe under its Belt and Road Initiative, 


arousing strong interest of the US, UK and Japan to increase their capital commitments to the region. 


Long-term investment themes have arisen.”


Ken Hu


View is subject to change without notice. 
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We see opportunities in the…
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1Source: Bloomberg, HSBC, JP Morgan and Invesco, data as at 10 August 2017
2Source: Invesco, Based on current market conditions and subject to change without notice


…Large Market Size …Attractive Total Return 


Potential


…First Mover Advantage


▪ The B&R countries has 


a total of more than 


USD 5.5 trillion 


international bonds1


▪ The estimated total 


eligible B&R bonds 


market size is over 


USD 1 trillion2


▪ Rich universe to 


capture potential 


excess return


▪ Economic improvement 


tends to benefit both 


government and 


corporate bond issuers 


along B&R


▪ Higher interest income 


and capital gains from 


selective bonds


▪ Early investors could 


capture investment 


opportunities
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Global geopolitics to benefit the investment theme
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US- China trade war


•The trade war makes China to become even more committed to its Belt & Road Initiative


•China will increase its trades with selective countries in the Belt & Road Region so as to mitigate negative effects 
from less trade with the U.S.


•With improving infrastructure, selective  countries will increasingly benefit from relocation of supply chains and 
factories from China.


Increasing direct investments from the US, EU, UK and Japan to the Belt & Road region


•The US: USD 60 billion funding for the International Development Finance Corporation was passed by the 
Congress in Oct 2018


•The EU: The European Commission proposed to increase EUR 60 billion funding for the EU’s External 
Investment Plan to enhance connectivity between Europe and Asia in Sept 2018


•UK Prime Minister Theresa May said in Aug 2018 that she wants Britain to be the biggest investor in Africa 
among the G7 nations


•Japan has been increasing its infrastructure construction activities in B&R countries


Intensifying ESG issues


• In our country selection process, we systematically research the Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) factors 
so as to avoid those countries which are running into “debt trap”, increasing social unrest, corruption and/or 
environmental disaster problems


•We believe evaluating ESG criteria will lead to better long term risk adjusted returns


•We avoid worst-in-class ESG issuers and emphasize on the ones with improving ESG


We invest in bonds that would directly or indirectly benefit sustainably 


from China’s Belt & Road Initiative


For illustrative purposes only. 
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This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional 


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose 


only. This document is not an offering and is not intended for and should not be 


distributed to, or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or 


dissemination of all or any part of this document to any unauthorized person is 


prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are 


"forward-looking statements," which are based on certain assumptions of future 


events. Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date 


hereof, and Invesco does not assume any duty to update any forward-looking 


statement. Actual events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance 


that forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or 


that actual market conditions and/or performance results will not be materially 


different or worse than those presented. 


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, 


but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all 


financial material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on 


current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions 


may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals. 


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted 


by law. Persons into whose possession this marketing material may come are 


required to inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This 


does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such 


an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an 


offer or solicitation.


Restriction on Distributions


People’s Republic of China


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional 


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose 


only. This document or any information contained herein will not constitute an offer to 


sell any funds or securities within the PRC. This document has not been, and will not 


be, approved by, verified by or registered with any relevant governmental authorities 


in the PRC and thus may not be supplied to the public in the PRC or used in 


connection with any offer for the subscription or sale of any funds or securities in the 


PRC. Those who received this document are responsible for obtaining all relevant 


governmental approvals, verifications, licenses or registrations from all relevant PRC 


governmental authorities and complying with all relevant PRC regulations.


Important information
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 Key takeaways


 •  The staggering scale of Belt and Road ensures that it will have a defining impact 
     for years to come as current projects come online and new ones start to take 
     shape. 


 •  It has been written into China’s constitution as a key priority and will require  
     US$150 - 200 billion annually for the foreseeable future.  


 •  While there is no shortage of ways investors can capitalize on such a large  
     systematic investment program, fixed income has emerged as a key channel to
     date given the deep pool of bonds issued to finance the initiative. 


While it may be set to shape the future, the Belt and Road Initiative (Belt and Road) 
is already changing the world today. Mega projects are underway in Asia, Europe and
Africa, generating an influx of fixed investment and creating early efficiency gains.


The new financial landscape has generated investment opportunities across asset 
classes and sectors. Fixed income has emerged as a key channel to date given the 
unique access and upside opportunities present in Belt and Road-related USD 
bonds.


Invesco Investment Insights
Redefining the financial landscape with 
Belt and Road  


March 2018 
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China’s vision for the Belt and Road Initiative
Belt and Road is a historic undertaking that will enhance cooperation between the 
Asian, European and African continents. Underpinning the approach are numerous 
infrastructure projects that stretch across six designated economic corridors to 
create a network of new and improved connections by land, sea and air (Figure 1).


Figure 1: Geographical overview of the Belt and Road


Silk Road Economic Belt
21st Century Maritime Silk Road


Source: HKTDC Research “The Belt and Road Initiative” dated 17 September 2017.


The vision for Belt and Road was first officially outlined in September 2013 during a 
speech delivered by President Xi Jinping at Kazakhstan’s newly founded Nazarbayev 
University. He spoke about increasing the linkages between China and Central Asia, 
harkening back to the mutual economic development generated by the ancient Silk 
Road.


Plans have since expanded to include 100 signed cooperation agreements with 86 
countries and international organizations1. More recently, Belt and Road was written 
into the Constitution during the 19th Communist Party of China National Congress 
meeting in October 2017. This ensures it will remain a long-term priority for 
government authorities and private enterprises. Belt and Road has already fetched 
more than US$600 billion from major Chinese institutions and may require US$150-
200 billion annually for the foreseeable future2.


Early impact of projects underway
Media and industry analysts regularly report on how Belt and Road may shape the 
future, but this historic initiative is already creating a new financial landscape now.  


Several projects have broken ground. An industrial park in Belarus has attracted 25 
companies following its initial launch, for example, and is slated to cover 91.5 square 
kilometers upon completion3. In 2016, a 3,000-km overland passage from Kashgar in 
Western China to Pakistan’s deep-water port of Gwadar became operational for the 
first time4. More recently, freight trains commenced service between London and 
Yiwu in Eastern China, delivering goods in half the time it would take to ship them by 
sea.


Media and industry analysts regularly report on how Belt and Road may shape 
the future, but this historic initiative is already creating a new financial land-
scape now.


1. “China signs cooperation agreements with 86 entities under Belt and Road.” Xinhua 23 December 2017.
2.  Source: Bloomberg, Invesco, data as of September 2017.
3. “China-Belarus industrial park reports $1bn in contracted investments.” Belarus News 16 January 2018.
4. “Rebuilt port heralds success.” The Telegraph 5 May 2017.
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These are just a few of the mega-infrastructure improvements underway or set to 
come online over the next several years. China announced in May 2017 that 50 
state-owned enterprises had become involved in almost 1,700 Belt and Road projects 
during the past three years5. Altogether, Chinese companies have already generated 
a reported 180,000 jobs and almost US$1.1 billion in tax proceeds through the Belt 
and Road6.


Improving conditions in Belt and Road countries
Early returns from infrastructure projects together with the expectation of further 
fixed investment has strengthened the financial conditions of countries along the Belt 
and Road region. Improved sovereign credit spreads may reduce the funding cost for 
these countries, for example, enabling them to raise capital more effectively to 
support their domestic economies and social programs (Figure 2).


Figure 2: Composite sovereign credit spread (Pakistan, Kazakhstan and Nigeria)
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Source: Bloomberg, Invesco, data as of 18 Jan 2017.


As for improvements in infrastructure, while mega projects like trans-continental 
railways or deep-water ports may be grabbing the headlines, increasing penetration 
of wireless communications infrastructure is another important area for development. 
There is still much work to be done in this area as countries along the Belt and Road 
region like Ghana and Indonesia lag the world average in internet connectivity (Figure 
3). Improvements in information technology should spark innovation and stimulate 
consumer spending in these countries, which could lead to higher economic growth.


China’s recent development illustrates how rapid economic growth and technological 
development often go together. In 2005, China ranked as the world’s sixth largest 
economy and less than one in ten people within the country had internet access. A 
decade later, online connectivity had spread to half the population, creating a 
platform to stimulate consumer spending and spark operational efficiencies. The 
economy had grown nearly fivefold by that time to become the world’s second largest 
behind the United States (Figure 4). The internet should continue to boost the 
Chinese economy and could add 0.3 to 1 percentage points to the growth rate 
through 20257.


5. “SOEs lead infrastructure push in 1,700 ‘Belt and Road’ projects.” Caixin 10 May 2017.
6. “180,000 jobs generated by Belt and Road Initiative.” China Daily 11 March 2017.
7. "China’s digital transformation: The Internet’s impact on productivity and growth.” McKinsey Global  
    Institute, retrieved 15 February 2018.
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Figure 3: Internet users in 2016 (% of population)
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Source: World Bank, Invesco, Bloomberg, data as of 18 Jan 2017.


Figure 4: China internet users and nominal GDP growth
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Source: World Bank, Invesco, Bloomberg, data as of 18 Jan 2017.


Investment opportunities emerging in fixed income
While there is no shortage of ways investors can capitalize on a systematic investment 
program as large as Belt and Road, fixed income has emerged as a key channel to 
date given the deep pool of bonds issued to finance the initiative.
 
For investors in USD bonds, they can avoid currency risk and liquidity risk by dealing 
with issuances traded around the clock in international bond markets. Meanwhile, 
strengthening credit profiles may contribute to improvements in bond yields, which 
can support price appreciation potential of select sovereign issues from countries 
along the Belt and Road region.
 
Fixed income investors could also benefit from new issue premiums as a large supply 
of bonds continue to come online to meet growing financing needs for Belt and Road 
related projects. To ensure successful issuances, issuers may offer higher yields 
compared with bonds that have similar maturities and credit ratings. On average, 
there are currently an estimated 1-5 new issues of USD bonds issued per trading day 
related to the Belt and Road8. 


8. Source: Bloomberg, Invesco, data as of 30 Jun 2017.
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While there is no shortage of ways investors can capitalize on a systematic 
investment program as large as Belt and Road, fixed income has emerged 
as a key channel to date given the deep pool of bonds issued to finance the 
initiative.


Significant influence across sectors
The staggering scale of Belt and Road ensures that it will have a defining impact on 
several sectors for years to come as current projects come online and new ones start 
to take shape. In banking, for example, lenders in countries along the Belt and Road 
region will need to grow their balance sheets exponentially to accommodate financing 
for new projects. They must also add business services in areas like equipment 
leasing, trade finance and commercial banking.


The commodities and materials sectors also stand to grow significantly as new 
connections to resource-rich areas along the Belt and Road region increase 
production and export levels. Enhanced linkages between China and Mongolia, for 
example, led in part to a reported 50% increase in coal exports from Mongolia’s 
largest deposit Tavan Tolgoi9.
  
In the agriculture sector, increased inter-regional connectivity together with the 
import of new farming technologies should lead to significant increases in production. 
Many countries along the Belt and Road region have vast tracts of arable land that 
have historically been underutilized because of their relative remoteness. Kazakhstan 
has about 30 million hectares of arable land, for example, but reportedly less than 
half in active use10.


Since being introduced in 2013, the Belt and Road has grown into a full-fledged 
operation that is redefining the global map with railways, ports, highways, wireless 
beacons and industrial parks. This modern day Silk Road is already brimming to life 
and stands to enhance links between more than half of the world’s population. 


The influx of fixed investment and early efficiency gains from new projects have 
already contributed positively to economic development in Belt and Road countries. 
Current investment opportunities should continue to grow as further development 
gets underway.


The staggering scale of Belt and Road ensures that it will have a defining im-
pact on several sectors for years to come as current projects come online and 
new ones start to take shape.


9. “Mongolia may export 30 Mt of coal in 2017.” sxcoal 10 April 2017.
10. “In Kazakhstan more than half of agricultural land is not being used.” Agro2b 8 July 2016.







6  Redefining the financial landscape with Belt and Road


Important information 
This document has been prepared only for those persons to whom Invesco has provided it for informational purposes only. This document is 
not an offering of a financial product and is not intended for and should not be distributed to retail clients who are resident in jurisdiction 
where its distribution is not authorized or is unlawful. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this document to any 
person without the consent of Invesco is prohibited. 


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are "forward-looking statements", which are based on 
certain assumptions of future events. Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and Invesco does 
not assume any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance 
that forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or that actual market conditions and/or performance results 
will not be materially different or worse than those presented. 


The information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any investor’s investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs. Before acting on the information the investor should consider its appropriateness having regard to their investment 
objectives, financial situation and needs.


You should note that this information:
•  may contain references to amounts which are not in local currencies;
•  may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with the laws or practices of your country of residence;
•  may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency denominated investments; and does not address local tax issues.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves 
risk. Please review all financial material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market conditions and are 
subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals.
 
The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this marketing 
material may come are required to inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not constitute an offer 
or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an 
offer or solicitation. 
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Invesco Global Solutions Workshop –
Innovative alternative investment solutions


Confidential: This presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China. This presentation is not an offering


and is not intended for and should not be distributed to, or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this document to any unauthorized


person is prohibited.


Neil Blundell


Global Head of Client Solutions Development, 


Invesco Global Investment Solutions Team







Invesco Global Solutions
Experienced multi-asset team using Invesco’s global capabilities,
scale and infrastructure seeking to deliver desired client outcomes
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Comprehensive 


capabilities 


Flexible 


architecture


Multi-asset team Global reach


Client-centric 


approach
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Challenging Environment for Fixed Income
Diversification away from long-term bond strategies is crucial


Source: Bloomberg L.P.
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10 Year Bond Yields


Japanese 10 Year Bonds German 10 Year Bunds US 10 Year Bonds


Implications of low rate 


environment:


▪ Asymmetrical future


– Yield downside is limited, 


while increases may be 


significant 


– The upside is limited with 


no floor on losses
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Equities 
Elevated valuations amid continued economic expansion


Source: National Bureau of Economic Research, S&P 500 CAPE ratio data: Robert. J. Shiller, http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm. Data as of September 2018.
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The current recovery is the second longest expansion in US history Since 1981, the P/E ratio has been higher only 9% of the time, 


corresponding to the pre-tech bubble crash


Current 


P/E
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Market Environment


▪ Low rates leading to tepid return forecasts


▪ High valuations increasing asset risk


▪ Challenges to diversification 


Client challenges


▪ Capital appreciation, income generation and 


capital preservation across public markets 


may be increasingly difficult over the coming 


market cycle


The challenge of meeting investment goals
Return expectations across asset classes have broadly declined


Data as of June 30, 2018. Capital market assumptions are forward looking, are not guarantees, and they involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. See slide 21 for additional asset 


class proxy information.
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Capital market assumptions: current vs. 5 years ago
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Now could be the time to increase exposure to alternatives


Source: Invesco US Blog “is now the time to invest in alternatives,” 29 Nov, 2017.
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Capture illiquidity 


premium 


Capture incremental yield and capital appreciation through diversified 


private market strategies


Rewarded risk With stock market volatility at record lows and with recent pullbacks 


being short-lived, investors have become less focused on the notion of 


risk reduction


Unique exposure As global central banks normalize policies, the unique features of 


alternatives could be a good addition to traditional portfolios.


Targeted outcomes Alternatives have the potential to provide income, growth, diversification 


and inflation protection
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Invesco Global Solutions







Invesco Ltd. is an Independent Firm with Experience 
and Global Reach


All data as of June 30, 2018. AUM figures include all assets under advisement, distributed and overseen by Invesco. 
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Invesco AUM ($ in billions)


as of June 30, 2018


Fixed Income and Cash


Alternatives


Alternative Equity & Macro 


Private Equity 


Liquid Real Assets


Private Real Estate


Alternative Fixed Income 


$426.0


$316.1


$178.6


$49.7


$4.1


$34.1


$48.0


$42.7


Regional offices 


in more than 


20 countries


25 specialized 


investment teams


700+ investment 


professionals 


Serving clients in 


120+ countries 


worldwide


Comprehensive range of investments for a global client base


Equity


$42.6


Total Assets Under Management $963.3


Balanced
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Substantial resources (150+ professionals) to support investment selection and ongoing monitoring


Solutions at a glance 


▪ 40+ professionals


▪ 20+ years of experience across 


team leadership


▪ 40+ PhDs/Masters degrees/designations


Global capabilities


▪ Americas: Houston, Chicago, New York, Los 


Angeles, Atlanta, Boston, San Francisco, Toronto


▪ Europe: London, Paris


▪ Asia: Hong Kong


Invesco Global Solutions
For investors, by investors


Source: Invesco Ltd. as of Dec. 31, 2017.
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Multi-asset portfolio 


management team


Lead advisory relationships and 


develop custom solutions based 


on client needs


Multi-dimensional approach to 


portfolio construction 


and asset allocation


Portfolio Management Client Solutions Research and Analytics


Product 


development


Product 


management


Product and 


market research


Global performance 


measurement and risk


Experienced multi-asset solutions team that leverages Invesco’s global 


capabilities, scale and infrastructure in pursuit of desired client outcomes
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30%


30%
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7%


5%


10%


5%


Invesco platform analysis and modeling
Analysis that aims to enhance risk, return and/or portfolio efficiency


Source: Invesco, Barra risk engine. For illustrative purposes only. Portfolio data presented does not constitute investment advice nor investment recommendations.


The estimated return and risk is not a guarantee. The portfolio stress test comparison shows a simulated analysis of the respective performance of the example initial and proposed 


portfolios under specific simulated market stress scenarios. An investment cannot be made into an index. Data as of 01/31/2018. 


1 The horizon on the estimated return is based on Invesco Global Solutions’ 10-year capital market assumptions. 


2 Risk is from the Barra Integrated Model utilizing an 8-year half-life factor covariance matrix. 
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Government bonds


Corporate bonds


HY bonds


EM debt


Equities


Property


Return1 4.68%


Risk2 9.69%


Example proposed portfolio


Government bonds


Corporate bonds


HY bonds


EM debt


Mortgages


Corporate loans


Alternative income


Alternative growth


Equities


Property
Return1 5.60%


Risk2 8.62%
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Initial Proposed


Portfolio stress test comparison


Example initial portfolio
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Custom solutions 
Overlays and custom designed solutions


Outcomes shown are estimates, are for illustrative purposes only, and are subject to change. It is not known if return and risk estimates will be met.
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Income


Inflation


protection


Crisis 


risk offset


Alpha &


style premia


Growth or 


defensive equities


Illiquid


growth


Illiquid 


income


Risk %


R
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rn
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Illiquid growth/


Illiquid income


Capture illiquidity premium


Growth or 


defensive equities


Design custom equity portfolios 


Alpha & style premia


Seek minimal correlation 


to traditional asset classes


Income


Deliver attractive spread over 


treasuries 


Inflation protection


Generate stable cash flows with 


significant linkage 


to inflation


Crisis risk offset


Generate positive returns 


in crisis events
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Innovative Alternatives Solutions 







Alternative Solutions Platform


For illustrative purposes only.
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Why alternative solutions?


▪ Challenging current market environment


suggests strong case for alternatives 


▪ Need for diversified alternative portfolios 


comprising specialized investment strategies


▪ Strong alternative investment platforms paired 


with dedicated advisory and analytics 


capabilities may maximize impact


▪ Consistent focus on designing 


comprehensive, outcome-oriented 


alternatives portfolios is a hallmark of 


alternative solutions


Invesco Alternative Solutions


Bank LoansPrivate Equity


Private 
Credit


Distressed 
Credit


StructuredReal Estate


Infra-
structure


Liquid Alts
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Innovation in Investing and Product Structuring  
Outcome-oriented investing in evergreen vehicles 
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Combining capital markets assumptions, analytics and liquidity management to design 


outcome-oriented evergreen investment vehicles in private markets 


Key characteristics


Single point 


of diversified 


exposure 


Flexible 


combinations 


of illiquid 


strategies


Maximize risk 


adjusted return


For illustrative purposes only


Private 
Equity


Private 
Credit


Real 
Estate


Infrastructure


Liquid 
Alts


Alternative Income Example


Private 
Equity


Private 
Credit


Real 
Estate


Infrastructure


Liquid 
Alts


Alternative Growth Example


Objective


Enable simplified access to private market income 


and growth portfolios to combine based on funded 


status 


Approach


Manage private market commingled funds and/or custom 


funds-of-one 


Design appropriate fund structure by region and client type


Evergreen structure facilitates exposure management 
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Private Equity Private Credit


Real Estate Infrastructure


Liquid Credit


Income


Return target: ~8%


Growth


Return target: ~12%


Balanced


Return target: ~10%


Customizable combinations of income and growth assets
Modulate exposures based on desired outcomes


Balanced portfolio is modeled as a 50/50 combination of the model income and growth portfolios. Model allocations shown are for illustrative purposes only. Outcomes shown are 


estimates, are for illustrative purposes only, and are subject to change. It is not known if return and risk estimates will be met.


Illiquid income, balanced, and growth portfolio allocations
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Global
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% of return variability explained by Alpha


On average, 70% of hedge fund return variability is 


explained by market and style factors2


Parsing alpha from factors
The hedge fund dilemma and how to solve for it


1. Bloomberg L.P. Data from 12/31/2013-08/31/2018.


2. Bloomberg L.P., Invesco analysis. Hedge fund returns are the corresponding HFR Indexes. The analysis is as of March 2018 and corresponds to 18 months of index return data. An 


investment cannot be made in an index. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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1. Disappointing returns 2. High fees 3. Limited transparency


As an asset class, hedge funds have 


been plagued by underwhelming 


returns


With a large proportion of returns 


attributable to factors in certain 


strategies, fees are under scrutiny


Appropriately scaling risk, particularly 


in challenging markets, requires deep 


understanding of exposures
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▪ Customizable allocations that can be tailored 


to desired outcomes


▪ Diversification across asset classes, styles, and 


alpha strategies 


▪ Cost efficiencies from pairing lower-fee factor 


allocations with select alpha signals


Factors and alpha
Combining style premia with reliable alpha sources with strategies for 
cost-effective hedge fund replacement


Source: Bloomberg, L.P. Data from 12/2015-08/2018. An investment cannot be made into an index. Performance shown is simulated. Performance, past or simulated, is not a guarantee of 


future results. Indexes shown are: HFR Global Hedge Fund Index, and a 50/50 weighted blend of the Style Premia Proxy Index (Societe Generale Multi Alternative Risk Premia Index) 


and a Global Macro Multi-Strategy Hedge Fund Index (HFRX Macro Multi-Strategy Index). For illustrative purposes only.
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β


Style Factors Alpha


+
α
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Alternatives customized implementation 
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Objective


Advise on asset allocation across multi-alternative 


mandates


Make recommendations on allocations on a customized 


basis 


Approach


Leverage comprehensive analytics suite to evaluate 


portfolios


Construct efficient frontiers for both economic and 


regulatory risk using ISPACE, our proprietary portfolio 


optimization application


Capital market assumptions Factor analysis Regime analysis


For illustrative purposes only.
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Reaching for return and yield may increase economic risk
How can investors seek growth and mitigate downside risk? 


Source: Invesco, Barra risk engine. This simulation was created to consider the respective factor risks and performance under market stress scenarios for the example initial and proposed 


portfolios shown on slide 10. These portfolios are illustrative in nature and not previously managed by Invesco for any client. The hypothetical results were derived by back-testing, using a 


simulated portfolio. There can be no assurance that the simulated results can be achieved in the future. Risk calculation is utilizing an 8-year half-life factor covariance matrix. The stress 


test shows simulated portfolio behavior during periods of market downturn. The portfolio stress test comparison shows a simulated analysis of the respective performance of the example 


initial and proposed portfolios under specific simulated market stress scenarios. An investment cannot be made into an index. Data as of 01/31/2018. 
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Proposed Portfolio


Portfolio Stress Test Comparison


Portfolio Factor Risk Comparison


Traditional growth strategies increase 


exposure to equity factor risk


▪ Potential overexposure to economic 


growth factors 


With lower return estimates across broad 


markets, incorporating alternatives may:


▪ Provide downside protection


▪ Enhance diversification


▪ Provide potential for growth- and income-


generation
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Appendix







US Large Cap: S&P 500


US Small Cap: Russell 2000


Emerging Market: MSCI EM 


APAC Ex-Japan: MSCI AC Asia Pacific ex Japan


World Ex-US Equity: MSCI World Ex US


Eurozone: MSCI Europe Ex UK


US Treasury: Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury


US Aggregate: Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate


US Investment Grade: Bloomberg Barclays US Investment Grade


US High-Yield Corps: Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield


Emerging Market Aggregate: Bloomberg Barclays EM Aggregate


Commodities: S&P GSCI


Hedge Funds: HFRI HF Index


Global REITs: FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index


Infrastructure: S&P Global Infrastructure Index


Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. An investment cannot be made directly into an index.


Proxy information (Slide 5)
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Hypothetical simulated performance (slide 17)
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α


Performance shown is simulated. The simulation presented here was created to consider possible results of a strategy not


previously managed by Invesco for any client. Simulated performance is hypothetical. It does not reflect trading in actual


accounts and is provided for informational purposes only to illustrate these strategies during specific periods. There is no


guarantee the simulated results will be realized in the future.


When available, underlying holdings are used to calculate performance. If historical underlying holdings returns are not


available, a blend of underlying holding returns and underlying benchmark returns are used, with indexes being adjusted for


expenses. Performance shown is net of fees, with fees based on a $100 million investment.


Actual investment performance will differ due to transaction and other costs and may be materially lower or higher than that


of the hypothetical portfolios. Changes in investment strategies, contributions or withdrawals may materially alter the


performance. These hypothetical results include reinvestment of dividends and other earnings.


Invesco cannot assure the simulated performance results shown for these strategies would be similar to the firm’s


experience had it actually been managing portfolios using these strategies. In addition, the results actual investors might


have achieved would vary because of differences in the timing and amounts of their investments.


Simulated performance results have certain limitations. Such results do not represent the impact of material economic and


market factors might have on an investment advisor's decision-making process if the advisor were actually managing client


money. Simulated performance also differs from actual performance because it is achieved through retroactive application of


a model investment methodology and may be designed with the benefit of hindsight.
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This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose


only. This document is not an offering and is not intended for and should not be


distributed to, or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or


dissemination of all or any part of this document to any unauthorized person is


prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are


"forward-looking statements," which are based on certain assumptions of future


events. Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date


hereof, and Invesco does not assume any duty to update any forward-looking


statement. Actual events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance


that forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or


that actual market conditions and/or performance results will not be materially


different or worse than those presented.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current,


but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all


financial material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on


current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions


may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals.


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted


by law. Persons into whose possession this marketing material may come are


required to inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This


does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such


an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an


offer or solicitation.


Restriction on Distributions


People’s Republic of China


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose


only. This document or any information contained herein will not constitute an offer to


sell any funds or securities within the PRC. This document has not been, and will not


be, approved by, verified by or registered with any relevant governmental authorities


in the PRC and thus may not be supplied to the public in the PRC or used in


connection with any offer for the subscription or sale of any funds or securities in the


PRC. Those who received this document are responsible for obtaining all relevant


governmental approvals, verifications, licenses or registrations from all relevant PRC


governmental authorities and complying with all relevant PRC regulations.


Important information
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Evolution of Fixed Income Portfolio Management


Multi-sector and Factor


Confidential: This presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China. This presentation is not an offering


and is not intended for and should not be distributed to, or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this document to any unauthorized


person is prohibited.


Robert Waldner


Chief Strategist and Head of Multi-Sector, 


Invesco Fixed Income
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Why Multi-Sector?


IFI Approach to Multi-Sector Using Macro Factor Framework


Why Factors in Fixed Income?


IFI Factor Philosophy & Approach


Credit Factor Portfolio Case Studies 
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Multi-Sector Opportunity 


Multi-Sector strategies solve for specific client needs 


For illustrative purposes only.


Quality ▪ Regulatory requirement to hold high quality or 


government backed assets


▪ Global Agg


▪ Core


Quality


Interest 


Rates


▪ Concern over rising interest rates


▪ Concern over rate correlation


▪ Unconstrained Bond


▪ Short Term Bond


Interest 


Rates


Income ▪ General need around the world for current 


income


▪ Core Plus


▪ Multi-Sector Credit


▪ Invesco Income


▪ IVR


Income


Diversity ▪ Concern over asset correlated ▪ Alternative Income


▪ Strategic Income


Diversity


Targeted


Outcome


▪ Providing specific risk or return profiles


▪ Solutions orientation


▪ Absolute Return Bond


▪ Long/Short


▪ Total Return Bond


Targeted


Outcome


SolutionProblem
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What is Multi-Sector?


Multi-sector strategies
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Source: Invesco. For illustrative purposes only. 


More 


Conservative 


More 


Aggressive Asia Total Return Strategies


Core Plus type strategies


Global Aggregate Strategies


Short Duration 


Multi-Asset Strategies


Multi-Sector Diversified


Credit Strategies 
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Correlation Structure of Global Asset Classes
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Global Asset Betas


USD Beta


EM


DM


Credit


Global IG/HY, EM 
Sov, Breaks, Vols


Commodities


Equities


Duration


EM


DM


Assets
▪ All Major USD Pairs


▪ Major Developed Market (DM) 


Investment Grade (IG)/High Yield 


(HY) Credit


▪ Global Equities


▪ Emerging Market Sovereign (EM 


Sov)


▪ Developed Market (DM) Rates


▪ Emerging Market (EM) Local 


Rates


▪ Global Breakevens


▪ FX/Equity Implied Volatility (Vols)


▪ Commodities


For illustrative purposes only.
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Macro Factor framework provides the basis for thinking 


about performance of Global Financial markets.


Inflation


Macro Factor Framework


Growth Global Growth is supportive of Risky assets


Sets the stage for portfolio construction


Financial conditions sets relative prices across asset classes and can 


impact growth through credit channels


Inflation erodes the value of fixed assets


Financial Conditions
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Impact of Strong 


Growth


Impact of Rising


Inflation


Impact of Tighter 


Financial Conditions


Global Equity + N -
Global Credit + - -
US Dollar N N +


Emerging Market


Debt + - -
Global Duration - - +


Market behavior will change with a change in macro driver


Source: Bloomberg, Invesco calculation, April 2018. For illustrative purposes only.


+ indicates a supportive macro factor, N is neutral, and – is a negative macro factor 
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35.7


21.4


Strong Growth, 
Tight Financial Conditions


Strong Growth, 
Loose Financial Conditions


-12.0


Portfolio Risks should modulate with Macro Factor 


Developments


Credit


Duration


Dollar


Dollar
Credit


Duration


-42.9


-40.0


48.0


Source: Invesco, as of May 2018.
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Our global perspective and local market knowledge help us 


uncover investment opportunities
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Scope of fixed income platform:


US$311.1 billion AUM


Depth of resources:


173 investment professionals


226 professionals


Global footprint:


10 locations in key markets


Rates 19 Currency 14 Credit 72 PM 77


London


Hong Kong


Tokyo


We have a well-resourced investment team with a strong global perspective


San Diego


New York
Atlanta


London


Hong 


Kong


Chicago


Louisville


Shenzhen
MumbaiPalm Harbor


Source: Invesco, as of June 30, 2018. Subject to change without notice. 


TorontoPortland


Shenzhen and Mumbai represent wholly owned Invesco subsidiaries and are not included in the official IFI location count.
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Invesco Fixed Income Overview


IFI’s experienced teams provide broad market coverage and 


specialized expertise


Fixed Income Teams Team 


Members


Average yrs.


with Invesco


Average yrs.


Industry 


Experience*


Portfolio Management & Trading 73 12 21


Global Research 100 9 16


Total Investment Professionals 173 10 19


Business Professionals 53 12 19


Total Fixed Income Employees 226 11 19


As of June 30, 2018. Subject to change without notice. 


*Investment specific experience for investment professionals.
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Our disciplined process builds on our investment 


philosophy as we seek to drive strong results
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For illustrative purposes only.


Macro Research


Credit Research


Integrated 


Strategy


Client Portfolio


Our investment process builds on 


key components


Portfolio


Management


▪ Fundamentally–based macro 


and credit research generate investable 


views, themes and input for strategy


▪ Integrated strategy determines views on 


market direction, risk positioning, and 


asset allocation 


▪ Portfolio managers utilize platform 


views (the tool kit) for client portfolios


▪ Risk management is integrated 


throughout our process


Platform 


Tool Kit
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Research Teams Portfolio Management Teams


Investment Strategy Team


Rob Waldner, Chair


Head, Global Macro/Chief Strategist


Raymund Uy


Head 


Global Macro Research


Tony Wong


Head, Global Research, Liquidity 


& Municipals


Michael Hyman 


CIO, Global Investment Grade & 


Emerging Markets


Gareth Isaac


CIO, EMEA


Joseph Portera


CIO, High Yield & Multi-Sector 


Credit


John Anzalone


Head, Structured    Securities 


PM


Our Investment Strategy Team leads the integration of our 


research and portfolio management platform
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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4


Asset Allocation 
Macro Sector Relative Value


▪ Senior investors from research and 


portfolio management lead integration 


of strategy 


▪ Culture of inclusion drives full potential 


of our global resources to provide 


actionable insights


▪ Structured weekly process, with 


flexibility to adapt to market events


▪ Process results in broad risk 


positioning and asset allocation 


expressed as a model portfolio 


Our integrated perspective 


compounds our expertise 
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Purpose Agenda Attendees


Week 1 Macro ▪ Review and debate  Macro Team growth, inflation & policy 


views


▪ Examine macro themes


▪ Assess risks & catalysts for change


▪ Form initial beta positioning views


▪ IST members


▪ Macro Team


Week 2 Sector ▪ Credit sector teams confirm/refute macro economy views


▪ Examine key credit themes


▪ Assess risks & catalysts for change


▪ Ratify beta positioning views


▪ IST members


▪ Credit research leaders


▪ Credit analysts as needed


Week 3 Relative Value ▪ Credit teams integrate macro backdrop into assessments of 


sector fundamentals, technicals, and valuations


▪ Identify relative value across sectors


▪ Confirm macro and credit themes


▪ IST members


▪ Credit sector research and 


portfolio management


Week 4 Asset Allocation ▪ Determine overall risk environment & appetite


▪ Review prior month model portfolio performance attribution


▪ Determine current model portfolio positioning across and 


rates, currency & credit sectors


▪ IST members


▪ Macro Team


The IST follows a weekly process that integrates IFI’s portfolio 


management and research platform
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The macro factor framework provides the basis for PMs 


to build their portfolios.


Portfolio


Management


Platform 


Tool Kit


Portfolio manager responsibilities


▪ Experienced PMs identify and implement relevant 


platform tools as they seek to meet client needs


▪ PMs conduct ongoing risk management and portfolio 


positioning, leveraging IFI and Invesco resources 


▪ PMs are accountable for managing within client 


guidelines and responsible for portfolio performance


▪ IFI oversight reviews portfolio risk positioning and return 


attribution
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Why IFI Multi-Sector?


IFI compelling value proposition to our clients


Global Platform 
A global team of experienced professionals whose knowledge of local 


markets strengthens the investment process
1


Breadth of 


Capabilities


Depth and breadth of investment capabilities by assets class, region and 


channel supported by 169 investment professionals
2


Integrated 


Communication 


A culture of inclusion that compounds expertise by working together 


effectively to drive results
4


Unified Risk 


Standards


Open platform architecture approach to sourcing investing ideas 


across unified standards of risk underwriting
3


Key Competitive Advantages


Table Stakes
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Why Factors?


Factors are designed to build outcomes


19


Value Momentum Quality


For illustrative purposes only. Factor investing is investment strategy in which securities are chose based on attributes that have been associated with higher returns.


Liquidity


1 Factors help to explain risk and return


2 Factors have an economic meaning


3 Factors build better portfolios


4 Factors are investable


Macro
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We believe return opportunities arise from both market 


direction and fundamentally-based security selection 


20


Economic 


Cycle


Themes


Security 


Selection


Market


Direction


For illustrative purposes only.


Source: Invesco, as of December 2017.
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Why would factors exist in fixed income?


The underlying reasons are applicable to any asset class


21


For illustrative purposes only


Risk premiums


For bearing additional risk over 


the broad market e.g. an 


undesirable return pattern


Behavioral rationales


Markets are inefficient due to 


behavioral biases of participants


Market structure


Markets may be inefficient 


because of restrictions and 


limitations or by the actions of 


policy makers


Return for 


drawdown


Over 


extrapolation


Liquidity 


imbalance
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Invesco Fixed Income Factors
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For illustrative purposes only. Factor investing is investment strategy in which securities are chose based on attributes that have been associated with higher returns.


Macro Factors


Style Factors


Growth Inflation
Financial Conditions 


Quality LiquidityValue Momentum Asset Beta
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Failure of asset classes to provide risk management


Asset Class Driven Correlation Failed in 2008


Source: IMF Global Financial Stability Report, April 2015 and Drehmann, Borio and Tsataronis (2012), “Characterising the financial cycle” BIS Working Paper


Macro Cycles Can Last a Long Time – 20 Year Correlation may not 


be enough
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Fixed income factors capture the behavior behind typical 
trading strategies


Factor profile: Value


What is the strategy?


▪ Buy the highest yielding 


(cheapest) bonds in each credit 


rating “bucket”


▪ When the market goes down, that 


is a buying opportunity


Factor profile: Momentum


What is the strategy?


▪ Buy the “winners”, sell the 


“losers”


▪ When the market is doing well, buy 


more. When it is doing poorly, sell 


more.


Factor profile: Quality


What is the strategy?


▪ Buy the least risky, most 


consistent bonds in each asset 


class


+ 


Why might this work?


▪ People overreact out of fear


▪ Markets generally balance out in 


the long run


Why might this work?


▪ People underreact out of greed, 


price “trends” towards true value


▪ “Herd instinct” can be a self-fulfilling 


prophecy


Why might this work?


▪ Investors seek higher returns; 


quality mispriced on a risk-adjusted 


basis


▪ “Flight to perceived safety” means 


quality does well in a bad 


environment
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Factors are designed to achieve specific outcomes
Back-tested data in months of various volatility changes


Source: Bloomberg Barclays L.P., Invesco. Dates from 12/31/2000 to 12/31/2017. Charts show the average monthly return for each benchmark and each factor by months in which the 


VIX changed the most or the least (even quintiles). The IG Benchmark is the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Credit Index, and the HY Index is the Bloomberg Barclays US High 


Yield 2% Issue Cap Index.
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HY Quality outperformed in high vol months
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IFI Factors serve as the building blocks for customizable 
solutions


▪ Our factor strategies are designed to deliver key outcomes across a variety of fixed income asset classes.


▪ Quality strategies may enhance risk adjusted income and complement riskier portfolios that seek to maintain asset class 


exposure


▪ Value strategies can potentially increase overall total return and complement more conservative portfolios that seek higher 


return through more diversified methods


▪ Multifactor strategies combine factors to produce a robust portfolio designed to perform across most market conditions. 


Core+ builds on core with moderately higher risk seeking to outperform the benchmark


IG quality


Barclays US Aggregate


▪ Enhance risk-adjusted 


returns


▪ Mitigate drawdowns


IG value


Barclays US Aggregate


▪ Enhance total return


▪ Seek to outperform 


benchmark


HY quality


Barclays US HY 2% Cap


▪ Enhance risk-adjusted 


returns


▪ Mitigate drawdowns


HY value


Barclays US HY 2% Cap


▪ Enhance total return


▪ Seek to outperform 


benchmark


EM debt quality


JPMorgan EMBI-GD


▪ Enhance risk-adjusted 


returns


▪ Mitigate drawdowns


EM debt value


JPMorgan EMBI-GD


▪ Enhance total return


▪ Seek to outperform 


benchmark


Multifactor core


Barclays US Aggregate


▪ Enhance risk-adjusted 


returns


▪ Higher diversification


Multifactor core+


Barclays US Aggregate


▪ Enhance total return


▪ Seek to outperform 


benchmark
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Bloomberg Barclays BBB Index HY Quality


HY Quality: a lower beta version of US BBB Corporates ... ... but with more yield


HY Quality: generated more income via a yield pick-up relative 
to BBB Corporates (back-tested data)


Source: Bloomberg Barclays, Invesco. Data from December 31 2000 through December 31 2017. BBB Index is the Bloomberg Barclays BBB Index, and the HY Quality performance 


shown is back-tested data developed implementing our own HY Quality Factor definition.


BBB worst months BBB best months


▪ HY Quality performed similar to US BBB Corporates due to duration and similar creditworthiness


▪ HY Quality had a higher yield, generating more income over time
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Bloomberg Barclays Treasury Index IG Quality TR


IG Quality: a lower beta version of US Treasuries ... ... but with more yield


IG Quality: generated more income via a yield pick-up relative to 
US Treasuries (back-tested data)


Source: Bloomberg Barclays, Invesco. Data from December 31 2000 through December 31 2017. LUATYW is the Bloomberg Barclays Treasury Index, and the IG Quality performance 


shown is back-tested data developed implementing our own IG Quality Factor definition.


UST worst months UST best months


▪ IG Quality performed similar to US Treasuries due to duration component of risk


▪ Historically has outperformed in a rising yield environment


▪ IQ Quality increased portfolio yield, generating more cash and income over time
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HY Value TR S&P Low Volatility Index


HY Value outperformed S&P low vol in key environments HY Value is similar to S&P Low Vol (total return level)


HY Value: Complements low vol stock portfolios by offering 
similar returns through different exposures (back-tested data)


Source: Bloomberg Barclays, Invesco. Data from December 31 2000 through December 31 2017. The HY Value performance shown is back-tested data developed implementing our own 


HY Value Factor definition.


Yields falling fastest Yields rising fastest


▪ HY Value has outperformed in both fastest rising and falling yield environments


▪ HY Value may complement low vol stocks because it maintained upside capture in improving market conditions while also retaining a 


duration component – its low volatility comes from different sources.


▪ Managers can use HY Value to diversify their allocation while potentially reducing overall risk and maintaining return.
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This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose


only. This document is not an offering and is not intended for and should not be


distributed to, or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or


dissemination of all or any part of this document to any unauthorized person is


prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are


"forward-looking statements," which are based on certain assumptions of future


events. Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date


hereof, and Invesco does not assume any duty to update any forward-looking


statement. Actual events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance


that forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or


that actual market conditions and/or performance results will not be materially


different or worse than those presented.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current,


but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all


financial material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on


current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions


may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals.


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted


by law. Persons into whose possession this marketing material may come are


required to inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This


does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such


an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an


offer or solicitation.


Restriction on Distributions


People’s Republic of China


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose


only. This document or any information contained herein will not constitute an offer to


sell any funds or securities within the PRC. This document has not been, and will not


be, approved by, verified by or registered with any relevant governmental authorities


in the PRC and thus may not be supplied to the public in the PRC or used in


connection with any offer for the subscription or sale of any funds or securities in the


PRC. Those who received this document are responsible for obtaining all relevant


governmental approvals, verifications, licenses or registrations from all relevant PRC


governmental authorities and complying with all relevant PRC regulations.


Important information
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Asia real estate opportunities


Calvin Chou


Managing Director and Portfolio Manager and Head of Opportunity Funds


Invesco Real Estate
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Market Outlook and Opportunities







Invesco Real Estate
As of June 30, 2018


Source: Invesco Real Estate


3


Local Presence Provides Global Competitive Advantage


North American Direct


— $31.2 Billion


— Since 1983


Global Securities


— $17.1 Billion


— Since 1988


European Direct


— $10.9 Billion


— Since 1996


Asian Direct


— $6.1 Billion


— Since 2006


$65.3 Billion Under Management


489 Employees Worldwide; 21 Offices; 16 Countries


North America Europe Asia


216 Employees 150 Employees 123 Employees


San 
Francisco


Newport 
Beach


Dallas


New York


Atlanta


London


Madrid


Prague
Munich


Hong Kong


Paris


Tokyo
Shanghai


Luxembourg


Seoul


Singapore


Sydney


Beijing


Warsaw


Milan


Hyderabad
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Asia Pacific Real Estate Market Outlook
Focus on unlocking growth in net operating income (NOI)


Image: Osaka, Japan; office vacancy is at a new low.


Where we are:


▪ Rents rising in most market sectors albeit 


growth decelerating


▪ Yields / cap rates continue to harden but 


bottoming


▪ Investors become more selective as global 


macro risks escalate


What we intend to do:


▪ Focus on unlocking NOI growth by capturing:


– Cyclical rental upswing


– Secular growth


– Asset enhancement or conversion


▪ Prefer logistics and rental housing


▪ Capture debt opportunities
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Asia Pacific Investment Themes
Pricing suggests now is the time to focus on ways to drive NOI growth


Source: Invesco Real Estate March 2018


▪ Decelerating supply in most 


markets


▪ In some markets, geographic 


concentration of supply may 


lead to different rent growth in 


different submarkets


▪ Greater regulatory control


is leading to a financing 


gap in Australia and China 


▪ Rising long-term government bond 


rates may make real estate debt 


more expensive


▪ Economic growth is leading to 


a generally positive 


employment outlook


▪ Cities have different sectoral 


growth drivers


▪ Yield/cap rate spreads over long-


term government bond yields are in 


normal bounds


▪ Stronger income growth prospects 


should support 


prices


Sharp 
pricing 


Synchronized
growth


Declining 
supply


Tightening 
lending
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Key Themes and Investment Implications
Escalating macro risks suggest a focus on the more stable markets/sectors


1 Global Trade Conflict Preference for less volatile, large and domestic driven markets


• Australia and Japan likely to be less affected


• Hong Kong and Singapore could be more affected


• Logistics and residential tend to be less volatile


2 Rising Bond Yields Focus on unlocking NOI growth potential


• Cyclical office opportunities in Japan, Melbourne, Auckland, selected cities in China and 


Singapore


• Secular trends modern logistics in China and Korea; rental housing in key cities in China and 


selected cities in Asia; specialty sectors


• Growth submarkets benefiting from infrastructure development


3 Evolving Retail 


Landscape


Value add opportunities are emerging in the retail sector


• Wider range opportunities could be found Australia and China where e-commerce is leading 


to bigger disruptions


• Reposition well-located malls with weak big-box tenants 


• Convert underperforming malls to other uses


4 Uncertain cross border 


investment flows


Both risks and opportunities


• Be aware of short term currency volatility risks for cross border investments


• Prime assets in gateway cities could be supported by domestic capital and USD base 


investors


5
Tighter Lending 


Condition


Window for debt opportunity widens as bank lending tighten


• Chinese developers seek alternative financing options


• Development financing opportunity in Australia is expanding to non-residential projects


Source: Invesco Real Estate March 2018


6 The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 
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Supply in Asia Pacific
Less supply should support rents in China Tier 1, Japan Tier 2 and Singapore


Source: Invesco Real Estate based on data from JLL Research as of August 2018


Office


Retail


Supply declining


Office: Sydney, Fukuoka, Melbourne


Retail: Melbourne


Supply declining notably


Office: Beijing, Shanghai, Nagoya, 


Osaka, Perth, Singapore, Brisbane


Retail: Beijing, Brisbane, Guangzhou, 


Shenzhen, Singapore


Supply rising notably


Retail: Perth


f=forecast


Average Annual Supply 2008-22f (% per annum)
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Pricing Today
Tighter pricing suggest a focus on capturing NOI growth potential


Source: Invesco Real Estate using data from JLL Research and Oxford Economics as of July 2018


Yield/cap rate (%) Yield/cap rate spreads to 10-year government bond yields (%)


Q2 2018            Long-term average         +/-1 std. deviation
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Retail over Office Retail over Industrial Retail over Residential


Value-add Opportunity: Retail-to-Others
Conversion to higher value use could be economically feasible


Source: Invesco Real Estate using data from MSCI, August 2018


▪ Since 2008, the yield 


compression has been less in 


the retail sector than in other 


major property sectors


▪ The higher relative yields 


probably reflect the softer 


outlook for rental growth in the 


retail sector overall as the 


sector adjusts to the rise of e-


commerce. 


▪ Where other sectors have 


higher values, the potential, to 


convert weaker retail assets 


to other uses may be feasible, 


subject to planning restrictions 


and submarket characteristics


▪ Potential higher value 


alternative uses include urban 


logistics, education, co-


working and co-living etc.


Asia Pacific average yield premium of retail over other property sectors


Highest on record 


since 2006
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Prime and secondary retail yields/cap rates in Australia
Diverging pricing for prime and secondary reflect investors’ outlook
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Lower yield Upper yield


Average yields of Sydney regional malls ▪ Amidst the e-commerce trend, 


traditional retail has to adapt 


to continue to perform.


▪ Since 2016, a divergence in 


pricing among prime and 


secondary retail assets in 


Sydney has been observed 


for the first time in a decade.


▪ With retail sales through 


traditional channels likely to 


grow modestly, active 


management of assets has 


become even more important.  


▪ Location, amenity, tenant mix, 


population growth, trade area 


income profile and good 


accessibility are crucial to 


asset outperformance.


Source: Invesco Real Estate based on data from Jones Lang LaSalle and Australia Bureau of Statistics (ABS), through December 2017
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Lending in China
Regulatory changes may bring distressed and private debt opportunities


Source: Invesco Real Estate based on data from CEIC as of March 2018
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New real estate loans issued in China1 (% change year-on-year)
▪ Despite strong demand, 


institutional investors such as 


insurance companies are 


constrained by regulation from 


making direct real estate 


investment.


▪ This, plus the ongoing overall 


deleveraging of the system, 


suggests a period of 


slowdown in property 


investment by domestic 


investors. 


▪ While we believe this is 


unlikely to meaningfully affect 


the pricing of investment-


grade commercial assets in 


Tier 1 cities, there may be 


more willing sellers.


▪ The impact is likely to be 


greater pressure on weaker 


landlords in Tier 2 or smaller 


cities with weaker 


fundamentals; distressed 


opportunities may occur.


1 New credit approved by banks for commitments under fixed loan facilities for construction finance and purchase of real property 


3/12 12/12 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16 12/17
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Loan in Local Currency Loan in Foreign Currency


Entrusted Loan Trust Loan


Banker's Acceptance Bill Net Corporate Bond Financing


Equity Financing Loan Write-off
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Offshore maturity Offshore call


Tightening lending condition in China
Developers may look for alternative funding as loans mature


Source: Bloomberg, ABML Global Research, CBRE, August 2018


Chinese developers bond maturity profile Major components of aggregate financing 


* shadow banking include entrusted loans, trust loans, bank acceptances, non-


financial equity financing


Source: CEIC, August 2018
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Construction finance Purchase of real property


4 per. Mov. Avg. (Construction finance) 4 per. Mov. Avg. (Purchase of real property)


Lending in Australia
Tightening lending conditions may create more opportunities for private debt 


Source: Invesco Real Estate based on data from Reserve Bank of Australia as of March 2018
1 New credit approved by banks for commitments under fixed loan facilities for construction finance and purchase of real property 


New loans for construction or property purchase in Australia1


(% change year-on-year)


▪ Lending for residential 


development continues to be a 


focus for private debt investors 


in Australia. 


▪ With an increasing number of 


private lenders active, 


expected returns have come 


down.


▪ With banks increasingly 


cautious in offering 


development financing, this 


funding gap may spread into 


other commercial sectors.


▪ Some planned developments 


may not go ahead in view of 


funding shortage, reducing 


supply in the pipeline.
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Development Finance Commercial Property


Development Finance (%) Commercial Property (%)


Lending in Australia
Big four banks are reducing their exposures, providing opportunities for non-bank lenders 


Source: Invesco Real Estate based on data from Reserve Bank of Australia as of March 2018


Major banks share & exposure to Australian Lending
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Development Commercial


Major banks market share ADI loans


1 New credit approved by banks for commitments under fixed loan facilities for construction finance and purchase of real property 
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Case Studies







Project Samsung | Case Study
Mixed-use  Seoul, Korea


Source: Invesco Real Estate.


Transaction Background


▪ Acquisition of an institutional quality, Class B+ office building located in


a prominent and growing retail destination in Seoul, South Korea


▪ Building was owned and partially occupied by the seller (a leading


domestic life insurance company) who was in the process of divesting


non-core holdings


▪ Business plan involved converting underutilized below-grade parking


and bottom office floors to retail to increase NOI


Investment Opportunity


▪ Attractive risk-return profile from in-place cash flow plus significant


upside potential from retail expansion and office lease-up


▪ Prime location in the “gateway” of the Hongdae market – directly in-front


of the 3rd busiest metro station in Seoul


▪ Compelling entry point in Seoul’s fastest growing retail market now the


3rd largest retail destination behind Myeongdong and Gangnam Station


Execution Summary


▪ Leased-up nearly all of the vacant office space (tenant secured prior to


close) and 100% of the retail to anchor tenant Kakao in 2Q 2016


▪ Construction commenced in Jun-2016 and the interior fit out of the retail


space completed in Nov-2016


▪ Repositioning work involved improving façade/entrance, reconfiguring


ground floor to enhance sight lines and provide access to lower-level


retail, adding escalators to drive customer flow to upper podium retail


Transaction Highlights


Project Samsung


Location Seoul, South Korea


Investment Strategy Reposition & Re-tenant


Property Type Office / Retail


Building Size 150,849 SF


Purchase Price ($USD) $49.9 million


Cap Rate Entry (Exit) 5.0% (4.6%)


Leverage 56% LTC


Current Occupancy 100%


Acquisition Date February 2016


Returns (Realized / UW)


IRR (USD) 40% / 21%


Equity Multiple (USD) 2.0x / 1.9x


Hold Period 25 months / 42 months


Disposal Date March 2018


Returns are after taxes & hedging but before fund level expenses and fees. For illustrative purposes only. It does not constitute recommendation or advice. Please note there 


is no guarantee that the estimated returns will be achieved. Performance was not a criteria for selection. 
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Project Samsung | Case Study
Before & After 


After | Facade After | Rear View


Before | Facade Before | Rear View Before | Lobby


After | Lobby


Source: Invesco Real Estate.
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Project Samsung | Case Study
Before & After 


Source: Invesco Real Estate.


Before | 2nd Floor


After | 2nd Floor After | Basement


Before | Basement Before | Rear Parking Tower


After | Rear Parking Tower
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Project Skyler | Case Study
Residential  Brisbane, Australia


Source: Invesco Real Estate.
1The Fund subsequently syndicated 43% of its stake to a co-investor on February 28 2017 as contemplated in original underwriting. 2 FX rate AUD = 0.77 USD for reference 


only. 3 Returns are after taxes & hedging but before fund level expenses and fees. For illustrative purposes only. It does not constitute recommendation or advice. Please note 


there is no guarantee that the estimated returns will be achieved. Performance was not a criteria for selection.


Transaction Overview


▪ Senior bridge loan origination to fund the development of an iconic residential


tower located in the heart of the CBD in Brisbane, Australia


▪ Residential tower will rise 89-floors and include 1,136 units divided into 5


residential zones, each with separate communal facilities & shared services


(the “Project”)


▪ Upon completion, the Project will be the tallest building in Brisbane and the


3rd tallest in Australia


Investment Opportunity


▪ Opportunity to capitalize on regulatory tightening in Australia that has led to a


pull-back in bank lending and the need for gap capital


▪ Compelling risk-return profile from significant pre-sales and senior position in


the capital stack


▪ Sponsors are an experienced local developer and one of Australia’s leading


investment firms with significant equity invested


Execution Strategy


▪ Loan will fund construction of residential zones 1-3 including 904 units; upon


completion of zone 3 settlement proceeds from pre-sales will repay the loan


and allow the sponsors to complete zones 4 and 5 unencumbered


▪ Construction is completed up to Level 67 (core), Level 63 (slab) and Level 53


(facade). Zone 1 and Zone 2 achieved practical completion and commenced


settlements in July 2017 and December 2017 respectively


▪ Pre-sales in zones 1-3 (91%) have reached a level whereby no further sales


are needed to achieve target returns


Transaction Highlights


Project Skyler


Location Brisbane, Australia


Sub-Market CBD


Investment Structure Senior Bridge Loan


Investment Strategy Residential Development


Net Saleable Area 950,044 SF


Fund Commitment1 USD $58m / AUD $75m2


Leverage (Peak) 48% LTC / 41% LTV


Acquisition Date August 2016


Realized Returns (Realized / UW)3


IRR (USD) 28% / 23%


Equity Multiple (USD) 1.4x / 1.3x


Hold Period 20 months / 28 months


Disposal Date April 2018


19 The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 







Project Skyler | Case Study
Construction Progress (Exterior)


Source: Invesco Real Estate.


as of March 2018
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as of March 2018


Source: Invesco Real Estate.
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Project Skyler | Case Study
Construction Progress (Interior)







Project Tosca | Case Study
Office  Osaka, Japan


Source: Invesco Real Estate.


Transaction Highlights


Project Tosca


Location Osaka, Japan


Investment Strategy Reposition & Re-tenant


Property Type Office


Building Size 89,424 SF


Purchase Price ($USD) $25.4 million


Stabilized Cap Rate (u/w exit) 5.0% (4.0%)


LTV (on All-in) 57%


Current Occupancy 55%


Acquisition Date March 2018


Base Case Returns (UW)


IRR (LC) 16%


Equity Multiple (LC) 1.35x


Hold Period 24 Months


Transaction Background


▪ Acquisition of a Class B office building at the gates of Osaka’s CBD; Osaka


office market currently experiencing low-single digit vacancy


▪ Fragmented ownership and mismanagement of the asset has left it under-


performing at 55% occupancy and significantly below market in-place rent


▪ Business plan involves (i) rejuvenation of lobby and light capex improvements


to office floors and (ii) leasing efforts to improve occupancy and increase


average in-place rent level


Investment Opportunity


▪ Attractive risk-return profile; returns primarily driven by asset management /


value-add efforts targeting significant increase in NOI


▪ Compelling opportunity to capture robust rent growth driven by attractive


demand & supply dynamics within the Osaka office market


▪ Upside scenarios offer meaningful outperformance e.g. faster stabilization of


occupancy, potential increase of retail rents and higher exit pricing


Business Plan


▪ Launched office leasing immediately upon closing in 1Q18; immediately


received strong interest (in-line with expectations) with early demand


exceeding available occupancy


▪ Simultaneously commenced renovation process – finalizing design by early


2Q18 and expected to commence execution by the end of 2Q18


▪ Repositioning work will primarily involve (i) revitalizing office lobby and


enhancing entrance sightlines (ii) upgrading office floors, lift lobbies, elevators,


etc. and (iii) perfecting land boundary line


Estimated returns are after taxes but before fund level expenses and fees, based on Invesco Real Estate’s underwriting assumption. For illustrative purposes only. Please 


note there is no guarantee that the estimated returns will be achieved. Performance was not a criteria for selection. It does not constitute recommendation or advice.
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Project Tosca | Case Study
Before & After (Renderings)


as of March 2018


Before | Facade


After | Facade After | G/F Lobby


Before | G/F Lobby Before | Lift Lobby


After | Lift Lobby


Source: Invesco Real Estate.
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Project Choir | Case Study
Office Auckland, New Zealand


Source: Invesco Real Estate.


Transaction Highlights


Project Choir


Location Auckland, New Zealand


Investment Strategy Reposition & Re-tenant


Property Type Office


Building Size 246,133 SF


Purchase Price ($USD) $101 million


Entry Cap Rate (u/w exit) 5.3% (5.5%)


LTV (on PP) 50%


Current Occupancy 93%


Acquisition Date 4Q 2018


Base Case Returns (UW)


IRR (LC) 14%


Equity Multiple (LC) 1.8x


Hold Period 60 Months


Transaction Background


▪ Off-market acquisition of a Grade-A office building with ancillary retail


strategically located in Auckland’s CBD


▪ Broken sale process led to a negotiated off-market transaction with seller;


Invesco Real Estate able to leverage knowledge, relationships and credibility


from recent acquisitions in the local market


▪ Ideally located to benefit from significant infrastructure improvements in the


CBD, most notably the new Aotea City Rail Link Station located two blocks


from the asset which will significantly improve transportation access


Investment Opportunity


▪ High quality asset with strong in-place cash flow; significant upside potential


from tenant/leasing strategy and strategic location/infrastructure


▪ Attractive entry price of NZD 6.5k/sqm ($USD 409/sf) is significant discount to


replacement cost; disposition price assumption is below today’s market price


for comparable product


▪ Compelling opportunity to capture strong rent growth in Auckland’s CBD


supported by strong market fundamentals; increase asset NOI from 5.3%


going-in yield year 1 to 6.7% stabilized yield in year 3


Business Plan


▪ Targeted capex program, drive NOI growth by actively managing tenant mix,


lifting in-place rents and lease-up vacant/turnover space


▪ Upside scenarios offers meaningful outperformance; e.g. higher office rent


achieved, accelerated business plan


Estimated returns are after taxes but before fund level expenses and fees, based on Invesco Real Estate’s underwriting assumption. For illustrative purposes only. Please 


note there is no guarantee that the estimated returns will be achieved. Performance was not a criteria for selection. It does not constitute recommendation or advice.
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Project Choir | Case Study
Office Auckland, New Zealand


Shortland Street Precinct


(Traditionally Preferred Prime Office 


Location)


3


Midtown / Upper Queen 


Street Precinct


(Lost Corporate Relevance, 


Large Stock Withdrawals)


Downtown Ferry 


Terminal


Britomart Station 


(existing)


*NEW* Aotea Station – Victoria 


Street Exit 


(2023 Completion – expected to 


be NZ’s busiest station)


Convention Centre


(2019 Completion; 


$1bn project)


Project 


Choir


Project Choir is ideally located to benefit from significant infrastructure improvements in the CBD


Western Corridor Precinct


Project 


Swan


Project 


Elizabeth


Waterfront Commercial 


Precinct 


(Future Preferred Prime Office 


Location) 


Commercial Bay


(2019 Completion)


Federal St. Rejuvenation


Albert St. Rejuvenation


Legend


CRL Rail Line


City Rail Link Map


Sky City Casino


& Sky Tower
(Observation Deck –


tallest building in 


Southern Hem)


CBD Infrastructure Improvements


1. City Rail Link (NZ$3bn, 2023 Completion)


▪ New Zealand’s largest infrastructure project


▪ 3.45km underground rail will connect the existing 


rail lines and improve overall accessibility to/from 


CBD


▪ New Aotea Station is located 2 blocks from the 


Asset – expected to become New Zealand’s 


busiest station


2. Convention Centre (NZ$1bn, 2019 PC)


3. Albert St. rejuvenation by 2023


4. Federal St. rejuvenation (Underway)


New


Aotea 


Station
New


Karangahape


Station


Re-developed


Britomart 


Station


Re-developed


Mt Eden 


Station


City Rail Link


Existing Track


*New*Aotea 


Station


Source: Invesco Real Estate.
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Project Parma | Case Study
Mixed-use  Sydney, Australia


Source: Invesco Real Estate. 


Transaction Background


▪ Mezzanine loan origination to fund the development of a mixed-use


project located in the Sydney suburb of Parramatta


▪ Development comprised of 18 floors of hotel (260 keys) and 35 floors


of residential (314 units) in a single tower with rooftop retail as well as


an adjacent church converted to retail/F&B


Investment Opportunity


▪ Invesco’s early participation provides premium to market returns with


healthy coverage at 60% LTV and 87% residential pre-sales at entry


▪ Investment thesis supported by significant infrastructure investment


from the Government and strong population growth outlook in


Parramatta


▪ Sponsor is an experienced local developer with strong track record and


considerable equity investment


Execution Overview


▪ Mezzanine loan will fund construction of the basement (partial) and up


to 10F super structure (54F in total); expect 2Q 2019 drawdown


▪ Senior first mortgage debt to fund remaining construction and fit-out;


expect 1Q 2020 drawdown


▪ Construction to commence in 3Q 2018 and is expected to reach


practical completion in 2Q 2021


Transaction Highlights


Project Parma


Location Sydney, Australia


Sub-Market Parramatta


Investment Structure Mezzanine Loan


Investment Strategy Mixed-use Development


Net Saleable Area


260,734 SF (Residential)


148,779 SF (Hotel)


11,830 SF (Retail)


Fund Commitment US$56m / A$75m


Leverage (attach-detach) 51%-76% LTC / 40%-60% LTV


Acquisition Date May 2018


Base Case Returns (UW)


IRR (LC) 17.7%


Equity Multiple (LC) 1.4x


Hold Period 41 Months


Local currency amount converted to USD at USD1=AUD1.33 for reference only. Estimated returns are after taxes but before fund level expenses and fees, based on Invesco 


Real Estate’s underwriting assumption. For illustrative purposes only. Please note there is no guarantee that the estimated returns will be achieved. Performance was not a 


criteria for selection. It does not constitute recommendation or advice.
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Transaction highlights (Closed in 4Q17)


Project Earth | Case Study
Logistics  Shanghai, China


Source: Invesco Real Estate. June 30, 2018. 
Local currency amount converted to USD at USD1=RMB 6.6198 (as at June 30, 2018) for reference only. Estimated returns are after taxes but before fees, based on Invesco Real 


Estate’s underwriting assumption. For illustrative purposes only. It does not constitute recommendation or advice. Please note there is no guarantee that the estimated returns will be 


achieved. Performance was not a criteria for selection.


Subject Property


▪ A rare opportunity to acquire a portfolio of high quality logistic assets


(completed between 2012 and 2015) in and around Shanghai in partnership


with a leading China logistics developer/operator ESR


▪ Located near regional distribution hubs or key transportation infrastructures


in the Yangtze River Delta


▪ Utilizing IRE QFLP structure


Key investment rationale:


▪ First core fund investment in China


▪ Attractive entry pricing


▪ Portfolio is 100% leased to a mix of reputable e-commerce, 3PL and


manufacturing companies such as JD.com and Cainiao (affiliate of Alibaba)


▪ The vendor is retained as the property manager and a strategic partner.


Vendor will be incentivized through a c16% stake in the portfolio, a fee &


promote structure and lock-up mechanism


▪ Fast growing e-commerce and online retail businesses being the solid


fundamentals for the growing logistics sector


Key Statistics
U/W at 


acquisition
Current


Property size (NLA) 367,617 sqm / 3,957,000 sqft


Cap rate 6.2% 6.3%


Purchase Price / Valuation (RMB mil) 2,050.0 2,180.0


Purchase Price / Valuation (USD mil) 309.7 329.3


Performance
U/W 


Acquisition


Est. 10-year cash on cash yield 4.6%


Est. 10-year total return 8.1%


27 The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 







Project Elizabeth | Case Study
Office Auckland, New Zealand


Source: Invesco Real Estate. June 30, 2018. 
Local currency amount converted to USD at USD1=NZD1.4759 (as at June 30, 2018) for reference only. Estimated returns are after taxes but before fees, based on Invesco 


Real Estate’s underwriting assumption. For illustrative purposes only. It does not constitute recommendation or advice. Please note there is no guarantee that the estimated 


returns will be achieved. Performance was not a criteria for selection.


Transaction highlights (Closed in August 2018)


▪ Recently refurbished 28 level Grade A office and multi-level retail building


situated in the Auckland CBD with district/harbour views and good natural


light to all four sides of the building


▪ The property includes retail, childcare, gymnasium and food court offerings


situated on the lower levels which improve the building amenity and


diversifies income exposure


Key investment rationale:


▪ Strong economic and property fundamentals in Auckland


▪ Prime location on one of the busiest corners in Auckland CBD


▪ Rare off market opportunity to acquire a prime office building of appropriate


scale in a tightly held market


▪ Attractive yield and projected total return


▪ Diversifies fund into the New Zealand market and enhances the Fund in


terms of geographic and tenant diversification


Subject Property


Key Statistics NZD (mil) USD (mil)


Property size (NLA) 21,265sqm / 228,900sqft


Acquisition price 214 145


Equity Investment 141 96


Performance
U/W at 


Acquisition


Cap Rate 5.6%


Est. 10-year cash on cash yield 6.6%


Est. 10-year total return 7.8%


28 The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 







Project Bloom (Tower 1) | Case Study
Office  Seoul, South Korea


Source: Invesco Real Estate. June 30, 2018. 
Local currency amount converted to USD at USD1=KRW1,114.475 (as at June 30, 2018) for reference only. Estimated returns are after taxes but before fees, based on 


Invesco Real Estate’s underwriting assumption. For illustrative purposes only. It does not constitute recommendation or advice. Please note there is no guarantee that the 


estimated returns will be achieved. Performance was not a criteria for selection.


YBD
CBD


GBD


Subject Property


Transaction highlights (Closed: 3Q 2017)


▪ A rare forward purchase opportunity to purchase a brand new Grade A


office building located in GBD (Gangnam Business District) of Seoul


▪ Located in the CBD and forms part of the Majestar City Development (2


office towers, 2 residential towers and a hypermarket)


Key investment rationale:


▪ Diversifies our current Japan and Australia allocation and increases our


South Korean exposure. Enhances the Fund in terms of geographic and


tenant diversification


▪ Located in close proximity to subway and bus stations


▪ First non-core investment for the Fund. The opportunity is expected to


generate a return premium when compared to similar core investments in


Seoul


▪ Deal structured to incentivize the vendor to lease up the building based


upon our preferred terms; with the building currently 79% leased, the


investment is still expected to deliver a return premium of circa 140bps


above other comparable core assets


Tower 1


Key statistics
U/W at 


acquisition
Current


Property size (NLA) 22,730 sqm / 244,700 sqft


Cap rate 5.1% 4.3%


Purchase Price / Valuation (KRW bil) 252.6 300.0


Purchase Price / Valuation (USD mil) 226.7 269.2


Valuation uplift 19%


Performance


Est. 10-year cash on cash yield 5.0%


Est. 10-year total return 8.9%


29 The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 







Forward Funding Office Project | Case Study
Office  Melbourne, Australia


Source: Invesco Real Estate. June 30, 2018. 
Local currency amount converted to USD at USD1=AUD1.3501 (as at June 30, 2018) for reference only. Estimated returns are after taxes but before fees, based on Invesco 


Real Estate’s underwriting assumption. For illustrative purposes only. It does not constitute recommendation or advice. Please note there is no guarantee that the estimated 


returns will be achieved. Performance was not a criteria for selection.


Subject Property


Transaction highlights (Closed: 1Q 2017)


▪ Acquisition of a 50% interest in a ‘to-be-built’ Grade A office property in the


Docklands submarket of the Melbourne CBD


▪ Development comprise of 20 levels office accommodation, with ANZ pre-


committed to lease over 70% of the area upon practical completion for a 12


year term with stepped annual rent increases with vendor providing a 5 year


guarantee over the remaining area


Key investment rationale:


▪ Geographic and tenant diversification for the Fund


▪ Located in the established Docklands submarket of the Melbourne CBD – a


location characterized by large, corporate and financial institution tenants


▪ Close proximity to light rail and train networks


▪ Receive a 5.2% coupon on the equity invested during development period.


Upon completion this will be indexed at 3.75% growth per annum in


accordance with the lease agreement


(Rendering of the Development)


Key Statistics
U/W at 


acquisition
Current


Property size (NLA) 38,961 sqm / 419,400 sqft


Cap rate 5.2% 5.0%


Purchase Price / Valuation (AUD mil) 213.8 222.0


Purchase Price / Valuation (USD mil) 158.4 164.4


Valuation uplift 4%


Performance


Est. 10-year cash on cash yield 5.6%


Est. 10-year total return 7.4%


30 The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 
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This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document is not an offering and is not intended for and should not be distributed to,


or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of


all or any part of this document to any unauthorized person is prohibited.


This document contains confidential information, is for informational purposes only and is


not an offering. It does not take into account individual objectives, taxation position or


financial needs. Nor does this constitute a recommendation of the suitability of any


investment strategy for a particular investor. It is not intended to provide specific


investment advice including, without limitation, investment, financial, legal, accounting or


tax advice, or to make any recommendations about the suitability of the strategy for the


circumstances of any particular investor. Prospective investors should take appropriate


advice as to any securities, taxation or other legislation affecting them personally prior to


investment or if they are unsure if this Strategy is suitable for them. Asset management


services are provided by Invesco Real Estate in accordance with appropriate local


legislation and regulation. This document does not form part of any prospectus. No part


of this material may be copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or


redistributed without Invesco's prior written consent.


General - The value of investments and any income will fluctuate (this may partly be the


result of exchange rate fluctuations) and investors may not get back the full amount


invested. Invesco Real Estate invests in property and land. This can be difficult to sell, so


investors may not be able to sell these investments when they want to. The value of


property is generally a matter of an independent valuer’s opinion. Where Invesco has


expressed views and opinions, these may change.


Neither Invesco Real Estate nor any affiliate of Invesco Ltd. guarantees the return of


capital, distribution of income or the performance of any investment. As with all


investments, there are associated inherent risks. If investors are unsure if this strategy is


suitable for them, they should seek advice from an advisor. Past performance is not


indicative of future returns. The opinions expressed are based on current market


conditions, are subject to change without notice and may not be the same as other


Invesco investment professionals.


Forward looking statements - These materials may contain statements that are not


purely historical in nature but are “forward-looking statements.” These include, among


other things, projections, forecasts, estimates of income, yield or return, future


performance targets, sample or pro forma portfolio structures or portfolio composition,


scenario analysis, specific investment strategies and proposed or pro forma levels of


diversification or sector investment. These forward-looking statements can be identified


by the use of forward looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,”


“anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “continue,” “target,” “believe,” the negatives


thereof, other variations thereon or comparable terminology.


Forward looking statements are based upon certain assumptions, some of which are


described herein. Actual events are difficult to predict, are beyond the Issuer’s control,


and may substantially differ from those assumed. All forward-looking statements


included herein are based on information available on the date hereof and Invesco


assumes no duty to update any forward-looking statement. Some important factors


which could cause actual results to differ materially from those in any forward-looking


statements include, among others, the actual composition of the portfolio of Underlying


Assets, any defaults to the Underlying Assets, the timing of any defaults and subsequent


recoveries, changes in interest rates, and any weakening of the specific obligations


included in the portfolio of Underlying Assets. Other detailed risk factors are also


described in the Private Placement Memorandum. Accordingly, there can be no


assurance that estimated returns or projections can be realized, that forward-looking


statements will materialize or that actual returns or results will not be materially lower


than those presented.


Restrictions on Distributions


People’s Republic of China


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document or any information contained herein will not constitute an offer to sell any


funds or securities within the PRC. This document has not been, and will not be,


approved by, verified by or registered with any relevant governmental authorities in the


PRC and thus may not be supplied to the public in the PRC or used in connection with


any offer for the subscription or sale of any funds or securities in the PRC. Those who


received this document are responsible for obtaining all relevant governmental


approvals, verifications, licenses or registrations from all relevant PRC governmental


authorities and complying with all relevant PRC regulations.
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Asian equities: an emerging buying opportunity  1


 Key takeaways


 •  We share concerns that the emerging-market sell-off elsewhere may also  
     impact Asia, but believe investors have overlooked areas that support the  
     long-term strong performance of Asian equities 


 •  We believe investors will soon find bargains in the region given the valuation 
     discount  


 •  In terms of the most exciting opportunities in the region, we believe China 
     all-share investing is the way forward


In recent months, sharp sell-off in Turkey and Argentina has sparked fears that the 
contagion might spread to Asian markets. We share the concern but believe 
investors have overlooked the following areas that should help extend the long-term 
strong performance of Asian equities:


     •   Domestic fundamentals in Asia are much more solid than other EMs and  
          have also significantly improved compared with previous crises 
     •   Valuation has turned attractive against decent earnings growth
     •   Consumption will remain strong amid rising income and be the dominating  
          driver to economic growth
     •   Reforms will continue to be the key focus of many regional governments, 
          which will help generate long-term productivity gains
     •   Structural opportunity to invest into Chinese domestic market with MSCI A   
          inclusion enriching the investment universe 


Invesco Investment Insights
Asian equities: an emerging buying opportunity  


September 2018 


Invesco Asian 
Investment team
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How will Asian equities fare given the fear of contagion risk? 
We believe Asian governments have learned invaluable lessons from previous crises. 
In the region, a broad spectrum of financial stability indicators, including current-
account balance, inflation, external debts and reserve adequacy, have much improved 
and are also in a better position than other EMs. 


We are also encouraged that central banks in specific ASEAN countries including 
Indonesia and the Philippines that are most vulnerable to the dollar trend have taken 
prompt actions by hiking policy rates; while in India, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is 
also closely monitoring related risks and ready to step up further actions. We believe 
the market has over-penalized Asian equities this time and the recent sell-off is not 
justified by fundamental factors. We believe investors will soon find bargains in the 
region given the valuation discount.  


What is your latest view on trade?
We agree that the uncertainty created by the trade tension between China and the 
US is an additional risk factor that is disproportionately affecting the region more. 
With the implementation of the latest round of tariffs on US$200bn Chinese imports, 
the impact on the Chinese economy could amount to 0.5 to 0.8 percentage points of 
GDP in the subsequent twelve months1, and market consensus continued to expect 
real GDP growth rate in 2018 to meet full year’s target of around 6.5%. We expect 
the tension to linger for a while given the diverging views of China and the US over 
what can be achieved through negotiations, however considering the dynamic nature 
of the issue, we expect things to turn quickly on either side (not excluding a 
substantially positive scenario) and to continue leading market sentiment for the time 
being. 


It is worth noting that there have been ongoing negotiations in the past few months. 
We maintain our baseline view that negotiations will continue given the 
interdependence of the two countries and believe there are mutual interests both 
sides can gain through continued dialogue.


What do you see as the biggest support to market now?
We believe the biggest support to Asian equities now is its strong market 
fundamentals characterized by compelling valuation against decent earnings growth. 


Since hitting a record high in late January, MSCI Asia ex Japan index has corrected 
15% as of early September, which made its valuation (11.3x forward 12m P/E) 
attractive compared with historical average and developed markets (US: 16.9x 
forward 12m P/E)2.  


Earnings growth has been resilient year to date. In China, MSCI China companies 
recorded 17% earnings growth in the first half, and consensus continues to expect 
earnings to remain in the double-digit range in the second half of 2018 and 20193. In 
India, the earnings momentum is strong as well. EPS growth for MSCI India 
companies (ex financials) has sequentially improved to 17% in 1QFY19 from 12% in 
4QFY184, and we expect it to remain robust going forward.


Will growth slow in the remaining of 2018 and 2019?
We believe economic expansion in Asia ex Japan markets will remain resilient in the 
remaining of 2018 and 2019. We believe it will be mainly led by economic stability in 
China and improving growth in India. 


In China, we have always mentioned that growth will moderate this year primarily due 
to government’s focus shifting to quality over quantity of growth, but we expect it to 
remain well on track to achieve the government’s target of around 6.5% thanks to 
recent easing measures. We believe investors should bear in mind that 6.5% is a 
comparatively high-growth number and instead focus on the real transition of Chinese 
economy towards high-quality growth and the government’s competence in 
maintaining stability.


1. Source: UBS Research. The calculation of GDP impact takes into account 10% tariff on US$200bn of 
Chinese goods, to be effective on Sept. 24, and then 25% from 2019 onwards.  
2. Source: Goldman Sachs Investment Research. 
3. Source: Citi Investment Research. 
4. Source: Goldman Sachs Investment Research. 
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In India, we expect its economy to keep trending up. We believe positive reforms in 
demonetization and Goods and Services Tax (GST) will continue to generate efficiency 
gains and the temporary disruptions they have created are now behind us. In 
1QFY19, real GDP growth accelerated to 8.2% yoy, hitting a nine-quarter high and 
showing a broad base improvement in demand conditions. We believe the strong 
growth momentum will gather further strength in the coming quarters.  


We believe above-trend global economic growth will also provide a favorable backdrop 
for Asian economies (see below chart).


Figure 1: Asia will remain the fastest growing region on the back of strong 
consumption
Contributions to growth
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Source: US, Eurozone, Japan data – CEIC, Morgan Stanley Research; Asia ex Japan – CLSA. 
As of August 2018. 


Where do you see long-term growth in the region coming from?
We believe strong domestic consumption and continued reforms are the two most 
important drivers for economic prosperity in Asia in the long term.


Situated in the world’s most populous region, Asia ex Japan markets have two 
thirds of their economic growth contributed by domestic consumption. Together 
with rising income, we believe increasing adoption of digitalization, easier access to 
consumer credit and product premiumization will help facilitate strong expansion in 
domestic consumption. Particularly in China and India, the two countries with 
largest populations, we believe income will continue to register high single-digit 
growth, which enables them to benefit the most from the above-mentioned trends.  


In China, we have seen lower tier cities showing stronger consumption growth and 
consumption upgrade emerging as a notable theme. We believe the accumulated 
wealth of Chinese households will further support the consumption boom.


We believe continued reforms will be another long-term driver to Asian economy. 
We expect regional governments to remain deeply committed to reforms as they 
have witnessed the profound changes past reform measures have brought about to 
the region and we believe the stable political scene is also conducive to consistent 
policy implementation. Indeed, in China, we have seen positive progress in 
deleveraging and the success of supply side reform; while in India, reforms in 
financial inclusion and financialization of savings among others have reinvigorated 
the financial sector. 
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What do you view as the most exciting opportunities in Asia now?
What excites us the most at the moment is the MSCI A-share inclusion that we believe 
have opened up new opportunities to invest into China’s domestic market. Through a 
two-stage inclusion this year, the MSCI Emerging Market Index has added around 230 
domestically-listed Chinese stocks. In our view, the onshore A-shares market and 
offshore Chinese equities together offer investors a better representation of 
underlying economy, and we expect China’s importance to grow and the country to 
account for 40% of MSCI Emerging Market Index upon full inclusion. We believe China 
all-share investing (with offshore equities including H-shares, domestic A shares, 
US-listed ADRs, etc.) is the way forward.
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Important information
This document has been prepared only for those persons to whom Invesco has provided it for informational purposes only. 
This document is not an offering of a financial product and is not intended for and should not be distributed to retail clients 
who are resident in jurisdiction where its distribution is not authorized or is unlawful. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination 
of all or any part of this document to any person without the consent of Invesco is prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are "forward-looking statements", which 
are based on certain assumptions of future events. Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the 
date hereof, and Invesco does not assume any duty to update any forwardlooking statement. Actual events may differ from 
those assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will
materialize or that actual market conditions and/or performance results will not be materially different or worse than those 
presented.


The information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any investor’s investment objectives, 
financial situation or particular needs. Before acting on the information the investor should consider its appropriateness 
having regard to their investment objectives, financial situation and needs.


You should note that this information:


•  may contain references to amounts which are not in local currencies;
•  may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with the laws or practices of your country of  
    residence;
•  may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency denominated investments; and
•  does not address local tax issues.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. 
Investment involves risk. Please review all financial material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on 
current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco 
investment professionals.


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose 
possession this marketing material may come are required to inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant 
restrictions. This does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not 
authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation.
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Digital transformation is considered the fourth revolution…


The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 2


When compared with previous industrial revolutions, the Fourth is 


evolving at an exponential rather than a linear pace. Moreover, it is 


disrupting almost every industry in every country. 


Klaus Schwab


Founder and Executive Chairman, 


World Economic Forum







… and it’s moving faster than any revolution in the past
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Invesco Confidential – Not for Distribution


Compounded by a “vuca” (volatile, uncertain, complex 


and ambiguous) environment, digital transformation is 


front and center to this global change


Since 2000, 50% of Fortune 500 companies have been acquired, merged, or declared 


bankruptcy, with no end in sight.


In their wake, we are seeing a mass “speciation” of innovative corporate entities 


with largely new DNA, such as Amazon, Box, Facebook, Square, Twilio, Uber, WeWork, 


and Zappos.


Mass-extinction events don’t just happen for no reason. In the current extinction 


event, the causal factor is digital transformation


Source: McKinsey, December 2017
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Digital capabilities are challenging existing roles and 


expanding the art of the possible across all industries…


Healthcare Auto Retail


Amazon is digitally 


transforming the industry with 


data, AI, and network effects….


Its share of the US e-commerce 


market is 34%.


Tesla collects terabytes of data from 


its vehicles and uses machine 


learning to improve predictive 


maintenance, self-driving capabilities, 


and the driving experience of its cars. 


The more miles driven, the more data 


collected….


…. A consumer can configure and 


purchase a customized 


new Tesla from the company’s 


website in eight minutes


Nearly 70 % of US consumers 


use a digital channel to manage 


health and wellness…


……Soon sensors will remotely monitor 


pulse, blood chemistry, hormone 


levels, blood pressure, temperature, 


and brain waves. With AI, 


disease onset can be 


accurately predicted and 


prevented
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… and asset management is no exception
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Artificial Intelligence
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Intelligent and automated


Data-led and client centric


Open and accessible
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FUNDAMENTAL 
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… TO POWER NEW 


ORGANISATIONAL 


CAPABILITIES…


… WITH SIGNIFICANT MARKET 


IMPACT


Disintermediation
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AI will dominate the front office, and 


consumers will expect services to be “living”: 


smart, adaptive, and bespoke


Intermediaries will be squeezed as common 


platforms afford direct access and the 


reduction of intrafirm risk


Radically lower cost-to-serve will push 


previously scarce products and services 


further into the mass market


Cheap and flexible technology allows rapid 


deployment of new products and services
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Digital capabilities have disruption potential across the entire asset 


management value chain. The stakes are high...
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Source: McKinsey (Modeling the impact of AI on the world economy - September 2018)
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600


Goldman uses 


automated trading programs at 


the company’s US cash equities 


trading desk in NY. Now there are 


only…


equity traders, 
compared to…2


traders in 2000


State Street is 


monetizing a portfolio 


management application that 


uses machine 


learning to 


highlight connections 


between breaking 


news and 


portfolio 


holdings


8


BlackRock’s CEO Laurence 


Fink’s goal is to have one-


third of revenue 


enabled by 


technology in the coming 


years… recently launched the 


BlackRock Lab for 


AI and Data 


Science to accelerate AI 


application across the trade lifecycle
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. . .and elite asset managers are making moves


Source: Goldman Sachs, BlackRock and State Street, August 2018. 







A ‘digital’ Invesco is focused on enhanced client insight, experience and 


scale 


Front office Middle office Back office Business services


• Seamless client 


onboarding (and solving 


for the incremental manual 


effort it takes today)


• 89% efficiency increase 


in our manual processes 


through RPA


• Digital and automated 


checks on the quality of 


our data (1M+ elements 


checked monthly)


• More efficient access to 


markets and underlying 


assets


• Strategic investing by 


our portfolio managers


• Connecting new 


revenue and sales 


opportunities for our 


distribution teams


• Provision of structured 


and unstructured data 


“on demand” to inform 


investment strategies


• Upskilling our staff, 


capabilities and 


technologies to support 


new innovations


Acquisition of Jemstep


and Intelliflo for 


integration of 


“roboadvice” into 


Invesco’s sales 


platform
Partnering with State Street’s 


Verus and machine learning 


technologies to prioritize relevant 


news sources in connection with 


investment portfolios


Implementation of Appian 


workflow for integrated, 


digital and seamless client 


onboarding


16 RPA processes in 


production; 210+ individuals 


trained across the business on 


RPA and blueprism


technologies


Build of an Enterprise Data 


Lake to support big data and 


analytics strategies using 


Amazon Web Services 


(AWS)


Blockchain initiative 


underway with Invesco 


Private Markets for 


tokenization of real estate 


assets


Invesco’s “data as a 


service” to support cross-


functional business needs


Stand-up “Invesco Labs” 


leveraging galvanize to 


support investment 11and 


distribution lifecycle 


innovations
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QUANTUM COMPUTING: We’re doing 10,000 


simulations today. What happens when we 


can do a million?


TOKENIZATION: Providing both investors and 


portfolio managers with the ability to divide 


assets into fractions, and traded on a 


digital platform


ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: With the wealth of 


data available through social media data mining, AI 


trading algorithms have a new window into the 


fundamentals of brand value, customer 


loyalty, etc.


What’s next?


What if I tell you that 


you can go every 


route at once and 


find the shortest 


route at the very 


first step.
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• “Digital” capabilities are driving mass corporate disruption, globally…


• … and the asset management industry is no exception


• Disruption potential spans the entire investment lifecycle…


• ….and the stakes are high (even for the fast follower)


• As an elite asset manager, Invesco is well on it’s way to digital 


transformation…


• … for our clients, for our business partners, and our shareholders


11 The presentation is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional Client Conference. Not for further distribution. 


Conclusion







This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document is not an offering and is not intended for and should not be distributed to,


or relied upon, by members of the public. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all


or any part of this document to any unauthorized person is prohibited.


This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are


"forward-looking statements," which are based on certain assumptions of future events.


Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and


Invesco does not assume any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual


events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-looking


statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or that actual market


conditions and/or performance results will not be materially different or worse than those


presented.


All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but


accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves risk. Please review all financial


material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market


conditions and are subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from


those of other Invesco investment professionals.


The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by


law. Persons into whose possession this marketing material may come are required to


inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not


constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is


not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or


solicitation.


Restrictions on Distributions


People’s Republic of China


This document is solely for the attendees of the 2018 Invesco Asia Pacific Institutional


Client Conference on 1-2 November in Shanghai, China for informational purpose only.


This document or any information contained herein will not constitute an offer to sell any


funds or securities within the PRC. This document has not been, and will not be,


approved by, verified by or registered with any relevant governmental authorities in the


PRC and thus may not be supplied to the public in the PRC or used in connection with


any offer for the subscription or sale of any funds or securities in the PRC. Those who


received this document are responsible for obtaining all relevant governmental


approvals, verifications, licenses or registrations from all relevant PRC governmental


authorities and complying with all relevant PRC regulations.
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Important information







Thank you







